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Cp specific heat of an ideal diatomic gas measured at a constant
. pressure,(7/2)R, (ft-lbf)/(Ibm-OR)
Cv specific heat of an ideal diatomicgas measured at a constant
, volume (5/2)R,(ft-lbf)/(Ibm-OR)
g gravitationalconstant,32.2 ft/sec2
k nondimensionalratio of Cp/Cv=l.4
P free stream pressure,Ibf/ft2




U free stream velocity,ft/sec
Xo distance of leading corner of subject tile from the leading






60 boundary layer thicknessof turbulentflow over a flat plate,
ft
u_ free stream viscositycoefficient,Ibm/(ft-sec)
. p_ free stream density,Ibm/ft3
ProgramParameterNames
B 24 element array of pressures at the top of the gap between
tiles, psi
DELTAX integration step for the skin friction calculation,usually
set at .i inches
DTILE depth of tile, inches
FLOSIGN flag indicatingdirectionof flow parallel to the x-axis
FXTOT total force on subjecttile in the x-direction,Ibf
FYTOT total force on subjecttile in the y-direction,Ibf
FZTOT total force on subjecttile in the z-direction,Ibf
G 24 element array of pressuresat the bottom of the gap between
tiles, psi
GFX x-forcedue to gap pressures,Ibf
GFY y-force due to gap pressures,Ibf
GMX moment about the x-axis due to gap pressures,in.-Ibf
GMY moment about the y-axis due to gap pressures,in.-Ibf
GMZ moment about the z-axis due to gap pressures,in.-Ibf
ISTA x-coordinateof the first point of the pressureprofile, in.
IEND x-coordinateof the last point of the pressureprofile, in.
KS tile roughnessparameter
MX moment about the x-axis due to normal forces,in.-Ibf
MXTOT total moment about the x-axis, in.-Ibf
MY moment about the y-axis due to normal forces,in.-Ibf
MYTOT total moment about the y-axis, in.-Ibf
MZTOT total moment about the z-axis,in.-Ibf
NRUN run number
NTEST flag indicating presence of shock or no shock condition for
model simulation
ii
N1,N2 number of pressuremeasurementson line 1 and 2, respectively
P free stream static pressure,Ibf/ft2
PHI angle of attack of Shuttle or test panel
. PRESSURE pressuremeasurement,psi
PSUR 6 x 6 subject tile surfacepressurearray, psi
P
PTBL 6 x 6 subjecttile bondlinepressurearray, psi
Q free stream dynamic pressure,Ibf/ft2
RHO free stream density,Ibm/ft3
SFX x-forcedue to skin friction,Ibf
SMY moment about the y-axis due to skin friction,in.-Ibf
TITLE alphanumerictitle identifyinga pressure profiledata set
U free stream velocity,ft/sec
X x-coordinateof a pressuremeasurement,in.
XC x-coordinateof the leading corner of the subject tile in the
coordinatesystem of the pressuremeasurements,in.
XMACH mach number
XMU free stream viscositycoefficient,Ibm/(ft-sec)
XSHOCK distance of the shock from the edge of the Shuttle in the
absolutecoordinatesystem,in.
XZERO distance,of the leading corner of the subject tile from the
edge of the Shuttle in the absolutecoordinatesystem, in.
Y y-coordinateof a pressuremeasurement,in.
YC y-coordinateof the leadingcorner of the subject tile in the




This report is a user's guide for the computer program that
calculates the steady-stateaerodynamicloads on the tiles of the Space
J
Shuttle thermal-protectionsystem (TPS). The main element of the
. program is the Martin Marietta InteractiveThermal Analysis System -
Version II (MITAS-II). MITAS-II was designed to solve heat transfer
problems using an electricalnetworkanalog representation. It can also
be used to solve any problem that can be described by diffusion
equations of the form @T=v2T + S and that can be solved using lumped
@t
parametertechniques.
In the case of the ShuttleTPS tiles,MITAS-II is used to calculate
mass flow. The program built around MITAS-II requires input data
describing the model network and the pressure profile over the tiles
chosen for analysis. The program calculatesthe mass flow in the tile
matrix using finite-differencetechniques until a steady state is
achieved. The pressurescalculated in and around a representativetile
are passed to anotherblock of subroutines. These subroutinesintegrate
the pressure to calculatethe normal force and the moments about the x,
y, and z axes. This informationis used in a nonlinear-stressprogram
to determinewhether or not the subjecttile will fail.
MITAS-II itself is described in detail in the reference manual
(ref. 1) provided by Martin Marietta and will not be covered in this
o report. 0nly a description of its basic organization will be
presented. This informationis required to describe the communication
of data into and out of the MITAS-II structure. The constructionof the
model network is discussedin anotherreport (ref. 2).
2The user's guide is intended to provide the user with enough
informationto execute the program. It is divided into four sections.
In the first section, the program and data files needed to execute the
programwill be discussed.In the second section,the techniquesused to
process the pressure profile data for input to the program will be
described. In the third section, the runstream used to execute the
programwill be discussedstep by step. The methods used to modify the
input data and program are also presented in this section. In the
fourth section,the output from a sample run is explained. In addition,
the procedure file used to execute the program, the MITAS-II model
input, a surface pressure profile, and the output of a sample run are
listed in the appendices.
DESCRIPTIONOF SOFTWARELIBRARIESAND DATA FILES
Several files containing the program software and input data are
required for the executionof the loads analysis program. The function
of each is brieflydescribedin this section.
MITAS-II is storedon three indirect-accesslibraryfiles: MITABS,
ZRJCLIB, ZLIBRY. The MITABS file contains a collection of programs
designed to preprocessthe model networkdata to create a FORTRAN source
program which performs the flow analysis when executed. The ZRJCLIB
file containsthe input/outputroutinesused by the preprocessor. These o
routines are written particularlyfor the CDC CYBER computers and are
not portable to other systems. The ZLIBRY file is a mathematical
subroutine library. Routines to manipulate matrices, to interpolate
data, and to plot the resultsare includedin this library.
3AKCLIB and FTNMLIB are mathematicalsubroutinelibraries. AKCLIB
is a special-purposelibrary containing cubic-spline routines to fit
. curves and surfacesto data sets requiringinterpolation. CURV1, a one-
dimensional curve fitting routine, and CURV2, a one-dimensional
interpolating routine, (ref. 3) are used from this library to
interpolatethe pressure data needed to initializethe model. FTNMLIB
is the main subroutine library maintained on the computer system and
contains routines for a great variety of applications. The bilinear-
interpolation routine IBI (ref. 4) from this library is also used in
interpolatingthe surfacepressure data.
XEDIT (ref.5) is one of severaltext-editorprogramsmaintainedat
the Langley Research Center and is stored on a direct access file. It
provides a convenient way to modify the source program and input data
files.
Two data files are required for the loads analysis of the tile
system. The file MODEL contains the model representationof the tile
matrix to be analyzed. The matrix consideredin this report consistsof
nine 6-inch square tiles arranged in a brick pattern rotated
450 counterclockwiseas shown in figure 1. The MITAS-II reference
manual describes how to develop the lumped-parameterrepresentationof
. the tiles and how the file should be formatted. The PROFILE file
contains the pressure-profile data defining the surface-pressure
distributionover the tiles. The structureof this file is given in the
second section. Both data files are stored as indirectaccess files.
4Also, both are renamed locally, i.e., TAPE5:PROFILEand A=MODEL. Other
data files and model configurations can be easily substituted and used
in the program by simply changing the file name in the GET statements.
o
INPUT DATA
The main forcing function and major input in the model is the
pressure distribution existing over the tiles. The model must be
initialized with the free-stream steady-state pressures at the tile
boundaries. The tile boundaries are defined at the center of the gaps
between adjacent tiles. The pressure values are obtained from
measurements made in wind-tunnel tests or theoretical models of the flow
conditions. The tests and the theoretical models are designed to be
representative of actual conditions expected during a Shuttle flight.
In both cases, the data is taken or defined on two straight lines
parallel to the flow direction on either side of the subject tile
(figure 2). The data is then interpolated between the lines to provide
the pressures at the boundary points.
The program is designed to accept as many as 50 data points on each
line spanning a distance up to 40 inches. The data may be located at
unequal increments along the lines. The number of points per line need
not be the same. The program fits a cubic spline to each line of data
and interpolates the data to provide a value at I/2-inch increments
spanning the range for which data exists on both lines. Outside this
range, the data is extrapolated along horizontal straight lines so that
the entire 40-inch span of the nine-tile matrix is defined. The new
interpolated data forms a regular grid system with dimensions 81 x 2.
5The griddeddata serves as input to a bilinear-interpolationroutine to
calculate the pressures at the node points between the data lines. A
o typical pressureprofileis shown in figure 3.
. The format of the file TAPE5 containing the pressure measurements
is fixed. The first card image or line of the file contains an
80 alphanumeric-characterstring identifying the profile. The second
line contains five parameters describingthe test conditions: the run
number NRUN, the mach number XMACH, the angle of attack PHI, the free-
stream dynamicpressure Q, and the free-streamstatic pressure P. Both
free-stream pressures should be reported in psf. Blanks should be
substitutedif the value of any or all of these variablesis not known
or not applicable. The third line containsNl, the number of points to
be read for the first line of data. The data set of Nl points follows
with one point per line. For each data point the (X,Y) coordinatesof
the point in inches and its measured value in psi is given. The same
format beginningwith the number of points in the data set is repeated
for the second line of data. The data points must be entered in
monotonicallyincreasingorder in the x-direction. The y-coordinateof
the first data set must be less than the y-coordinate of the second
set. The format specificationsfor the file are given in table 1 and an
exampleof a pressureprofile is given in appendixA.
Table 1. Format Specificationsfor Pressure ProfileData File
Line No. Variables Format
1 TITLE (8A10)
2 NRUN XMACH PHI Q P (A4,F10.4,F10.2,F10.I,F10.3)
3 Nl (I5)
4 X Y PRESSURE (2F12.5,F12.3)
6The rest of the input is read by the program from the input file
through two NAMELIST statements (see the procedure file in
appendixA). The first NAMELIST named XYCOOR defines the position of
o
the tile matrix with respect to the pressure profile. The four
parameters given are the coordinates (XC,YC) of the leading corner of
the subjecttile and the x-coordinatesof the two endpoints (ISTA,IEND)
of the 40-inch span of the tile matrix. These parametersare given in
inches and are measured in the same coordinate system as are the
pressures. The second NAMELIST named XSHOCK provides additional
informationabout the location of the pressure profile and subject tile
relativeto the leadingedge of the Shuttle structureto be analyzed or
the edge of the structure simulating the Shuttle's edge. This
informationdescribesthe shock wave generatedfrom the leadingedges of
the Shuttle. It is also used in calculatingthe loads produced by the
drag of skin friction. The parameterslisted in XSHOCK are: the free-
stream velocity (U), the free-stream density (RHO), viscosity
coefficient (XMU), distance of shock from edge of Shuttle (XSHOCK),
distance of leading corner of tile from edge of Shuttle (XZERO), tile
roughness factor (KS), the integration step for the skin friction
calculation (DELTAX) which is usually set at .I inches, the tile
thickness (DTILE), and the flag to indicate the direction of the flow
across the test panel (FLOSIGN).
The two coordinate systemsmentioned above can be different. The
system used to measure the XSHOCK parametersshould be thoughtof as the
absolute coordinate system on the Shuttle or in the wind tunnel
(figure4). The other coordinatesystem used for the pressureprofile
7can be relative to the edge of the test panel or to the area to be
analyzed. All that the program requires is a means to register the
. position of the test panel with the pressure data. This informationis
provided in namelist XYCOOR.
The equations to define U, RHO, and XMU are listed in appendixB.
The flag FLOSIGN is assigneda value of either +1.0 or -1.0. to indicate
the flow direction parallel to the x-axis. It is assigned a value of
+1.0 if the flow directionin the model simulationis from left to right
across the test panel as indiacted in figure1, and it is assigned a
value of -1.0 if the flow is in the opposite direction from right to
left. Also, listed in appendixB is the equationfor the boundarylayer
thicknessof turbulentflow over a flat plate, 50. This equationcan be
used when the boundary layer thickness is known to calculate an
equivalent value of the distance of the subject tile from the edge of
the Shuttle,Xo (figure4).
EXECUTIONPROCEDURES
This section describes the control-card sequence necessary to
execute the program. The procedurefile is listed in appendixA.
The first step after the usual JOB card and accountingcards is to
attach the software libraries. The indirect-access file MODEL
containing the model representationis attachednext and called A. The
data file PROFILE containing the pressure measurements defining the
surface-pressureprofile is attachedand named TAPE5.
8Next, modificationsto the model input file A are made if needed
using the text editor XEDiT. Changes can be made to the local file A
without changingthe permanentfile MODEL. This is especiallyuseful in
performing parameter studieswhere one parameter at a time is changed.
In this way, the program sensitivity to particular parameters can be
judged.
The general format of the XEDIT statement is: XEDIT, filename.;
character string. The filename referenced in the statementmust be a
local file. The character string is the list of XEDIT commands to be
performed separated with semicolons. The prefix "X" is used with the
locate (L), change (C), and quit (Q) commands to eliminateunnecessary
output from XEDIT. A complete list of XEDIT commandsand oDtionscan be
found in volume IV of the LaRC ComputerProgramingManual.
The binary file MITABS is then executedwith A as the input file to
produce the FORTRAN source file EXFOR. The output of this module is
written on a local file named MOUTPUT. The MITAS-IIpreprocessorechoes
all the input data in the output file. Also, it createsand writes out
directoriesto keep track of the storagelocationsof all the data. For
a large model such as this, the output file is very long (on the order
of 70 pages). Usually, this file is not needed, so it is stored as a
permanent file rather than being sent to the line printer or terminal
screen. The permanent file can be easily accessed or routed to a
printer when needed. The MITAS-II preprocessorcreates the program
source file EXFOR from the input file A. It is this file that is
actually executedto produce the solutionto the problem. This file is
9modifiedwith XEDIT to make changes in the subroutinesand to extend the
file capabilityof the program. An input file was added to allow direct
communicationwith the program. Specifically,it was added to allow
easy entry of data througha NAMELIST statement.
Next the file EXFOR is compiled and loaded. The compilation
listing is written on a local file LIST. The LDSET card follows. It
defines all the libraries, presets the core to negative infinity, and
creates a load map. The load map is written on a local file LMAP. Both
LIST and LMAP are usually not needed and are treated as MOUTPUT is
treated. These files are useful in the case of errors. They are stored
as permanent files and routed to the printer only when the program has
an abnormalexit.
The compiled program is then executed using the LGO statement.
After normal execution, the dayfile informationis written on a local
file DAYTEST. This file is then stored as a permanent file with the
same name. If a fatal error occurs, execution stops, and control is
passed automaticallyto the EXIT card. The controlstatementsfollowing
the EXIT card are then executed. The dayfile is written, stored, and
routed to a printeralong with the compilationlistingLIST and load map
LMAP to aid in the debuggingprocess.
The procedure file is organized this way to make it easy for the
• user to change data files in order to run different cases using
different pressure profiles. Also, it was designed to keep all the
changes made in one place. Rather than using a separate file for the
XEDIT directiveswith XEDIT to modify the files, the XEDIT commandsare
10
listed in the procedure file. It is then easy to determinewhat test
conditionswere changed before execution. Also, since the names of the
files containing the data, dayfiles, and listings are easy to change
from run to run, it is easy to identify the files belonging to a
particular run. It should also be noted that all files not already
saved or replaced before the job ends will be destroyedat the end of
the run. Files A, TAPES, EXFOR, and TEMP are local files that are never
saved and are lost at the end of the job. LIST and LMAP also fall in
this category unless an error occurs in compilation or execution and
causes the statementsafter the EXIT card to be performed.
EXPLANATIONOF THE PROGRAMLISTING FROM A SAMPLE RUN
A portion of a sample run of the computer program is given here to
aid in the discussion of the program output. A complete list of the
procedure file, a model input file, a surface pressure profile data
file, and the results of a run for a test tile in the mid-fuselage
region of the Shuttle is given in appendixA.
The programoutput beginswith a list of the user-definedconstants
in the internal flow model. The MITAS-II constants block information
with typical input values is shown in figure 5. The constantsnormally
varied in this block to perform parameter studies and to define
differentcases are constant numbers100, 102, 103, 106, 109, 110, 115,
117, and NTEST. Constant numbers109 and 110 should be changedwhen the
SIP thickness is changed. The last number on the right in the eauation
for constants109 and 110 is the SIP thicknessshown as 0.16 in figure
5. Constant number 117 is the force in pounds requiredto move a tile
11
0.05 inches in the plane parallel to the surface of the Shuttle. NTEST
is set to either 1 for cases representingconditions for a shock over
• the subject tile or 0 for cases representingconditions for a raised
subject tile with no shock present.
The namelistXYCOOR and the surfacepressuredata discussedearlier
are listed next in the output and are shown in figure 6. Pressuresare
given along two lines over the surface of the nine-tilearray. The x-
and y-coordinatesare measured in inches, and the pressure is measured
in psi.
The next major section of the output is printed by the MITAS-II
system as it searches for a steady state solution to the flow problem
defined by the user-suppliedmodel. This section consists of three
types of information:
1. Convergence information in the form of the maximum changes in
pressure from one iteration to the next at the end of each
iterationcalculatingthe change in the gap dimensions.
2. Pressuresat the model nodes, tile to tile gap deflections,and
tile to filler bar clearances calculated by MITAS-II for the
last two major iterations that determine the change in gap
dimensions. These pressures in units of psi are listed as
• Txxxx=pressure,where xxxx is the identifyingnode number. The
tile-to-tile gap deflections are listed as two unlabeled
numbers. The first one is closureof gap 1-6, and the second
12
one is closure of gap 7-12. The tile-to-fillerbar clearances
are labeled as EDGAP(1). The gap deflectionsand tile to filler
bar clearancesare given in inches.
3. Mass flow values based on the final pressure solution. The
mass-flow rate values in units of Ibm/sec are listed as flow
between pairs of nodes. The format is: Node-number A, node
number B, flow rate, where A and B are the nodes for which the
flow is defined. A positiveflow rate indicatesflow into node-
numberA.
A sample of the output from this section is shown in figure7.
This particular run was configured so that the strict convergence
criterion could not be realisticallymet. This condition forces the
programto iteratethe maximum number of times as set by the user. Even
though the solutionhas not "converged"by the set standards,a solution
has actually been found. This can be determined by examining the
parametersprinted out every 600 iterationsand noting the small changes
from iterationto iteration.
The last section in the output summarizesthe loads calculations.
The first part of this section is shown in figure 8. The program prints
the input data used from the namelist XSHOCK and the pressures
calculatedby MITAS-II for the subjecttile. These pressuresare stored
in four arrays and are labeledas follows:
13
B(1-24) = pressureat top of gap, psi
G(1-24) = pressure at bottom of gap, psi
ARRAY PSUR= 6 x 6 subject tile surface-pressure array, entry
(1,1) is T61, entry (1,6) is T66, etc., psi
ARRAY PTBL = 6 x 6 subjecttile bondline pressurearray, entry (1,1)
is T25, entry (1,6) is T30, etc., psi
Next, the results of the force and moment calculation using the
pressure informationin the arrays B, G, PSUR and PTBL are printed to
complete the program output. A typical summary is shown in figure 9.
Included in the summaryare the followingforces and moments:
FXTOT = total force in the x-direction,Ibf
FYTOT = total force in the y-direction,Ibf
FZTOT = total force in the z-direction,Ibf
MXTOT = total moment about the x-axis,in.-Ibf
MYTOT = total moment about the y-axis, in.-Ibf
MZTOT = total moment about the z-axis, in.-Ibf
GFX = x-force due to gap pressures,Ibf
GFY = y-force due to gap pressures,Ibf
GMX = moment about the x-axis due to gap pressures,in.-Ibf
GMY = moment about the y-axis due to gap pressures,in.-Ibf
GMZ = moment about the z-axis due to gap pressures,in.-Ibf
• SFX = x-force due to skin friction,Ibf
. SMY = moment about the y-axis due to skin friction,in.-Ibf
MX = moment about the x-axis due to normal forces,in.-Ibf




Figure I. Nine-tile array.
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TIMEO"O. PTI#EHDa 32., TST EPO"4.
EXTLIIq=,S
100el.47 STILE THICKNESS i IN)
101=6e0 STILE SIDE LENGTH i IN)
lOZeO,lbelO. SSIP THICKNESS (IN)
103".06 STERN][NATOR GAP (IN)
ZOGe.OS SGAP WIDTH (TH)
107"00.0000 SVISCOSITY (LG_IFT-SEC)
108"0.0000 SDEflSITY OF GAS (LBIFT**3)
109"1,0126.?e.16 SSIPIGAP DP FACTOR (INIPSI)
t10"1,21126,?*,16 SSIPISURFACE OP FACTOR (lNIPSZ)
111-0,1 SINITIAL EDGE CLEARANCE (IN)
112=0,1 SEDGE CLEARANCE (IN)
113-,o5 SSIPITILE DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT
114=,1 SSIPIFILLER BAR CLEARANCE (ZH)
115o115, STEIqPERATURE (F)
_116=0,0 SAVERAGE PRESSURE
117'B5,S SLI_F TO IqOVE ,OS IN LATERALLY ."
118o0*0 SCLOSURE OF GAP 1
119,,0,0 SCLOSURE OF GAP 2
120",001 $HINIIqUM GAP CLEARANCE (IN)
121el.E-3 SlqlNIIqUM EDGE CLEARANCE (IN)
123-,lo0 SPERHEAtD,ILITY FACTOR
1. p2w p3wA,*,_pS_ .6._ ?. _8..9p _10. p11.. 12.p 13J p16p p 15-0.
IYESTaOIJTESTeOpKTEST* EDGAP_LTEST=OplqTEST-O
NTESTeO $ 0" _ TILE NOVEl 1" 1 TILE MOVES
END








NF-6 REGZOH (REPRESEHTATTDH A)
RUN ttACH PHI 0 P
NUNBER DEG. PSF PSIA
)e€€ le8120 69.51 6560.0 285.
_UN X Y P-LOC
_MBER PSIA
_F6 0.00000 17.00000 3.74000
_F6 10.00000 17.00000 3.74000
_F6 12,00000 17.00000 3.0760 014,ooooo 17.ooooo 3;74oo
_6 16.00000
HF6 18,00000 '_7,00000. _.83000.92000
_F6 )9,ooooo.17,ooooo 3.98000HF6 19. 50000 17.00000 4.02500
NF_ 20.00000 !7.00000 4.10000
MF6 20.50000 17.00000 6.22000
_F6 22.00000 17.00000 4.86000
"F6 23.00000 17.00000 5.30000
HF6 26.00000 7.00000 5.54000HF6 25.00000 7.00000
_.65000
HF6 26.00000 17.00000 5.72000
.F6 28.00000 17.00000 5.80000
MF6 30.00000 17.00000 _.96000
6.19000
NF6 36.00000
_ 17.00000 6.30000:SgSgg 7.ooooo..ooo17.00000 6.52000
NF6 0.00000 17.00000 3.76000
HF6 10,00000 17.00000 3.74000
_F6 12.00000 17.00000 3.74000
HF6 16.00000 17.00000 3.74000
HF6 16.00000 17.00000 _.83000HF6 18.00000 17,00000 3.g2000
HF6 19.00000 17.00000 3.g8000
_F6 19.50000 17.00000 6.02500
_F6 _0.00000 17.00000 6.10000
mF6 20.50000 17.00000 4.22000
HF6 22.00000 17,00000 6,88000
MF6 23.00000 17.00000 5.30000
HF6 24.00000 17,00000 5.54000
NF6 25.00000 17.00000 5.65000
NF6 26.00000 17.00000 5.72000MF6 28,00000 17,00000 _.80000
_F6 30.00000 17.00000 5.g6000
qF6 32.00000 17,00000 6.07000
MF6 34.00000 17,00000 6.19000
_F6 36.00000 17.00000 6.30000
HF6 38.00000 17,00000 6.42000
HF6 60,00000 17.00000 6.52000
XSTARI= 0.00000 XSTAR2= 0.00000
XSTDPI= 40tO0000 XSTOP2= 60.00000
Figure 6. Listing of pressure profile data required for model
initialization.
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1025• 3,€_6713 T 1026" 3.9_106 T 1027" 4.0006? T 1028o 4.0?651 T 1029" 6,05126 T 1030" 6.07650
T 1031 s 3,q6635 T 1032e 6,01315 T 1033" 4,03661 T 1036" 4,05699 T 1035" 4,07Z60 r 103o" 6.07_8b
! ).037" _.OSZS5.... t 1030,. 6.06056 T 103q- 6.0bzq3 T 1060- 4.00331 t 1061- 6.)p9_.__ t )0,,2- 4.)b;._Z
@ • • • • •
node pressures
• • ? • • •
• • • _.o • •
• 3?IR• 4.1qbAJI T 3217- 6.6eJ017 T 3216- 4.79236 T 3219" 5.11017 T 37140 5.36557 Y 3213- 5.5_:7q7
6217• 5068083 T 6216., 5.72662 T 42150 5075228 T 6214" f)o7T70b T 6213- :).8l_)_.q• 6218e 9.62181 T
T 5218• 9087570 Y 5217• 5eq3536 T 52160 5090508 T 52150 boOZ37q T 5214" beObO03 I" 521._• 6009962
A,., ALL ARITHHETIC NODES WTLL BE NAPPED
_? 2_ -, 15208C)E-05
97 98 .5260 37E-06
q? 103 03_051gE-06
97 8120 -, 66690AE-04
q7 2122 -.6Z4150E-06




9P ztO_ ,36037qE-_6-.',5567_,E-06 --_. mass flow values
9q 27 .123996_-06
90 98 -,6b8188E-06
99 100 04 _'0625EoO&
09 105 .357052E006
qO 212q -,663113_-06 " "l_n _1 -. q._QXq/_F-nq





11130 BF 4 -.25531ZE-0"111]1 1 O~ .H7068~-0"
P131 805 -.}'H3"J -0"
81 Jl IIpO -. 49J7fF-04
PDl II 3Z • H654 E-O"
U31 1I115 -.2791'68E-04 eli
f1132 109 ... 91035E-04
f1p2 '1,02 .4284rJE-04B 32 II 60 -.2175 9E-04
11132 IIpl -.3265411-04
8132 8lb -.3"321 -0"
3.26111E-02 -3.blb80F-02 .....
mass flow values










































































1.00008E-01 EgG1P.0000 E-O E GAl'
1.00000E-01 EOG1'
1.00000E-01 EOGAP































































































































~ til e to fill er bar cl earances ~
l'geoooE-03 ~OGAP I .. I 1.00000E-03 EOGA~ I ~I 1.~uOU~t-03
1. OOCilE-O) fOGAP I 91 1.0COOOE-0) EOGAP I 101 1.0000~t-03
1.000nOE-OJ EOGAP 1"1 .00COOE-03 EOr.AP 1~1 1.uuuu~I-0)
1.00000E-03 EDGAP I 191 1.00000E-03 eOGAP I 201· 1.00000E-03
1.00000E-lIJ EOGAP I Z"I 1.00000E-03 EDGAP I Z~I 1.00liO':'l-lJ3
1.000COE-OJ EOGAP I Z91 1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 301 1.00000t-03
i
.00000E-03 EOGAP I HI 1.000goe-03 EOGAP I )51 1.0000(,[-03
.00000E-03 EOGAP ( 39 1.000 OE-03 fOGAP ~Ol 1.00000E-03
1.00000E-03 fOG1P I .... l 1.00000E-03 EOGlP I ~51 1.00000E-03
i ·00gogE-03 EOGAP I .. 91 i·00000E-03 EOGAP I 521 1·u(,uU~t-V3.00 0 E-03 EOGA' 5" .00000E-03 EOGAP 5~ .00000l-031.00000E-03 EOGAP I 591 9.9"88lE-02 EOGAP I bOI 1.11000U-01
1.00000E-03 EOGAP I bioI 1.00000E-03 EOGAP I b51 1.00000l-03
9.963ZbE-OZ EOGAP I b91 9.9953hE-02 EOG1P I 101 1.00uOOl-0)
1.00000E-03 FOGAP I HI 1.l/0000E-03 EOGAP I 151 1.00CJOi-0)
9.989~"E-OZ EOGAP I 791 1.00000l-03 lOGAP I 801 1.uOOOOl-OJ
1.0COOOE-01 EOGAP I ll"l i.00000E-03 EOGAP I 851 i.00uVOl-u39.9581 .. E-02 EOGAP I PQ .00000E-03 EOGAP I 901 .00000l-03
l .00000E-03 EOGAP I 9"1 9.9Z579E-OZ EOGAP I BI 9.98t11Zt-U2.OOOOOE-OJ FOGAP I 991 1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 1001 1.0~uOOE-031.00000E-03 EOGAP I 10 .. 1 1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 1J51 1.uOCuOl-0]
1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 1091 1.00000E-0) EOGAP I 1101 1.00000t-u3
9.99305E-02 EOGAP I ii"l 9.9687)E-02 eOGAP I 1151 i.0000tl-03
1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 9) 1.00000e-03 EOGAP I 1201 .00000l-OJQ.Qll3"BE-OZ EDGAP I lZ .. 1 9.95"08E-02 EOGAP I 1251 l.aoOaOt-03
1.00000E-0) EOGAP I 1291 l'gooOOE-03 EOGAP I 1301 1.uOOOul-0)
9.945Z)E-02 EOGAP I 13"1 1. 0000E-03 EOGAP I 11~ 1.00000l-V)
1.0000gE-0) [OGAP I 1391 1.00000e-03 EOGAP I 1"01 Q.98!93E-02
1.0000 E-O) EOr.AP I 14"1 .00000E-03 EOGAP I 1~5 1.00000l-03
1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 1"91 Q.977ZZE-oZ [OGAP I 1501 9.990d)l-0,
1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 1541 1.00000e-03 EOGAP I 1551 1.00000l-l))
9.Q7)80E-OZ EOGH I 1591 1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 1001 1.0000IH-0)
1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 1641 1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 1051 1.uOOOOl-01
1.00000E-g3 EOCAP I 1691 1.00000E-03 EOr.AP I 1101 t·OOOOOE-li).OOOOOE- ) EOGAP 17 .. 1 1.0COOOE-03 EOGAP 175 .0lOuul-O)1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 1791 1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 1801 1.aOOliut-03
1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 18 .. 1 1.00eoJE-03 EOGAP I 1.151 1.0IluOll1-C.).00000E-03 EOGAP I 1691 1.00000E~0) EOGAP I 1901 i.oOOUOE-03.OCOOOE-O) EOGAP 9 .. 1 .00000E-03 eOGAP I 1~51 .000uc.£-0)1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 1991 .00000E-03 EOGAP I ZOOI 1.00000l-0)
i .00000E-03 EOGAP I 20"1 1.00000e-03 EOGAP I 2051 1.00000~-03.00000E-03 fOG1P I 209 t.00080E-03 EDGAP I Zle 1.00000E-031.00000e-03 EOGAP (21"1 .000 OE-03 fOGAP I Zl~1 1.lJouOOl-Ol














Jfl"24)e TOP OF GAP
)*7396]]11 |,7646]875 ]*?gO994ZZ ].1]420?Z1 3,lbSi413g 3,ig6694ZI
].9341163| |.9777S004 4.05100748 EoIgl]lTEE 4*4495776| 4.7OIZOZL3
4,7|1Z|7|4 4,4495|204 4.1g121941 4.05100852 3,gTTTgO4Z ],g)41165B
|,8g777810 _,8668|621 3,835Z5|87 ],TgTBZ461 3,76358465 3,7|9346_0
S11-24)p |OTTO# OF GAP
).76)15110 |.TiS))5?t 2.81468761 J.itiTtS)? ].1868t009 ].g)li909?
4,0537Z077 4.|ZIO6446 4, ZSbS6621 4*39504862 4.4969)957 4.6Z07ZgZO
4,54ZOgi4g 4*40g?90H 4,25904499 4*11961473 4.06116254 4*OZIZ6?ZO
|.gSi_l?15 |*I9]HZJ4 )*i)4|9|TI ]*801294Z0 3.7779745S |.756799|9
_tiY PSUR
3,75144864 ],?iZITTZ4 I,I1799893 ],i5144138 ],i8ZZZ]98 3,g14466]]
|,?8ZITSIS S,$ZT_T20 $,IS14467Z 1*88222Z19 3,91446461 1,9S311S10
3.11799527 |.15144S06 |.182ZZ0iO |.g|446zg0 ]*gS31174Z 4.0067227g
20i51442)9 |olI!21SZZ 1.Q1446111 3*95311503 4,0067185Z 4010095937
),8|ZZ1769 1,91449947 ),qs|1116S 4,00671525 4,loogso6s 40ZqgiO419
3091445775 I,SSIIlOZ7 40006711q| 4,20094193 4,29987044 4.601877Z_
itPAY PT|L
4049375718 _0570S2951 4063778196 4,69736158 407S3|4]45 *081931356
4.S4649757 4,12Z474S6 4,?00628_9 4,76Z08033 4,821DZ465 4,88)26212
4,60151|16 4,68720670 4075624859 4,02001131 4,08Z61g04 4,95086031
4,66070220 4,7413761_ 4,i101]910 4087770792 4.g4516Z05 S,OZlOZ11]
4,72037_71 4,794Z1891 4016574190 4,93784914 5001151309 5,094501Z5
4071157Z)! 4014)S6SS6 4,q247216g 5,00787704 5.09101966 5,27566115




TOTAL FORCES AND TOTAL MOMENTS
I
FXTOT FYTOT FZTOT MXTOT MYTOT MZTOT
-,_0228019E+01 -.27205698E+O0 ,30qSZl_OE'O2 ,826qb153E+O0 -._3210101E.01 -.45789313E-01
GAP FnRCES GAP HOMEHTS
GFX OFY GMX GHY OmZ
-,53522744E'01 -.27205bOBE+O0 .13314bbSE+O0 -.388818_E_01 -.k5789313E-01
SKIN FRICTION FORCES AND MOMEHTS
5FX SMY
,, 329_T2_BE 4"00 ._8_32_5_E.00






















































8CD qSHUTTLE TILE INTERNAL FLOW
END
" BCD 3_DE DATA
GEN 97p3691tO.J-l.
10Z4,0.,-1., 10Z3,0.,-I., 1022,0.,-I.* IOZ1,0.*-I.
1020,0.,-I., 101q,O,p-l,, 80Z4,O.,-1.p ROZ3,0,p-1,
8OZZpO.,-1.j 80Z1,0.,-1., 80ZO*O.p-I** 8019,0.,-1.
7024,0.,-1., 7023,0.,-1., 702Z*O.p-l., 7Ogl,0.p-1.
?OZOpO.,-1.t 7_19,0.,-1.P lOO?pO.,-1,, lOO8pO.p-1.
lO09pO.,-1.p lOlO,O.p-1., lOllpO.p-l.p IO1ZpO._-I.
ZO21JO.p-1., 20ZO,O.,-1., 201_,0.J-1.9 Z6,0.,-1.
23J0.,-1,, ZZ_O.p-l.J Zl,O.,-1.p 20pO.,-1.
lqJO,_-l.9 6OZ4tO.p-l.P 6023JO.,-1.p 60ZZpO.P-1.
6021PO.,-l°, 6020,0.,-1., 601q, O°,-l.J Z007,0.2-1.
2OOB,O.,-l., 200g,O.,-l., 2DIO,O.,-I., ZOII,O.*-I.
2012,0.,-1., 7_0°,-1., BpO.,-1., 9,0.,-1.
lO,O.,-1.p ll,O.,-1.p 12,O.,-1.P 4OZ190.p-1,
402C,0.,-1., 4319,0.,-1., 502_,0.,-1o, 5023,0.,-1.
5022,0.,-1., 5021,0o,-1., 5020P0.,-1., 501gpO.,-1.
3007,0.p-I., 300PPO.,-I*, 300q, o.,-l.* 30lO,O.t-l.
3011,0o,-1., 3012,0.,-I°, 4007,0.,-I., 400B,O°,-1.
40_q_O.,-1., 4010,0.,-1., 4011,0,,-1.9 4012,0,,-1.
50C?,0.,-1,, 500n,0.,-1., 500q,0.9-1., 5010,0.p-1.
5011,0.9-i., 5012,0.,-I., IOOl,O.,-l.* iOOZtO.,-l.
lO03_O.j-1., lO04,0.J-l._ 1005,0.,-1., 100_,0.,-1.
1018,0.,-1., 1017,0.,-1., 1016,0,,-1°p 1C19,O.,-1.
1014,0.,-1., 1013,0.,-1,, ?001,0.,-1.* 700Z,O.,-1.
7003,0o,-1o, ?306pO. P-1., 700_,0.9-1., 7006,0.,-1.
701P,O.,-1., ?017,0.,-1., 7016,0.,-1., 7Clfi,O.,-1.
7014,0.,-I., 7013,0.,-1.P 2001,0.,-I°, ZOOZ, O.,-1.
20O3pO.,-1., ZOO6PO.,-1., ZOO5pO.p-l., ZG06, O.,-I°
1,O.,-1.* 2,0.,-1.* 3,0.,-1.* 4,O.*-l.
16,0o,-1., 15,0.,-1.P 14,0.,-1., 13,0.,-1.
_Ol_,O.,-l., 6317,0.,-I.P 601_,0._-I.* 6015,0.,-1.
_016_0.,-1., 6013,0.,-1°, 3001_0.,-1.* 3002,0.,-1.
300_,0.,-1., 3_0_,0.,-1., 3005_0.,-1., 3006,0°_-1°
3OlR,O.,-1., 3_17,0.,-1., 3016_0.,-1., 3015,0.,-1.
3014,0.,-I., 301_,0.,-I., _OIB,O.,-l., _017,0._-i.
401_,0.,-1., 4015,0.,-1., 4014,0.,-1., 4013,0._-1.
5018,0.,-1., 5017P0._-i., fi016, O,,-l,, 501fi,O.,-l.
5014,0._-1., 5313,0._-1.
C_S 25,0°,al,RIP 26_O.,Al_Pl_ ZT,O.,Al,_l, 28,O.,al,R1
CGS 2q, O.,A],_l, 30,O.,AI,RI, 31,C.p_I,RI, 22,0.,AI,_i
C_ 33_O°,al_Rl_ 34,0.,A1PR1, 35,0o,_1_R1, 36,0o,Al,Pl
CGS 37#0.,_],P1, 38,0.,alPR1, 3O,O.,AI,_I, 40,O.,AI,_I
_G_ 41,0.,a1,_1, 42,0.,A1,R1, _3,0.,_l,R1, 44, O.,al, R1
CGS _5,O.,_I,Pl, _6,0.,al,el, _7,0.,_1,_1, 48,0.,alP_l
CGS _q,O.,al,Pl, 50,O.,AI,RI, 51,O.,AI,Pl, 5Z,O.,AI,RI
_GS 53,0.,_iPPl, 5_,Go,A1,R1, 55_0.,_1,RI_ 56,0._1,R1
CGS 57,0.,AI,_I,.- 58,O.,AI,RI, 50,O._AI_RI, 60,O,,AI_RI
CGS 61,O.,A1,R1, 62,0.,_1,R1, 63,0._1,Pl, 64,0.,A1PR1
CGS 65,0.,_I_1, 66,0., A1,R1, 67,0.,_I,Pl, 68,O.,AI,RI
C_S 6qeo., Al,_l, 70e O.P Al,Plt 71, 0.,41_Pl, 72eO.,alt R1
CGS 73,0., AI,Pl, 7_0._ al,R1, 75, O.,Al,Pl, 76,0.,A1, Pl
- CGS 77,0.,AI,R1p 78,0.1a1,_1_ 7q,o. PAl,_l_ 80,0.,£1,_1
_GF RI,O,,al,Pl, R?,O,Pal,RI, 83,0,,AI,R], F_,O,,aI,RI
_CS PS,O°,A],Pl, 86,D°,AI,_], 87_O.,AI,RIp 88,O._AI,RI
CGS 8Q, O.,_I,Pl, 90,O.,A1.R1, QI,O.,_I,R1, qZ_O,,AI,Rl





























































































































• -621P, 5.125, 0.0
-6217, 5.37_, 0.0
-6216, 5.533, 0.0






























CGS I02590.9A1,_I, I026_O.9A1,RIj 1027,0.9al,91, I028,0.,Ai,_I
CGS lO2q,O°,AI, Pl, I030, O._AI,RI, I031, O.,AI,Pl, I032,C.,_I,PI
CGS I033,0.,AI,PI, I03_90.,AIpRI, I035,0.PAI,RI, I036, O.,AlpPl
CGS I037,0°,AI,91, 1038,0.,_I,_I, 103q,O.,Al,_l, 1040,O.,AI,Pl
CGS I041JO.pAI_Plp I042,0.*_I_RI, 10_3,0._AI,P19 I044,0.,^I,PI
CGS I0&5,0.9_1_919 1045pO.,al,mlp I047,0._Al,PI, IO&B,O._AI_R1
CGS lO&q,O.ga]_Rl9 1050, O°,al,;l, IO51,O.,AIJDI, I052,D.pAI,QI
CGS 1(S3,O.ghl,Pl,IC5490.,_l,RI,I055,0.,Al,Pl,105O,O.,al,Rl
C_S It57,0.,AI,RI, I05B,O.,AI,_I, lOt_,O.,Al,_l, IObO, O.,AI,_I
CGS IO61,O.,AI,Pl, I06290.,_I,PI, ]063,0.9_i,F19 I064_O.,AIJPl
CGS I05590.,AI_PI, 105590.,_1,QI, I067_O._AI,R1, 1058,O._AI,QI
CGS IC6q_O.,AI,Pl, I070,0._1,RI, IOTI,O._AI_PI9 I072,0.,_I,PI
CGS IO?7,0.,_],RI, I07890.,_19_i, I07@,O.,AI,RI_ I08C,O.mAI, Pl
CGS ItBl,O.,_l_l, I082,0.,AI_I, 10_3,0.,aI,_19 IOB&,O.9_I, RI
CGS ICB590°_AI,PI9 108590._AI,_I, IOB7,0.,AI,Pl, I088,0.,_I,PI
CGS lCBq,O.,_l_Rl_ IOWOgO.,AI,PI_ IOqI,O.,AI,PI9 IOqZ,O.,AI,_I
_GS lOq3_Oo,al,Pl_ IOQ4,0._I,RI, lOgS,0.,al,Pl, lOgfi,O.,_l,Pl
C_S _t25,0.,A]gPl_ 2C2690.,_1_919 2027_0.9_I,RI, 2028,0._i,_1
CGS ZOZg, Oo_AI,PI9 203090.,_1,R1, 2031,0._Al,RI9 2032_0.9AI,91
CGS 2033,0.,_I_91, 2_3490.,_1,Q1_ 2035,0._al,919 2036,O._AI,R1
COS 2041,0._AI,_I_ 204290.9_I,RI_ 2043,0.9Ai,_19 20_&,C.gAI,RI
CGS 2045mO._A1,R19 204590.9AI,91, 2047,0.,al,91, 2048*0.gAlmR1
CGS 2_Aq,O.gA],P_ Z_090._I,P19 2051_0._1,91, 2052_t.,al, R1
CGS 2053_0,,_1_P1_ _54_0.,_1,PI_ 2055,0.,Al,PI_ 2055,0o_I,91
CGS 2057,0.gA1, RI_ 2£5890._1_QI, _05%0,9AI,PI, 2060_0._AI_91
CGS 2_61,0.,_I_PI, 2062,0.,_1,_I, 2063,0.,AI,_1, 2064,0.,AI,Pl
C_S 2065,0.,A1,_I, 2065_0°,aI,_i, 2057,0.,AlePh9 2068,0°,Al,RI
CGS 206g,0,,_],;],2070,0.,_I,PI, ?071,O.,AI,Pl, 2072,0.gAI,Pl
CGS 2073,O,,A1,R1, 207_90°,AI_Pl, 207590,*A1,R1, 2076,0,9A1,_1
CGS 2e77,0.,_1,R1, _078_0.,_I,R19 207q,O.,_1,Pl, 2080,0.9_I,_I
CGS 20BI_O,_I,Pl, ZO8ZgO._I,_I, 2083,0,,_I,PI, 2084,0.,AI_I
CGS 2£BS,0.,AI,P19 208590.,AI,_I, 2087,0._AI,Pl, 2088,0.,AI, RI
CGS ZC89_O.,A],_I, 20QO, O.,AI,_I_ 20OI,O.,AI,_I, 2092,D.,_I_i
CGS 20_3,0,,_1,91, 20q4_O,,_1,Rl_ 2005,0°,_1_R1, 20qb_O°_I_Pl
GFN 30o7,3_,1,0.,-I.
CGS 3025,0._AI,R]9 302590ogAI,RI9 302790.,AI,PI9 3028,0.gAI, RI
CGS 312qgO.,A1,_1, 303090.,AI,_I, 3031,0.,_I,_I, 3032,6.,AI,_I
C_S 303390._1,QI_ 903&,O.,AI,RI, 3035,0.gAI,RI9 3035,0._AI,_1
C_S 3037,0.gAIgRI9 3D3890.,_l,Pl, 3039_0._I,_I, 30&0_0.,_1,_1






• CG5 3061,0opJlJ_l, 30_2pO.gAI,PIp 3063,0.,a1_Plp 3064,0.pAI_RI
CGS 3065_O.pA]pRIJ 306BpO._AIPQIJ 3067pO.JAI,RI9 30bBpOopAIpRI
CGS 306gpO.gAlpPIp3070JOoJAIpPI_3071pO.pAIpPlp307290.PAI_Pl
CGS 3081_0°_A1_I_ 308_0.,_I,R1, 30B3_O._AI_RI_308_0._AI_I
CGS 3_85,0._A1,R1,3086,0.,al,el,3087,0.,e1,R1_3088,0.,AI_RI
CGS 3_Sg,O.jAI,PI_30_0_0._A1_"I_3091_0.,_],RI_309_Oo_Al_RI
CGS 3003_0._]_R1_ 300&,Oo_AI_PI_3095,0._1,PI, 309b_O._AI,Pl
GEN _097_36_1,0.,-1°
CGS _025,0°_A1,_I, _O_6,0.,Al,Pl, 4027,0.,AI,RI, _02B_O._AI,_I
CGS %033,Ù._A]JPI_4034,0o_AI_I_ 4035_O°_Al_RI_%036_0._AI_I
CGS 4037,O._AI_RI_ 4038,0._AI*_I_ 403_,O.eAI_RI_ 40%0_0.,_I_1
CGS _041_0.,_1,P1, %0_Z,O.,A1,Q1, 40_3,0.,A1._1, %044,O.,Al,Q1
C_S 4C45_0._A1_1, 404_0._1,R1_ 4047,0,,A1,_1_ %048_0._A1_1
CGS _g,O,,AI_RI, _050,0,,eI,_1, 4051,O,,A1,RI_ 4052,O,_A1, Pl
CGS 405790.,AI,P], &O58,0o_I,RI_ _05q_o°_I_PI_ %ObO_Oo,AI_Pl
CGS 4065, Oo_AI_R1_ _Ob6, Oo,_l,PI_ 4067_0._I,R1, 4068,0o_AI,Pl
CGS _OBg_O°_AI,_I__070,O.,AI_R1,_071_O._AI,_I,_072_0._I,RI
C_S 4_73_O°_A]_P]_ %074_0.,_I_1, %075,0._AI,PI_4076_0o_AI_I
_¢S 4077, O._a],Pl, 4078_0o,_1,_I_ 4079,0.,A1,R1, 4080_O.,Al_l
CGS 4_5,0.,A1,_1, 4086,0°,_1_1, 40aT_O.,al,Pl, 608e,0.,_1,_1
C{_ 4O"9,0._^I,Pl, 40OO, O.,Al,Pl, 40gI,O.,AI,Pl, 4092,0._AI,_1
CG% _g3_O._al_l_ _O9_O°,AI_RI_ 40gS_O.,AI_RI_ %Ogb,O,mAI_Pl
G_N 5rgT_q6_1,0._-Io
C_S 5025_O._al_Pl, 5076_0._1_1_ 50_7,0.,Al_R1, 50ZP_Oo_AI_Q1
CGS _O_]_O._el,Pl_ 5062,0,,_l_P1_ 50_3,0._I,RI, 5064_O._A1, RI
CGS 50_5_O._Al,P1_ 50_6_0.*_1#v1_ 50_7_O._AI,PI_ 50%B_O._A1_R1
C_S 5{_3,0._Al_Pl_5_5_0._I,QI, 50FS_O.mal,P1_fiO56,0o_Al_el
CGS 5057,0.,AI,PI_5058,0o,aI,_1_5059_0._AI_I_ 5060_0o,AI_I
CGS 5_61_O.,al,Pl_ 50_2_Oo,Al,Pl_ 5013,0._l_Pl_ 5064,0._Al_P1
tGS 5073,0. A1,_1_ 5076_O.,Al_Pl, 5075,0.,_1,_1, 507b, O.,^l,R1
CGS 5077_0o al_Pl, 5078,0._1,Pl, 5079,O.,Al,Pl, 5080,0._A1,_1
C_S 5085_0.,a1_1, 5086_0.,A1,_1, 50PT, O._Al,_l, 508_0._1_Pl
CGS 50Q3,0,at,R1, 50g_,O.,_l,Pl,5095,0.,_1,_1,5096,O,_Al,Pl
G_N 6007_36_1,0._-1,
CGS 6C25_0. A],RI_ _02b,Oo_l_Pl_ 6027,0._Al,Pl, 60ZS,0._A1,R1
CGS _%0._Al,Pl, bO30_O._A1,Q1, 6031,0._Al_Pl_ bO3_O.,A1,R1
C_S _37, O.,Al,Pl, 6038,0.,A1._1, 603_,0.,^1,Pl, 60_0,0.,_1,_1
. _S 60_5_O*_Al_Pl, 6066,0._1_1_ 60_7_O._Al_Pl_ 6068,0._A1_1
Cn_ 6053,0o_1_1_ 605_,0._1_R1_ 6055,0.,AI,Pl, 6056_0._A1,_1
_GS 6C57_0._a1,_1, 6058_0._1_1, 6059,0._1,R1, 6060,O._A1_R1
CGS 6061,0.,a1,_1, b062,0._1,_1, 6063,0._Al,P1, b06_,0.,_1,_1
CGS 60_5_0,_1,_I_ 6066_0o_i_I, 60f.T,O,,al,_]_ 6068_0o,AI,_I
CGS 60_q_O._AI_Pl_ _070,0.,A1,_1, 6071,O._A1,R1, 6072,0o_Al,Pl
CGS 6073#O.,A]_Rl_ 6076_0o_1_Vl, bO75_O._A1,R1_ 6076_0._1,Pl
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CGS 6C77_0.gA1,R1, 6078pO._l,R1, 607q,O.,Al,Pl, 6080,O._AlpPl
C_S 6081pO.pAIjRIj bOB2,0.,A],_l, 6083,0.,AI,DI, bOB_,O.,Al,_l
CGS 6C85_O.pAIp_I_ bO86_O.,_l,Rlp 6087,0.,Al,Pl, 6088,O._AItRI
CGS 608gtO.,A1tPl, 60go,o.,A1,Ql, 60ql,O.,Al,Pl, 6092,0.,Al,_l
CGS 6eo390._],Pl, 6094_O.pAl,P1, 60q5,0.,Al,Pl, 6096,0.,AI,RI
GFN 7097t96_I,0.9-I°
CGS 7025tO.tAlpR]_ 7026,0.,AI,RI, 7027,0.pAI,PI, 7028,0.pAI,RI
CGS 702gtO°,AI,R]j 7030,O.,AI,Pl, 7031,O.,AI_Pl, 7132,0.PA1_1
CGS 7033_O.,AI,PI, 703&JO.,A1,RI, 7035,0,9£I,RI, 7036,0,,AI,RI
CGS 7037_O.,AI,PI, 7038,0.,AI,_I, 703_,O.,AI,RI, 70&O,O°,Al,_l
CGS 70&ItO.,AI,Pl, 70&2pO.,AI,RI, 70&3,0o,AI,RI, 70%%,O.,Al_l
CGS 70&5tO._AI_Pl, 7066_0.,A1,_I, 70&7,0°_AI_RI, 70_8,0.,AI,_I
CGS 704qtO.,_ItR], 7050,O.tAI,Rl, 7051,O.,_ItPl, 7052 O.,Al,Pl
CGS 7¢53_O._AI,RI, 7G5&,O.,AI,QI, 7055,0._I,PI, 705b,O.,Ai,Rl
CGS 7057_O._Al,Plm 7058,0.,AI,Pl, 7059,O.,AI,Pl, 7060,O.,AI,RI
CGS 7061_O.,AlmPl, 7062,0.,AI,RI, 7063_O.,AI,Pl, 706%,O.,AI,RI
CGS 70_5*C.,Al,Plm 7C66,0._I,PI, 7067_0.,_I,RI, 7068,0.,AI_Pl
CGS 706q_o._A1mP1_ 7070mO.,A],Rl_ 7071pO.,AI,Pl, 7072,0._A1_RI
CGS 7073_0.,_,PI, 707&,O.,_l,Wl, 7075,0.,AI,Pl, 707b,O.,AI,Rl
CGS 7077tO.,AI,R1, 7078,0.m_l,Pl, 707q,O._Al,Pl, 7080,O.,AI,Pl
COS 7_PI,O.,AI,Pl, 7082,0.,_I,mI, 7083,0.tAl,Pl, 708_,O,_AI,Pl
CG_ 7t85tO.,AI,R1, 7086mO.,A1,_l, 7087,0.,AI,Pl, 7088,0.,AI,Pl
CG_ 7¢9O_S.,AI,P], 70q0,0._I,_I, 7001,O.,A1,RI, 70q2,0.,Al,_l
C_S 70q3_o.,A]_Rl, 70Q4,0._AI,Pl, 70q5,0.,Al,Pl, 709_,O.,Alt_l
CGS 8_25_O.,AI,RI, 802b,0.,_I,_i, 8027,0.,AI,_I, 8028,0°,_I,RI
CGS St2q_o._A],_1_ n030,0.,_I,_i, RO31,O.,AI,RI, 803Z,O.,AI,_I
CGS RO33_O.,Al. Plt 6C34,0.,_1,Q1, PO35.0.,61,Pl. 8036.0.,Al,Pl
CGS 8t41,O.,_l,Pl, 80&2,0.,_1,_1, 80_B,O.,_l,Pl, 8046,0.,A1,R1
CGS P¢&5,0.,AI,RI, 8046,0.,_I,QI, PO47,0.,AI,RI, 80&S,O.,Al,_l
CGS RC_Q_C.,AI*Pl, 8050,O._AI_QI, FO51,O.,Al,_l, BO52,O.,AI,_I
CGS 8053tO._Al_], 805&tO.,_l,_l, 8055,0.,al,Pl, 805_,O.,aI,RI
CGS _57tt.,Al,Pl_ 8058,0°,_I,_I, 80_o,O.,Al,Rl, 8060,O._Ale_l
C_S R£77,0.,A],Pl, P¢78_O.,Al_Ol, 807gtO.,AI,PI_ 8080,0.,_I,PI
C_S Pt_OtO.,A],Pl, 80oO,O.,_I,Pl, 80ql,O.,Al_Pl, 80q2,0._Al,_l
CGS 60W_D.,AI,PI_ BOO&,O.,Al,_l_ 80q5,0.,Al,Pl, 8096,0.,AI_RI
E_:D
_rn 3_DNDUCTOQ DATA







C CnNDUCTORS ;N T_LF
C_S 77_ I1 25tA2,P2t 7P, 2, 26, A2tR2
rc_ 7q, 3, ?7,_2,R2t 80, &, 28,A2,P2
CGS 81, _, ?O,A2,_2, 8Z, 6, 30,_?,_a
CGS n3_ 7, 30.A2,_2_ R_. R, 36,A2,_2
C_S A5_ g, &2,A2,_2_ _b, lO, 6A,A2_R2
CGS 87_ ]1, 54,A2,P2t 5_, 32, 60,A2,R2
CGS 8q, 13, _O,A2,R2p gO, 14, 5g,A2,P2
CGS 9]_ 15, 58,A2_P2, qZ, 16, 57,A2,R2
C_S q_, 17, 5h, A2,R2t q4, ]8, 55_2_R2
CG_ qS, 19, 55,A2,P2_ gb, 20, _g,_2,P2
CGS qT, Z], 43,A2,P2_ qS, 22, 37_A2_2
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CGS 99p 2_* 31,A2,R2_ 100_ 24_ 25,A2pR2
CGS IClp 25p 26,A39R39 102_ 2bp 27Pk3,R3
CGS 103p 27_ 28*A3PP39 106J 28p 2qJA39R3
C_S 105p 2Q, 30*A3jR3e 106p 3]p 32,A3pR3
CGS ]07p 32. 33,A3*_31 I08p 33, 34*A3,R3
CG$ ]Oqp 34. 35pA39P3* 1109 359 359A39R3
CGS 111p 37, 38*A39R31 1129 38, 399A3,R3
CGS 113_ 39, 409A39R3, 11%9 60, 41.A3,R3
C_S 1159 61, 629A39R39 116, 639 46,639R3
CGS 117, _4, 45*A3*R31 118. 65, 6b*A3mR3
CGS 11q* 66. 47*A3,P3p 120t 479 68.A3.R3
CGS 1219 6q* 50*A3,R39 122t 509 _lgA39P3
C_S 123, 51. 529k3*R39 126. 529 53.AS_P3
CGS ]25, 53, 56PA3_R3p 12b_ 559 56,A3,R3
CG_ 127. 56. 57.A3,_3 1_89 579 _89A3*P3
CG_ 12q* 5A* 5_,A39R3 1301 fQ* 60,A3*R3
C_S 1319 25. 31,A3,_3. 1329 31, 379A3,P3
C_S 133, 37, 43,A3,P3 13%, 439 49,b3,P3
CGS 135, %9. 55,A39R3 1369 26, 32963.R3
C_$ 1_7, 32, 38,A39R3 138P 3_9 4%,A39R3
CGS 13q, %6, 50.A39R3* ]%09 509 56*A3*R3
CGS 1419 27, 339A39R3. 1621 33, 39.A3,"3
CGS 163, 399 45*A3p_3 1469 65p 519k3._3
CGS 14_9 _1. 57, A39R39 1469 289 34*A3,P3
CG? 1_7, 3%, 40*A3,P3, 1%89 40_ 469A3,P3
CGS 14q, 46. 52.A39R3, ]50, 529 589AS.P3
CGS 151, 2q. 35,A3,R3, 152, 35* 41,A3*R3
CG_ 153, _1, 67.A3,_39 156, 67, 53,A3._3
CGS ]55, 53, 5q,A3._39 156_ 309 36*A3,R3
CGS 1579 3b, 42,A39R39 1589 429 _Bg_3,R3
CGS ]599 48_ 54,_3,R3, 1609 5_, 609A3,R3
C_S 1_]9 _1_ 62,A3,_3, 1629 629 _3,63,_3
CGS 1639 63, 64,A3,P39 164, 649 65, A3,P3
CGS 1659 65, 66,A39R3, 1669 679 _89A3,R3
CGS 1679 6B, _q,b3,R3, 168_ 59, 709A3,_3
CGS ]6Q_ 70. 71,A3,P39 1709 719 72,A39R3
C_S 171, 7_. 74,A3,_3, 1729 7_, 75._39_3
CGS 1739 75. 76,A39_3, 174, 769 77,_3.P3
CGS 175P 77. 78.A3,=39 176, ?@, 80,A3,P3
C_S 177, 80, _1,A3,_3, ]78, _1, 82,A3,R3
CGS 17q9 82, 83,A3*R39 ]PO, 83, P4,_3,P3
_S 1819 BS. 86.A3._39 182, 86, _7.63,P3
CGS 183, 87. 889A39P3* 186, 88, PO.A39_3
CGS 1859 Pq, O0,_p_3, 1q69 q19 _2,_39R3
CGS lq79 q2, 03,_3,R39 1_9 039 _4,A3,R3
CG_ 189, q4, 05.A3,_39 100, qs_ q69A3*P3
CGS 101, bl, _79_*o3, 1_29 679 739AS,P3
CGS 1039 739 79.AS,R39 104, Vqt P59A3,R3
CGS I_59 P5* 91*A3,P3, 196_ 629 68.A3,R3
C_S 197, _8. 74.A39R39 Iq8. 76_ 80.A39R3
CG5 lqq* 80, R6*A3*"3. 200. 86, 929A3*P3
C_S _, _3. _9._)_5,g39 202, 6_ 7_9A39_3
COS ?039 75. PI*A3.R_, 20_9 8], P7,63,R3
_GS 2059 _7, 93._39P3, 20b, 669 70,_3,_3
_GS 207, 70, 76,A3,_3, 208, 7_, P2,_3,_3
C_S ?0_, P2, 8A,_3,R3, 210, 889 _6,_3,R3
CGS 2119 _5, 71,_3,_3, 212, 71. 77, A3,F3
CGS 2139 77, _3,_39R3, 21;_ 839 8q,A3.R3
CGS 215. eq, 95._3.P3, 216. 66, 72*A3*R3
C_S 717, 77, 78.A3._3, 218, 7P, 84.A3,P3
CGS 2109 P4, 90_3.D3_ 220, qO, 06*A3,P3
C_S 221_ 25, 61*A3,P_9 222, 26, b2*A39_
_S 2239 27, _3,_3,v49 22_, 2P_ 64,_39P4
CGS 22f, 2q, 65,A2,_4, 726, 38, 66,A3,P4
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CGS 227t 31, 67,A3pR4j 228_ 32p 68,A3,R4
CGS 22921 33, 69JA39R4, 230, 3#_ 70pA3pR4
CGS 231, 359 71,A3994, 2329 36J 729A3,R4
CGS 2339 37, 739A3,949 23%9 389 749A3,P4
CGS 2359 39, 759A39R%, 236 409 769A39R%
CGS 2379 %1, 77,A3,R%9 238, 429 78,A3,R%
CGS 239, 43, 79,_39R49 2&O 449 809A3,R4
CGS 2419 45, 81,A39R49 242, 46, 829A3,44
CGS 243, 47, 83,A3,R&9 244 489 84*A3,94
_GS 2459 49* 85*A3*R49 246_ 50, 86,A3*94
CGS 247, 51, 87,A3,R4, 248 52, 889J3,P%
CGS 24Q9 53, 8q,A3*R4, 250, 549 90,A3*R_
CGS 2519 55, 91*A3,R4, 252 56, 92*A39R4
CGS 2539 579 939A3,P4, 2549 589 94,_3,94
CGS 255* 59. 95*A39R4, 256. 60, 96,_3,P4
GFN 257,6.19 259 1*9791,1.
GEN 263,49]1 36, 6,108,6,],
GEN 267,6919 60, -1,132,-191.
GEN 2739491, 49, -6.]21,-_,I.
C_S 2779 97. 08*A4,959 2789 98, 99,A4,P5
CGS 2799 999 I00*A49959 280, i00. I01*A4,P5
COS 2_I, I01, I029A_,DS, 282, I039 I0_9_4,95
CGS 2"3, lO&* I05,A_,_59 2_&, 105, IO_,A&,P5
CGS 2R5, I06, I07,A49P59 2869 107. I08,K4,_5
CGS 287, I0_, II0,A4,95, 288, II0. 111,A4995
CGS 289, 111, 112*A4,95, 290, 112. I13,A4,95
CGS 7919 I13. II4,A&*R59 792, ]15, 1169A&*95
CGS 293* i]6, I]7,A4,_5, 204, 117, IIB,Aa*P5
CG_ 2959 118, IIq,A_PS, 296, 119, I20)A4,P5
CGS 297, 121, 122,A4,P5, 2989 122, 123,_&,P5
CGS 29% 123, 124,A_,_59 300, 1?4, 125,A4,P5
CGS 301. 125, 126,A_9_5, 302* 127, 128,A_,_5
C_S 3039 128. 129,A4*R59 3049 129. 1309A4*R5
CGS 305, 130, 131.A4._59 305, 131. 132,A4,95
C_S 3079 97, I03,A49_59 30_, 1039 109,_&,P5
C_S 3099 lOq, 115,A4*_5. ?I0, 115, 121,_&,95
CGS 3119 121, 127,A4,95, 9129 98, I04*_4,95
_GS 313, 104, II0,_4,_5, 314, ii0, I]6,^4,95
_S 315, llh, 122,A4,95* 316, ]72, 12_,_4,95
C_S 317, 09, I05,A4,95, 318, 105, III,A4,95
CGS 319, 111. IIT,A_,D5, 320, 117, 123*A4*95
CGS 371, 123, I?Q,A4,PS, 322, 100. 106,_4,_5
C_S 323, lO&, 112,_4,P59 32&* II_* lIB,A4,'5
CGS 325, 118, 124,A4*959 3269 124. 130,A&,P5
CGS 327, I01, 107,A4,959 328, 1079 II3*A&,P5
CGS 379, 113, I19.A4._5. 330, II0, 125,A&,_5
CGS 331, 125. 131,_4,R5, 332, 102, 108,A&,Rb
C_S 333e lOB, I14,A4,95, 334. 114. 120,A_,_5
CGS 3359 120, 126*_4*059 3369 1269 1329A4*R5
CGS 500,1120,2097, a59P6, 501,1126,2103,_5,P6, 502,113292lOg,A5,'6
C_S 5039_I02,21159_5,F6, 50_,PI0892171,_5,96, 5059811_921279_5,_6
CGS 506.8120,979 &_,P6, 50798126,103. A5,961 508,813291099 A5,96
CGS 509971029115, A_,P6, 510,7108.1219 AS,P6, 511,71149127, _5,P6
CGS 51297120,_0979_5996, 51397126,6]03*AS,R69 5149713296104A5,96
CGS 515,2120930079_59_69 _16.2126.3103.A59_6. 517921329310_9A59_6
CGS 515,I02,3115, _5,96, 5199108,3121, _5,96, 520,I14_3127, AS,R6
COS 5219120,40979 _5,96, 5229126._I03, &5,96* 5239132.4109. _5,96
CGS 52496102941159AS,P69 52E96IOB,_ISI,AS,P6* 526*6II494127,A59R6
C_S 527,fi120,5097._5,o69 52B,6126,5103._5,_6, 52g96132_510g_5, R6
CGS 530,lI27,_097, A59P69 531,I12898098,A5,P6, 532*I12998099_A5996
CGS 533,l130981009A59P69 534,113198]O1,AS,R69 53_,I132,8102,A5._6
CGS 536,2127,979 _5996, 53792128,0_9 A5,_6, 539,2129,99, A5996
CG%53992130,100, A5,96, 54092131.I01. A5996, 5_I.2132.I02. A5996
C_S 5&?,31279_Oq79A59_6, 543,_I28,&OqB,AS,_6* 544,3129,WOOq,aS,_6
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CGS 545J3130p4100paSpP6, 546J3131p4101_A5906p 5_793132P_lO2pAS_P6
CGS 5_89BI27pTOg7,AS,P6p 5_9,B128_70qBpAS,R6p 550p8129pToqgpASp_6
CG5 551,8130,7100p_5,_6p 557pBI31p710IPAS,P6p 553p813Z_7102pASpR6
• CGS55%J127j60q7tAS_R62 555,12BP609_j ASjR6p 55_.129_60999 ASpR5
CGS 557j130,6100p ASJR6p 558,131P6101, ASj_6, 55qp132p6102P ASJP6
CGS 5_Op%127,50_7paS_P6j 561.%128_5098pASjR6_ 562_4129_50_9. AS_R6








CGS lO?q, lOO3,1027_2_R2, 1080,1004,102_A2_P2





































" CGS 1161_1061,1062_A3_3 l162_1062_1063,A3_R3
CGS 1167_I06B,lO_9_B_R3 11_B_lO6q_lO70_A3_3
CGS l16q. lO70,lO71,A3_3 1170_1071_1072_3_3
COS 11?1_1073,107_,_3_R3 1172_1_7_1075_A3_3















CG5 I]9_I080,1086, A3_R3, 1200_I086_I092_A3,_3
CGS I_01_I063,1060, A3_3_ 120_,106q_IO75,A3,R3
CGS 1203,]075,108],A3,_3_ 1204,1081_]O_?,A3, R3
CG_ 1205sIO87,1003,A3_R3_ 1206_I064_I070*A3_P3
CGS1207,1070,1076,A3,R3_ IZOS,IO76_IO82_A3,R3























GEN 1 _53_1 _1036_ 5_1]08j 6_1,








CGS 17mq, 1111,1112,_j_fi, 12qO,]llZ_ll13, A6,_5
CGS 12qI_III3,1114,'A_5_ 1292,1115_III_,A4,R5
CGS lZ93, III£,I117,_4,_5, I20&,I]I7_III8,A4jP5
COS l?qf,]11",l]lg,A&,RS_ 12q6,1119_l]ZO, A4_5













CGS 131qpllll,lllT, A4,R5_ 1320,1117Jl123_A4, R5






















CGS 207q_?OO3,ZOZT, A2_P2_ 20PO,2004_ZO2_AZ_P2
CGF 2081_O05,_029_A2_R2_ 20B2_OO6_ZO30,A2_2
CGS 2083_2007_2030,A2_Q2, _084,200P_ZO36_A2pW2
CGF 20"5_?009,20_2, A2_2_ 2086_2010,20&R_A2_R2
CnS 20"7_?0]],205_2,_, 208_2012_2060*A2_P2
CAS 208% 6,20bO,A?,_2, 20gO, 5*2050, A2, P2
CGS 20ql, &,_O_B,_2,P?, 20_Z, 3,2057,A2,P2
CGS 20_3, _,20_6,A2,PZ, 20_&, 1,2055,AZ,_Z
C_S 20_51201q,20_5,A2,_2_ 20_6_2020,204q, A2_R2


















• CGS 2133_037,20_3,A3_3_ _13_2063_20&Q_A3_R3
C_S 2135_0_,2055,A3,_3, 2136*2026_2032_A3_R3
CGS 2137._032,2038_A3,_3_ 213B*2038_20%_eA3_P3












CGS 2161*?O_I,2062,A3, R3_ 2162_2062_2063,A3,P3
CAS 2163p_O63p20@4PA3PR3_ 2164p2064p2065_A32R3












CGS 2189_2094,20Q5_3_3_ 2190#2095_2006, A3_3


















C_ _2_7_03].2067_A3,R4_ 2_28_2032_2068,_3, P_

































































C_S 3005_ q_3055.A2,_2, 3006_ 8_3040_A2_2



























































C_S 3_13_3077_3073._3.R3_ 321_,3083_30_g, A3,P3







CGS 32_3033,306g. A3,P_, 3_O_3034_3070_A3_R%
CGS 3_1_035.3071._3,P_. 3232,3036,3072,_3,P%
CGS 3_33_037.3073.A3_%_ 323_3038.307_A3_P%































































CGS 6095_60]Q*4055, A2_2_ 60q6_%O20_406q#_2, P2
CGS 4097*_O21*_O_3,A2_R2 40g8_ 12_037_2_P2
CGS 4]01_4025*%026_3_3 4102.4026_4027_A3_3
C_S 4103_4027*402_¢A3_P3 6104_6C2_4020_A3_3















CGS 4131_4025**031*A3pR3, 4132P4031,%O37, A3,R3




















C_S _I73_075,4076*A3_R3_ 417% _07_077, A3,R3






CGS _18q_OQ_,_O_5,A3,R3* %190 _O95_40q6,A3,P3
CGS 4191,4061,_O67,A3_R3_ _Ig2_4067_%073_A3_P3













































































































CGS 5141_5027.5033_A3_R3_ 51_2_5033*503g, A3*R3 .
CGS 51_3_503g,50_5,A3_m3_ 51_4,50%5_5051_A3_R3
CGS 51_5,5051,5057,A3_R3_ 51_6,5028,503_,A3,R3







CGS 5163,5063,50_4,A3,_3_ 51_5064,5065, A3_P3
CGS 5165_5065*50_6,A3,R3p 51_6,5067_5068_A3_P3
CGS 51%7*_068,5069_A3,_3_ 5168_50_g_50?O,A3_P3
C_S 5171,5073.SC74,A3,P3_ 5172,5074_5075,A3 P3
CGS 5173_5075_5076,a3_R3_ 517%*5076_5077_A3 P3
CGS 5175_5077_5078,A3_P3, 5176_507Q_5080,_3,_3
CGS _]7?_FOPO,_OBI,A3,_3_ 517_5081,50_2,A3 P3
CGS 517g_50_2,50_3.A3,_3_ 51BO*5083_50_4,_3, P3
CG_ 51BI,5085,50B_,A3_P3_ 5182_5086_5087,A3 _3
CGS _]B3*SO_7_508B.A3.P3, 518_5_S8_508g. A3 P3
C_S 5]_7_50_,5003,A3pR3_ 51_8_5C_3_5094_A3 P3






























CGS 5253p5057,5093,A3,R%_ 5254,5058JSO94_A3, R4
CGS 5255p5059pSOgS,A3,R6p 5256mSO6015096pA3pR6
GEN5257p6p1,5025P1_5097_Ipl,
" GEN 5263_ 4p lp 5036p 6p 5108J _j 1.












CGS 52qT_5121,5122, A_,RS_ 52_8,5122_5123,A6_R5




















603f_ 6013, 5022_ 1.
6048_ _026_ 18_ 1.
GEN 6053,6,1,]8,-1,6025,1,1,
G£N 605q, 3,i,402] _11, _030,6, I.
{ _ONDUFTDRS IN TILF
CrS 6077_]A_6025_A2_2, 6078_17_02_,A2,P2
CGS 607q_16,bO27_A?_P2, 6080,15,boa8,A2,R2












CGS 6101p6025,6026, A39R3, 6102,6026P60279A3_R3
CGS 6103_6027p60Z8pA3_R3p 6104p6028_602_pA3pR3








































































GEN 6257_ 6_1_6025_L _6097_ I_1.
GEN 6263_ _,1_6036, 6_610B_ 6,I.
GFN 6267, 6_1.60_0,-I, 6132,-1, I.






















COS 6321_6123_6120,A4,_5_ 6322,6100,6106, A4_5

























CGS 7083p 21,7030,A2JR2_ 70849 20_7036pA2tR2






















































CGS 71_,70_0,7086, A3,_3_ 7200.7086_7002.A3,P3






CGS 720qpTOB2,7088,A3p_3p | 7210J7088_709%,A32R3
CGS 7211J7065,70719A3,R3_ 7ZIZp7071_7077_A3_R3
CGS 7213p7077p7083PA3,R3, 7214_7083_7089_A39P3
• CGS 72159708q,7095PA3pR3j 721697066p7072pA3pR3
CGS 7217p7072,7078,ASJR3, 7218p7078_70B_pA3jR5
C_S 721Q970_%,7090,A3pR39 7220_7090p70q6,A3,P3
CGS 72_lp7025,706],A3,R_ 722Z,7026_70629A3, R_







CGS 7237,70%1,7077, A3,_%, 7238_70%2_7078_A3_R%
CGS 723_7043,707g_A3_R%_ 7Z40_7044_70_0_43_4
CGS 72%3_7047_7083_A3_% 7Z%%_7048_708%_A3_R%











C_S ?_P3_7104,7]OS. A4_5_ 72_,7105_7106_4_P5
CGS 7_5_7106.7107,_,_5_ 728_7107_7108_A_R5
CGS 7297_710q,711G, A4_5_ 7288_7110_7111,A4_R5
C_S 728_711_,7112,A4_5_ 72_O_7112,7113_A_R5
CGS 7201_7113,7114,A_PS_ 7_@2_7115_7116,A_.P5
CGS 7203_?I16,7117,A%,PS_ 72_4,7117_7118_A_ P5
CGS 72qS_711q,711O_A4,_5, 7796_711q_7120_A_,R5
CGS 7_7_7121,7122,A_5_ 72qB_7122_7123_A; R5
C_S .7_7123,71_4_A_PS_ 7300_712_,71_5_A4 _5
CGS 7301_7125.71_6,A4_PS, 7302_7127_7128_A4 R5
r_S 7303,712B,712q,A_5_ 7304,712_7130_A4 _5
_$ 7305_?130,?131,A%,P5, 7306,7131,7132,A4 _5
CGS 730_7097,7103,A4,PS, 7308,7103,710_A4 R5
C_S 730q_710g,7115,A4*PS, 7310,7115_7121_A% R5
CGS 7_II_7121,71_?.A4,RS_ 7312_7098_7104_A%,P5
CGS 7313_710_7110,A_PS_ 731_7110_7116_b4,R5
CGS 7315_7116,712_,_R5_ 7316_7122_712_,A_ _5
CGS 7317_700q,7105,A4#RS_ 7318,7105_7111_44,R5
CGS 7_l_7111,7117,A_,RS, 7320,7117_7123,A_ P5
CGS 7321,7123,712_A_5_ 7322_7100_710_A4 P5
C_S 7323_7106,7112,_R5_ 73_4_7112_7118,A4 _5
CGS 7325_711B,7124,'A_,_5_ 732_,7124_7130_5
• CGS 7327_7]01,71_7_R5_ 73_8_7107_7113_A_ P5
C_ 73_0_7113,7110, A4_5, 7330,711q,V125_A_ P5
C_S 7331_7125,7131,_5_ 7332_7102_710_A_ _5
CGS 7333_7108,7114,A_RS_ 733_,711_7120_4 R5














C CDNDUCTDP_ IN TILF
C_S 8077pIOIP,80259A?gR2_ 8078_lOITpBO2bpA2jR2
CGS 807q_IOI6,8027, A2,P2p 8080JIOIS_8028pAZ_R2
CGS 8081,]01_,8029,A2,R2, 8082,1013_8030,aZ,R2
CGS 80BBJ?O21,8030,AZeP2_ 8084_2020PBO36pA29R2
CGS 80_5,?oIg,eo_a,AZ,R2, e086, a4,804e,A?,P?
CGS 8087_ 23,8054,A2,_2, 8088, 22JSO60,A2,R2
CGS.808O_7006,80_O,A2,R2, BOqOp7005_8059,A2,R2
CnS 80qlpTOO4,PO58,A2,R2j 80_2,7003,_057,A2,R2



























CGS 8151_POZW,BO35,A3,_3 8152,8035,80&I,A3, R3
CGS 8153_O&I,8047,A3,_3 815&_80_7_8053,A3,P3









CGS _I75,PO77,SO78,_3_P3_ 8176,8079,£GSO, A3,R3
CGS 8177,_080,80_],A3,_3_ 8178,8081,808Z,_3,P3
CG_ 817_,PO_pOpg,A3_R3_ 81PO_8083_POB4_A3_3







































































CGS B331, BI25,BI31.A4pRSp 8332j81029BIOBgA4,PS'
CGS 8333_8108*8114,A4,R5, 833418114_B120jA4_P5






100"1._1 STILE THICYNESS (IN)
I01"6,0 STILT SlOE LENGTH {IN)
102"0.16"I0. $SIP THICKNESS {IN}
103-.06 STER_INATDR GA_ {IN)
I06",05 SGAD WIDTH (IN)
107"00.0000 $VISCOSITY (LBM/FT-SEC)
108"0.0000 SDENSITY DF GaS (LB/FT**3)
I00-I,0#26.7'.16 SSIP/GaO DP FACTOR (INIPSI|
II0"1.21126.7'.16 $SIPlSURFACE DP FaCTDR (IN/PSI}
111"0.I $1NITIaL EDGF CLEaRANCF (IN)
I12"0.I sE_GE CLEAQA_CF (IN)
113-.5 $SIPlTILE DISCHARGE CDEFFICIENT
114-.I $SID/FILLE_ BaR CLEAPaNCE (IN)
115-I15. $TEMDERaTURE |F)
116-0°0 SAVFRAGE PRESSIJ_E
117-5.5 _Lm € TD MOVE °05 IN LaTEPAtLY
llB-O.O $CLnSUP_ OF GAP 1
11q=0.0 $CLOSURE OF GaP 2
120-._01 SwINIMUM G_P CLF6RANCF (IN)




NTEST-1 $ O= 3 TIL{ M_VE; 1" I TILE MOVES
END


















































qO SPACEP2_pFND SSURFACE NnDFS
ql SPACE,269END $GAP NODES
q2 SPACE, 24, FND $SIP NDDFS
q3 SPaCFp2OjFNO STILE BOND NODES




















F _r - XC-.O325*SOPT(2.)
r C_LL GENPT(XreYC_6.0_5_XLINCeYLINCt16)
F NH_[D • 0
F DS • 1,0
F O0 - .5325
r XLENGTH • b,O_5
6NGLF • -4_o0
r DO B6 J • 1_4
F NNPPFS • ]B
r Ir(j ,Eo, 2 oDD, J ,Eo, 3) NNODES - 21
F CALL LONG(XLINCIJ)_.YLINCIJIJANGLE_XLENGTH_DS_DD£XNODES_YND_ES
F I eNN_DESt6}
F Dn P5 I-I,NNO_FS
XN - XN_DFS(1)
F yN • YN_DESfl)
. F CALL PPES_D(QI_XTt2tYTeel,PLDCINtXNtYNePPES}
F T(NH_LD+I+l122) • _PFS
F _5 £QNTINtlE
F NHOID • NHOln + NN_DES
F PF CnNTIHUE
r M_InnF_ • 6





F DD 8? I-IjNNODES
F XN = XNDDFS(1)
F YN • YNDD_S[I)
r CALL P_ESND(BIpXT,2, YTPBIpPLDCIN_XN_YNpPPES)
F T(NHOLO+I+112_) - DRES
F 87 CONTINUE




































F 100 FqPM_T("UNnENSIFIE3 tlgOn TPS TILE 6XbX1.3253"
F 1 I" ..
F 2 I_W_H NO,=O°Q_0"
F 3 I" "
F 4 I" "
F 5 /"TILE ADPAY MPDEL"

































WPITE(NIJS_Plj*) Tll15t TllZ2e TllZqt TBlOOp TelOTP TBl14
WPITF(NUSEPlg*] TqT, TlO4, Tl11, Tl18, T125, T132
WPlTE(NUSFPl_*] T4115J T4122, T41299 T5100, T5107p T511_
WPTTE(NUSE_I,*) T7130, T7125, T71ZO, TIZT_ TIZZp Tl17

















































































BLDARY(AQ2+I_T O7_T gB_T qg,T lO0,T lOI,T lO2,T 102_T IOB_$SIP NODES
AT 11_,T I?O,T 126,T 132,T 132,T 131,T 130,T 12q, T 128,T 127,
RT 127, T 121, T llS, T lOq, T 103,T q7)
BLD_Y{Aq3+I,T 25,T 26,T 27,T 2R,T Zq,T 30,T 3b_T 42,$TILF B NODES
AT 4B_T 54,T 6C_T 5q_T 5B_T 57_T 56_T 55_T _Q_T A3_
_T 37_T _1}
BLDAgY(_q_+I,T QT,T QB_T qO_T IOO_T 101,T 102,T 108,T 11_,$SIP NODES
AT 120,T 126_T 132,T 131,T 130_T 12Q_T 128_T 127,T 121,T 115,
BT ]O¢_T 103)
C C_LCII[ATIQN OF GAP DEFLECTIONS
IFIITEQCT .NE. I) GO TO 35
BLDAPY(A1O+l,T1201.T1202_TI203,T1204,T1205,TI206_T]207,TI208_$SUPFACE NODE






AT220O_T22]O_T2211_T2212_T 206_T 205_T 20_T 203,T 202_T 201_
BTZ21q_T2220_T2221_T1212,T]211,T1210)
BL_ARY(A21+l,T2001,T2002,T2003,T200_,T2005,T200h,T2007, T200B,$GA_ NODES









BT QgT B_T 7pT2012, T2011PT2010)
BLDARYfA4O+lpT321B,T3217pT3216_T32159T3214pT3213pT4207JT420B_$SURFACE NOOE
AT420%T4210jT42111_T4212_T4213,T4214jT4215jT4216*T4217jT4218J
BT421qpT422O_T42212T 212JT 211pT 210)
BLDAPY[A41+ZjT3018,T3017,T3016,T3015,T3014,T3013pT4007_T4008_$GAP NODES
AT400qJT40]O_T40119T4012pT_O13_T4014,T4015jT4016, T4017jT401BJ







BLDARY(A60+I,T 218.T 217_T 216_T 215_T ZI_,T 213_T4ZZl_T4220_$SURFACE NODE
AT421q_T5224_T5223_T5222, T6213_T6214_T621=_Tb21_Tb217,T6218,
BT621q_T6220_T622]_TbZZZ_Tb223_T6224]
BLDAPY(661+l_T 1B*T 17, T 1F,T 15_T 14.T 13,T4021,T402O_S_AP NODES
_T4010_TSO24_TSO23_TSO22*TAO13,TAO14_TAO15_T6016, T6017_T6018_
RTAOlq_TAO20_TAO21_T6022_TAO23*TbO24)
BtDARY(ATO+l,T7201,T7202,T7203,T7204,T7205,T7206_T 221_T 220_$SUR_ACE NODE
AT 21q_T6274_T_223_T62ZZ_T?213_T7214,T721_T721_T7217_T7218_
BT721q_T722O_T7223,T7222, T7223_T7224)




AT221q_T 2_4,T 223,T 222_T?SC6*T72OF*T7204_T7203_T7202_T7201,
PT_239_T_2?O*T_22]_TB222,TR223*TBSZ4)
BLDARY(ARI+I,T]OIB,T]O17*TIO16_TIO15,TIO14,TI_13_T2021_T2020_$GA _ NODES
ATSOI_T 24,T 23,T 22_T?OOb_TTOO_TTOO4_TTOO3,TTOOS_T?O01,
BTBOl_TRO?O_T_21_T8C22,TPO23,T802_]
BIDAPY(AOO+I_T 201,T 202,T 203,T 204_T 205,T 2G6,T 207_T 2OR_$SURFA_E NODE
AT 20q_T 210_T 211_T 212,T 213_T 214,T 215_T 216_T 217_T 218,
BT 2]g,T 220_T 223,T 222,T 223,T 224)
BLnARYfAgI+I,T 1,T 2_T 3,T 4,T 5,T 6_T 7_T 8*$GAP NODES
AT q_T ]O_T 11_T 12,T ]3,T 14,T 15_T 16_T 17_T 18_
_T !O_T 20, T 21_T 27, T 23,T 2_)
C GAP C_NPUCTDP_ (NDPMAL]
LTEST = 0
DD _ ITFSTll_2_
IF(ITEST .EO. ? ._R. ITEST .EO. 13) LTEST • LTEST+I
IF(ITEST .EO. lq) LTEST = LTEST + ]
IF(ITFST EO. 24) LTEST- 23
Ao5+IT=ST = Aq3 +ITEST - LTEST
ABS+IT_ST = AP3 +ITEST - LTFST
A?5+ITEST • A?3 +ITEST - LTEST
A65+ITEST • AF3 +ITEST - LTFST
A55+ITFST = A_3 +ITEST - LTFST
A_5.IT_ST - A_3 +ITEST - LTFST
_35+ITEST = 633 +ITE_T - LTEST
A25+ITEST • A23 +ITEST - LTFST








IF(ITFST .GT. 18 .AND. ITEST .LT. 22) _201O+ITE_T-lq-G1
IF[ITFST .LT. lq) G3OOI+ITEST-1-G1





IF(ITEST .LT. 7 ) GTOOI+ITEST-Z=GI
IF(ITEST .GT. 12) G?O13+ITEST-13-G1
IF(ITEST ,GT, 18) GBOI@+ITEST-lg-GI
I0 CONTINUE







IF(IT[ST .GT. 17 ,4NO, ITEST ,LT. 22) G2042+ITEST-1B-G25
IF(IT[ST ,EO. 24) G2048-G25
IF(IT[ST ,LT, Ig) G30?S+ITEST-1-G2fl
IF(IT[ST .EO. 21) G3045-G25
IF(IT[ST .EO. 24) G3048 - G25
IF(ITEST .GT. 5 .AND. IT[ST .LT. 22) G&O30+ITEST-b-G25
IF(ITEFT .GT, 5) $5030+ITEST-6-G25
IF(ITEST .tO. q) GbO33-G25
IF{ITFST .GT, 11) G_O36.ITEST-12-G25
IF(ITEST °LT. 7} GTO24+ITEST-G25
IF(IT[ST °EO°q) G?D33-G25
IF(ITEST °GT, 11) G?O3@.ITEST-12-G25
IF(ITFST .EQ. g) GgO33-G25















































- IF(TXMEN .LT. 2.0) PllS-P106-.O05
IF(TIMEN .LT. 2.01 R]1q=.OOS-R106
IF(RlIB .GE. (RIO6-R120)] RIIB=RZO6-RIZO
IF(Pllg .GE, (RlO6-R120)) RllR=RIO6-R1ZO
R106 • -1,*P106
IF(RI1n ,LE, (PlOb+RI?O)) RllP • (RIO6_RI20)





























IP(AQI+ITFST .LT. AgS+ITEST) elIZ'_121*.gOqq
IF(_llZ .LE. _lZ1) R]12 • RIZ1
IF(ABS(A?+JTEST+] - RIZ1] ,LE. 1.E-IO) P112=R121





IFfAll+ITFST .LT. _15.ITEFT) RllZ=P121*,qqqq
IFfP112 .rE. _121) " _112 = _121
IF(_BS(A7+JTFST+? _ R171) ,LE, 1,_-1C) Rl12=;121





IF(AZl.ITEST .LT. &Z5+ITEST) Rl12=P121*.qgqq
IF(P112 ,LE, _121) R]12 - R121








IF(631.ITEST .LT, A35+ITEST) RIlZ=PZZ1**gggg
IC(_ll2 °LE. R121) Rl12 - R121






IF(A41+IT_ST .LT° A45.ITEST} R112-R121*°qQgq
IF(P112 ,LF, R121) Rl12 - R121






IF(A5]+ITEST ,LT, a55.ITEST) _112-P121*,gqg9
IF{Pl]_ ,LE, _121} Rl12 - R121






IPIAh]41TFST .1T, _65+ITEST) Rl12-P121*.qqqq
IF(P1]2 .LE, R121) Pl12 - P121






IF(A?I.ITFST .LT. a?5+ITE_T) Q11Z-P]21*.Q_qO
IF(Fll? ,LE. _121) Pl12 - _121
IFfAmS(A_+JTEST+8 - P121) .&E, 1,E-I0) RII2-R121





IF(AFI+ITFST .LT, a85.IT@ST) P11m-mlZlt,qgQO
IF(P1]2 ,LE, Ql?I) P]12 - P171









G8 - G7 _,
Gq - G?
DP ]61 IT_ST • 1_3
G2OIO.ITEKT-1 " G26
161 CONTINUE





















































I_{ITFST ,LE, 51 PIS-f-RII8)
IF(ITEST .GE. 6 .A_D. ITEST .IF. 10) R15-(-R1]Q}
IF(ITEST .GE. 11 ._ND. ITEST .LE. 15) QI5-P11P






































































F DIMFNSInN THDLD(IO8)J GAPS(Z4), qOUNDS(24)
C
F DD 10 I-1,6
F GAPS(1)-T(Tq2+I)
F GJPS(F.I)=T(72Q+I)
F G_PS(12.I} - T(B05-I)
F GAPS[]B+I) - T(718-I)
F _DUNnS[I) -T[]230+I)
F _PUHDS(6+I)=T[IEFT+I)
F BDUNnS(12+I) - T(]?_3-1)





F DD ?O I-I,72
F THOLDII) • T(1)
" F 20 CONTINUE
C
F DD 30 1-73slOn














C THIS SUBROUTINE CqMPUTES A TOTAL NnDAL/SYSTEM HEAT BALANCE.
C
C THF CALLING SEOUENCE IS...
C fALL OPAP(APG) -OR-
C fALL OMAP[ARG,T],TZs...) -OR-
C CALL qMAD(TlsTZs,,,)
C
C _PG - ANY CPM_INATIOH DP THE HOLLORITH LETTERS
C ! O, Ds As Hj P )
C 0,,. REQUEST A ONET
C D... MAD ALL DIFFUSION NnDES "
C _,,, MAP ALL ARITHMETIC NODES
C H..° M_D ALL HEATFQ NODES
C P..° MA° _tL BOUNDARY NONES
C TlsTS,°.. _NY N_qE TEMPFRATURE THAT A MAP IS DESIRED.
C T,E T_TAL NUM_EP DF A_GUMFNTS CANNOT EXCEED 60.
C THIS SII_POUTINE USES THE FDLLnWING FIRES...
C PfS - CONTAINS TH_ _SEU_ COM_UTE S_OUENCE,
C GDRCT - CflNTI_NS THE CnNOUCTOR DIRECTORY.




COMVDN I CNT_L I TIMEN s TIME_ TIPEM e TIMEND
i TST_DU • TSTFPI TST_PL s TSTE_H
T_TFPO • DMXTCA DMXTCC s NDMXTC
3 AM_TCA • AMXTCC NAMXTC _ DRLXCA
4 DRLXCC s NORLXC ARLXC_ s ARLXCC
5 NARLXC • FBALSA EBALSC s EBALN_
6 . ERALNC s NEBALN ITEQMX • ITERCT
? .ITEPXT • FXTLIM QLXFAC s DORLCA
P D_PLCC s flDORLC AORLC_ , AQ_LCC
q NAOPLC s PERIDD NPRDMX • NPRDCT
IP CSGFAC e _SGMIN NCSGMN , _SGMAY
11 NCSAMX _ _RSZRD SBCNST , ITEROT
]2 _C_UP s DATE TIMOY , NLINE
13 NPAGE s NDSTDR _CDUMMY(46)
_DMMQN ICqMRErl NAKREC s MOIRE NDIRZ s NOIR3
1 , NDATT ,NDATC GDIRI s GDIRZ
2 s GDATA s PCS PCSB s UKDIP
3 e CKDATA e UKDATA ADIRI s ADIR2
4 , A_ATA s VCCD VGCD s DDX3
_OMMD_ I_IMENSI NND s _'NA NNH s NNT •
62
APPENDIXA, CONTINUED
NGT , NCON , NAPYP • NSEO •
2 NSEOB , NVC • NVG
C13MMDN INDICT I ND{1)
COMMON ITEMP / T(1)
COMM{'tN /CAP / C(1|
COMMON /SOURCE/ 0(1}
COMMON /_OND / GIll
COMMPN /PCS / ISEO(1)
C_IMMON /UNPACK/ IPKWQD j tGLT • LG(15) • LT{15) • -,
1 INFOGT(15)
COMMON /TAPE I OUTPUT e NUSER1 t NUSER2 J NRSO(IO)
1 , PL{3T(10), NEXCD(]O) t NRIO{10)
INTEGF P, OUTPUT , PLOT
C('IM_N NDIM p NTH , EXTRA(If
C_MMON /COMAP/ ITRAN , ITNTH , IDIM t ITH
C
INTF_FP ONETF (10)
INTFGEP OPTIONS , OPT , ARGEND
C
DIMENSION IX(l) • ONETDfQ) , SONETD(b)
C
FQUIVALENCE (ONETDJNqDE)• (ONETD(2),'_DDEO), (QNETD(3)pTYPE)9
(ONETD(4)pQDSL)9 (ONETD(5),QDSLI|, (ONETD(_),QDSR),
* (ONETD(?),ODS)• {ONETD(B)•CIENR)• (QNETDfQ)•QNETT),
* (SON=_TD,SODSL)• (SONETDf?),SODSL1), (IX,EYTPA),
* (SONETD(3)•SODSP)• (SONET_(_),_ODS),
_, (SOHETD(5), SCIENR), (SONETD(6),ONETOTL)
C
DATA ONETF(1) 15LONETFI
C DATA ALL /3HALL/
C D_T_ ONET /AHONETI
C DAT_ OMA_SP IbHOM_PST_I
DAT_ D/_ IbHDI:F I
PAT_ PEG I_HLINEAP/
nAT_ _OT_ IEHAPITH I
D._Ta HEAT 16HHE_TEP/
DATA RqU_ /bHROUND /
DAT_ gEGIW I10HLIN 1-WAY I
OAT6 gad IIOHRADIATION I
DATA DA_)1W IIOHg&D I-WAY I
C
CALL GET_,NT (KOUNT)
NDPA • NHD + NNA
NOAH ..NDP_ + NNH
Dn 100 I • I• NDPA




C BRING IN THE COND_JCT_R DIRECTOQY
C
IGDRCT - IT_ + I_OUNT + ]
C_LL _EADAK (Hplr)(1)tEXTRA(IGr_PCT)•NGT•GDIPl)
CALL QPEN$O (ONETF(Z)•I)
Ir,0PCT • IGnRCT - 1
C
C Y X X X X _(X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
¢
C THIS SECTION FINDS THE RELATIVE NODE NUMBEPS OF THE NODES TO
C WHICH b NEAT BALANC € IS T_ BE PRFFflpMED ON. SINCE THF USEQ
C SPEtTI_IED THE NODE TEMP. IN THE APGUMFNT LIST, THE PFLATIVE




ABS, ADDRESS OF A19AZ,,tAN - ABS. ADDRESS OF T(1) + 1






IF( ( A1 ,AND, 77777777778 ) ,EO, 55555_5_55B ) ICHAR " 77B
CHFCV TD SEE IF THE FIRST ARGUMENT IS -CHARACTER DATA-
IF( ICHAD ,EO. O ) GO TO 1200
INTERROGATE THE FIRST ARGUMENT FOR OPTIONS
nn lOO0 I - 6p3oJ
NA - SHIPT(Alj I],AND. 77R
IF( NA .FO, 1g ) GO TO 1100
IF( NA ,FO. 1RD ) OPTIONS -OPTIDNS ,DP, Im
IF( NA ,FO, 1RA ) OPTIONS - _PTIONS ,OR, 2B
It( NA .FO. 1RH ) OPTInNS • OPTIONS ,OR, 4n
It( NA .FO. IPB ) OPTIONS • OPTIONS ,OR, lOB
IF( N6 .FO. IPO ) OPTIONS - OPTIONS ,OR, ZOB
1000 CnHTINUE
1100 CP_TINUT
IF( KnUNT ,GT, I ) GD TO 1200
KDI)NT • KOUNT - I
_0 TO ZOOO







1301 IX(ITH+_O) • LDC¢(AbO)-LOCT1
1307 IY(ITH+Sq) = LDCFfA_q)-LO_T1
1303 IXfITH+SP] = LOCF[ASF)-LqCTI
13C6 IXflTH+5_} - LnCF(A57)-L_CT1
13C5 IX(ITH+F6) = LDCP(_56)-LO_T1
13_6 IX(ITH+9_) = LnCF(A55]-L_CT]
13C7 IX(ITH+54) • LDCPfAS_)-LOCT1
13OR IXflTH+fi3) • LqCFfA53)-LDCT1
130q IX[ITH+5?) • LOCFfASZ)-LOCT]
1310 IX(ITH+_1) - LDCF'(ASZ)-LOCT]
1311 IX(ITq+50] • LOCF(ASO)-LOCT1
1312 IX(ITH+49) • LnC_(A4q)-tmCT1
1313 IX(ITH.4_) • LOCr(_48)-LDCT1
131& I_(ITH.47] • LDCP(A_7)-LDCT1
1315 IXfITH._6) • L_CP(A46)-tOCT1
1316 IX(ITH._5) - LDCF(A45)-LOCT1
1337 IX(ITH.44) = LDCr(A44)-L_CT1
131n IWfITH+43) - LOCF(A_3]-LOCT1
131q IX(IT,.4?) • LOCF(A;2)-L_CTI
1320 IX[ITH+41) = LOCFf_41]-LDCT1
1321 IX(ITH+40) • LOC_(A_O)-LRCTI
1322 IXIITH+3O) - LOCP(A3Q)-LOCT1
1323 IX(ITH.3F) = LDCF(A38)-L_CT]
64
APPENDIXA, CONTINUED
13Z4 IX(ITH+371 • LOC_(A3?)-LOCT1
1325 IX(ITH+36) = LOCP[A36)-LDCT1
1326 IX[ITH+35) • LOCF(k35)-LOCT]
1327 IX(ITH+34) - LnCF(A34)-LOCT1
1328 IX(ITH+33) = LOCF(A33)-Ln.T1
132q IX(ITH+32) • LDCF(A32)-Ln_T]
1330 Ix(ITH+3]) • LDCCfA31)-LDCT1
1331 IX{ITH+30) = LOCF{A30)-LnCT1
1332 IX(ITH+Zg) = LOCF(A2g)-L_CT1
1333 IX(ITH+28) • LOCF(A28)-LDCT1
133_ IXiITH+27) • LOCF(AZT)-LDCT]
1335 IX(ITH+26) = LOCF(A26)-LDCT1
1335 IX{ITH.25) = LOCF(A25]-LDCT1
1337 IX(ITH.24) - LDCF(_24)-LDCT1
1335 IX[IT_.23) • LOCF(A23)-LOCT1
1330 IX(ITH.2?) = LOCF(A22)-LDCTI
1340 IX(ITH+21] = LnCF(AZ1)-LDCT]
1341 IXfITH.?O) - LOCc(A20) -L_CT1
1342 IX(ITH.lO] = LOCP(Alq)-LDCT]
1343 IX(ITH.IP) = LOCFIA]B)-LOCTI
134_ IX[IT_+17) - LDCF(AIT)-LnCT1
1345 IX{ITH.I_) - LDCP{A16)-LnCT1
1345 IX(ITW.]5) = LDCF(A15)-LDCT]
1347 IX(ITH+14) . LDCF{AI4)-LDCT1
134n IX(ITH.13) = LOCF(A13) -LOCT1
134Q IXIITH.12) - LDCcfAIZ)-LOCT1
135e IW[!TH.11) - LDCF(AI1)-LOCT1
1351 IXIIT,+IO) - LDCP(AIO)-LnCTI
1352 Ix(ITH+O) - LOCP(AQ) -LOCT1
1353 IXilTH+8) . LOCC(AB) -LnCTI
13_4 IX(TTH.?] - LPC_fAT) -LOCT1
1355 IX(ITH.6) - LO_P(AA) -LOCT1
135_ IX(ITH.5) • LnCC(A5) -L_CT1
13_7 _W[ITH._) = LOCF(A4) -LOCT1
13_B IX(ITH+3) • LOCc(A3) -LDCT]
1350 IXfIT_.2} • LflCF(A2) -L_CT1
1350 IXfITH+I) = L_C=(A1) -LnCTI
LTH • ITH
IF(ICHAP .EO. O) GO TO 1400
LTH - ITH.I
KOUNT - ¥NUNT-1
1400 _P_ENO - LTH.KDUNT
C




Pn 1500 I = LTH,_PGEND
NA • IX(I.)
IF((NA.GC.]) .ANDF.(NA.LF.NNT)) GD Tn )bOO
NLIHF = NLINE + I
C IF (NLIN_.GE.47] CALL TDPLIN CSC .
IEPDO_ - ]
K • I-LTH.]
IFtlCH_P .NE. 0 ) K = V.l
WRITE (OUTPUTj1501) K "*
1_01 F_Rw_TI*O++_UTIO_++ ERROR IN A_GUMFNT *_12_* OF OMAP CALL,* )
1600 C_NTINUE
IF(IEPRDQ.EO.O) Gn TO 1740
WRITF (OUTPUT_1701)
1701 FO_P_T(*O++CAUTI_+. DUE TO EQRORS IN THE ARGUMENTS TO OMAP_ *









• C SOI_T THE NODE NUMBERS INTO ASSENDING ORDER
C
CALL SORT( IX(LTH|p Kr_UNT )
C
C X XX X X X X X X X X X X X X X XX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
C
C IF AT THIS POINT -OPTIONS- HAS THE FOLLOWING BITS SET THFN ...
C
C OPT IONS
C O O ,., 0 O I I I I I
C ? ? ? ? ?
C ? ? ? ? --- ALL DIFFUSION NODFS WILL BE MAPPED,
C ? ? ? ?
r ? ? ? N- ALL AgITNMETIC NODES WILL BE MAPPED.
(" ? ? ?
(" ? ? --- ALL HEATER NODES WILL BE MAPPED,
C ? ?
C ? --- ALL BOUNDARY NODES WILL BE MAPPED,,
(" ?
f --- A ONET PRINT WILL BE DONE.
C
C THF NEW TEPP_mATURES OF THE NODES ARE STORED IN THE -T- ARRAY
C THE OLD TEMPERATURES OF THE NODES ARE STORED IN THE -X- ARRAY
C STARTING AT LOCATION - ITNTH-. IF -ITPAN=Op A STEADY STATE
(" EXECUTION ROUTINE IS BEIN_ USE AND NO PREVIOUS TEMP APE
C AVSILABLE,
C IF ITDAN=2p TRANSIENT PRr]RLFM AND OLD TEMP. ARE IN ABSOLUTE.
C IDIM - THE AMOUNT OF SPACE LEFT IN EXTRA BEYOND THE OLn TEMD.




C PRINT OUT THF REQUESTED OPTIONS
C
C CALL TOPLIN CSC
It{ ICHAQ ,EO, 0 ) GO TO ZOlO
IF({ODTIDNS.ANO.I_} .EQ. 1) WQITE(OUTPUTj200])
2001 FDRMAT(* D... ALL DIFBUSIK3N NODES WILL BE MAPDEDt)
IF((OPTInNS.AND.2q) .GT. O) WRITEfOUTRUTp20O2|
2002 FOPMAT(_ A... ALL A_ITHMETIC NODES WILL BE MAPPED*}
IF([ODTInNS.AND.4_] .GT. O| WRITE(OUTPUTp20O3]
2003 FnRMAT[* H... ALL HEATER NODES WILL BE wADPEDe)
Ir((n_TInNS.AND.IOB) .GT. O) W_ITE(OLITPUT,2OO_)
2006 FORMAT( 'b B... ALL BOUNDARY NODES WILL BE MAPPED$)
IF(OPTIONS ..P_T. l?.B} WRITE(OUTPUT,2005)
. 20('5 FOPMAT[* o... A ON'ET WILL BE PQINTFD*)
FLINE • NLI_E + ICNT( O_TIONS )
2e]€_ Cr]NTINUE
IP( Izr)UHT.EO. O ) GO Tq 2030
" on 2020 LrlP • LTH, ARGEND
NT = IX( LOP )
C IV (HLINE.GE.6_] CALL TOPLIN CSC
NLINF • NLINE + 1
WRITF( OUTPUT_ZOll ) ND(NT)









IF( KOUNT ,GT, 0 ) NODE1 - IX( LTH )
IF( NNO ,EO. 0 ) GO TO 2100
C







ASSIGN 2100 Tn NPET
GO TO 4000
21P0 Cn_TINUE
IF( NNA oEO, 0 } GO TO 2200
C




IFT_PT • IENO + I
IE_D • NDPA
TYPE " _PTH
ASSIGN 2200 TO NP_T
GD TD 4000
2200 CnNTINUE
TF! NNH ,EO. 0 ) GO T_ 2300
F




ISTAPT - IFNO + I
IFND • NDAH
TYPE • HFAT
ASSIGN 2300 TD NRET
Gn TO 4000
_300 CONTINUE
IF( NSEO = .FO, 0 ) Gn Tn 2go0
IF{(PPTIqNS ,AND, 10_) ,GT, 0 ) GO TD 2400
IF( LTH .GT, AQGFND ] GO TO 2qO0
IF( NODE] ,l_, ND&H ) GO TD 2000
24P0 CPNTINII_
C PRING IN THE _OIlHOAPY NODE -PCS-
¢
I:( HSEO,_F.NSEOB ) GO TO 242C "
r _r (_lINF.nE,43) _ALL TDPLIN CSC
_PITF( n_tToUT_2411 )
_411 FPDW_T( *O+*C_UTI3_. -O_P- INS!I_ICIE_T A_E_ I_ -ISEO-(_CS)*
• APQAY TO ALLOW A _IlNDAPY NODF _P,* I 14x
2 * A -ONFT- PQEFOPMED ON T_IS NETWnP_ WILL THUS BF IN_







• LGLT • 15
C
C SET UD FnP THE BOUNDARY NODE PASS
MASKO - 30B
MASKI - lOB
ISTART = IEN_ . I
IEND - NNT
TYPE • BDUN









ill CaLCHt._TTnNS PqP OMAP H&VE BFEN PPEFPPMED, CHEC¥ FnP A
C -O_'ET- P_TF'T PFnl!_ST.
T¢((F_TTn_'_ ,ANP, _.P) ._0+ 0 ) GD TO qoqQ
r r_{l TnPt IF' CSC
WPITr( _IITPlJT_O_$ ) NNT_ TIMcN
3001 F_RM_T(_-_3_X_eA Q_ET ON A e,lb** N_DF P_OFLEM AT *_G13.6,
, • (TIWE UNITS).*_II_BX_
eTHE TOTALS OF THE VAgIDUS HEAT TRANSFER MODES (ENERGY *_
• #UNITSITIME UNIT) DN EACH NODE ARF,,,_ )
WRITE( OUTPUT_300Z ]
30_? FOPMAT(*OIMPUT (I_TERN_L)t_Z2¥_tLINEARe_SX_*LIN Z-WAY_6X_
• ,_ADIATIDNt_BX_eHEAT_TX_eNEGATIVE INTERNAL_3X_















. f {,r.I,,_ T_r n_,:? ¢n# [,TCFIIF]_' _N9 AQITH"FTIC NODES.
r_t.t _gAnc_. (c_+rTc(3)_eKFTD(1)_.LH_JFnF)
" IF(JEq_,GT,O) GO TO 3400
IF[ NODEO ,GT, NDPA ) GO TO _500
IF [NLINE,LT,6?) GO TD 3300
CALL TOPLIN CSC
WPITF[ _UTPUTt300_ )





NLINE • NLINE + 1
WRITE( OUTPUT_330Z ) ONETD
3301 FORMAT(I_I6_* (*Ibp*) *AB94(G13,bpZX)pZXG13,_*4XG13.b)
SODSL • SOOSL + ODSL
SODSL1 • SODSL1 + ODSL1 "
SODSP - SODSR + ODSR
SODS - SODS + ODS
SCIENR - SCIENR + CIENR










C IF (NLINE.GE.4]| CALL TOPLIN CSC
WRITE( OUTPUTe3501 ) SONETD
3501 FOPM_T(IltlOXP*TDTALS OF DICF *t4(* *)p
* ]?(*-*)_2X,13(e-*)_I,lOXp*AF'D aRITH NODES *_
_!LI_JF = _LI_F +
IP( Tq_ _ .F_, 1 ) GD TO qqgO
sor_F: = 0,0
Se_SI! " C.O





C PPINT THE ON_T FOR THE HEAT_P AND B_UNDAPY N_DEs
C
C_LL REAOSO (ONETF(1)_ONETD(1),q_tNG_JEDF|
IF(JFOF._T._) GO TO 3900
3700 CnNTINUE
IF (NLTNE.LT._T) GD TO 3300
C CaLL TOPLIN CSC
WRITE( DUTPUTt300? )
NLINE - NLINE + 4
3800 _NTINUE
NLINF - NLINE + I
WRITE( OUTPUTs3301 ) ONETD
SOOSL • SOOSL + ODSL
SO_SL1 - SODSL1 + ODSLI
SODSP = SODSR + ODSR
SOPS - SOBS + ODS
SClEVO • SCIENP + CIENR
ONETOTL - ONETOTL + ONETT
GO TO 3600 "
3_00 COF_TINUF
C
C END OF FILE qN -ONETF-
C
C IF (NLINE.GE,45) CALL TqPLIN CSC
WRITE( OUTPUT_3q01 ) SONFTD
3901 FORM_T(II_qX,*TDT_LS OF HEATER _t4(* .............. *)t







* LOGI_ FnR THF OMAP CALCULATIONF AND ONET DATA TAPE *
C
PPT • _PTI_NS °AND, MASKO
IOPS_' • 0
IF([O°T .EO, 2OR) ,AND, [KDUNT ,GT, 0)) IQPSN =
98 7000 tOP = IST_T_IEND
NODEO = NDDEO + I
P_INT " OPT oAND, MASKI
4100 Cn_'TINUF
IF( D_T ,GT, 0 ) GO TO 4600
4200 CONTINUE
IF( NDDEO ,LT, NODE1 ) GO TD 4_00




LTH = LTH + ]








LGLT • LGLT + I
INP_ • INP3GT( LGLT )




C SAVE THE INITIAL IPKWRD AND LGLT FOR THIS NODE
IPRW_OS - IPKWR_-?
LnlTS • LGLT
tI_PF • N_( NnDFO )
IP[ IOPSN ,EO, C ) GO T_ 4QO0
_7{0 _DNTINUF
IF( t!nDE_ ,LT, NODE] ) GO TP 4QO0




LTH • LTH _ ]
" I:[ tTH ,CE, ADGE_D ) IOPSN = 0
IF( [TH .GT° ARGFND ) GOTO 6q00
NnpFI • IX( LT_ )
. GO TO 4700
4900 C_NTINUE
I_( P_INT .EO. C ) GO TO bOOO
C




C WRITE( OUTPUTp500I ) NDDEpTYPEpNOOE,NODEOpTIMENjTSTEPU CS_
C5001 FORMAT(*O*25BX,*N_DE*pI6JII, CSC
C * * A OMAP OF INPUT *ca6,* NODE *el6,* (INTERNAL*216t CSC
C * *) AT *pGI3.6p* (TIME UNITS) OVER A TIME STEP OF *,G13.6e CSC
C * *(TIME UNITS).*,/ ) CSC "
TEMPN " T( NODEO )
I_((ITRAN .GT. O) .AND. (NODEO .LEo NDPA)) GD TO 5100
C WRITE( DUTPUTj5002 ) NODEpTEMPN CSC
C5002 FORMAT(* THE TEMPERATURE OF NODE *P16,* IS *JG13.6_* (DEG.)*) CSC
GD TO 5300
5100 CONTINUE
TEMPO - EXTRA( ITNTH.NDDEO-1) + ABSZRD
WPITE( DUTPUTp5101 ) NDDEJTEMPD,TEMPN
5101 FORMAT(* THE TEMPERATURE DF NODE *pI6j
• * AT THE START OF THE TIME STEP WAS *,G13,6,
• * (DEG)_ AND *,G13,6_* (DEG) AT THE END,* )
5300 CnVTINUE
NLINE • NLINE + 5
IF( TYPE .NE. DIFF ) GO TO 5000
C













GN_ = G( NG )
C
C CHECK FD_ CONDUCTqP TYPE
C










TIA • T( qODEO ) - A_SZRn
TNTA - T( NT ) - ABSZRD




C CHECK FOP MO_E ADJOINING NODES
C
IF((INFn °AND. 1R) .FQ° 0 ) GD Tn 5400
C
C CHF_K FOR ZERO SU4 OF CONDUCTOQS
71
APPENDIXA, CONTINUED
SUMG - SUMGL + SBCNST*SUMGR[
IF( SUMG .GT. 0.0 ) GO TD 5800
NLINE • NLINF + 2
• WRITE( OUTPUTpS701 ) NnDE
5701 FORMAT{*O++CAUTION.+ THE SUM OF CnNDUCTORS ATTACHED TO INPUT *_
* *NODE *,IS** IS NOT GREATER THAN ZERO.* )
_ SUMG - I.E300
5800 CnNTINUE
CSG • C{ _ODEO )/SUWG
0 WRITE( DtlTPUTp5801 ) NnDEt C( NODEO )t CSG CSC
C5801 FOPMAT(*OTHE CAPACITANCE OF NODE*p{6** IS *eGl3.be CSC
C * * (ENERGY UNITSIDFG)j AND THE CAP,ISUM OF CONDUC IS *, CSC
C * G13,bP* {TIME UNITS),* ) CSC
NLINF - NLINE + 2
C
C PRINT THE N_DE CONNECTIONS
C
5qo0 CnNTINUE
C WRITE{ OUTPlJTjSqO1 ) NODE CSC
CSQO] FOPMAT(*-ep42XttTHE ADJOINING NODES TO NODE *215_* APE...*tlt CSC
C * IX?(*INPUT (INTERNaL)*TX)_X*CONDUCTDg*6X CSC
C * *NEAT TRANSFER RATE*_SWp*TEMPERATURE DF*JlpTXg*NODE*p7X_ CSC
C * *TYPE*95X_*CDNDUCTDR*,TXp*TYPE*_BXg*VaLUE*_5Xt CSC
C * *(EN_O_Y UNITSITIME UNITS) ADJDININ_ NoDEelIX15(*-*)e CSC
C * IX_(e-*)pIXIb{*-*)jIXg(*-*)_lXI3(*-*)pIXZ5(*-*)pIX14(*-*) CSC
NLIHE - NLI_E . 6
_00_ CPNTINUE
C













IFf TYPE ,NE, POUN ) O_S • O( NO_EO )
Tla - T( NODEO ) - A_SZP_
6100 C_F_TINUF





NG = L_( "LGLT )
• NT - LT( LGLT )
GNG • G( NG )
TNTa • T{ qT ) - ABSZOO
. NCaC - IX( IGDRCT+NG )
INFD - INF3GT( LGLT )
TYP EF' - _ml,N
It( HT .rE, N_A_ ) TYPEN - H_AT
IF{ t:T .LE. NDP_ ) TYPEH • APTH
IF{ _'T .LE. NND ) TY_FN - DIFF
tlW • INFq .AND. 6p
IP( [1W .EO. O ) TYPFC • REG
72
APPENDIXA, CONTINUED
IF( LIW .EO. 4 ) TYPEC - RAD
IF( LIW .FO. 2 ) TYPEC - REGIW
IF( LIW .EQo 6 ) TYPEC - RADIW













C KEEPING TRACK OF SUMATIONS OF...
C TnTAL HEAT TPANSFER,,.,.,,,.,.,.,.ODSL
C TnTAL RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER.....ODSF
C TOTal LINEAP 1-WAY TQANS:ER ....... ODSL1
C
IF( ilW .EO. 0 ) QDSL - ODSL + HT
IF( LIW .EO. 2 ) ODSL1 - ODSL1 + HT
IF{ LIW .GT. 2 ) QDSP - ODSP + HT
IF( PRINT .EO. 0 ) Gn TO 6hOC
f
C PPINT SECOND PAPT OF OMAP PQINT RUT
C
IF (NLINE.LT.47) GO TO 6500
C CALL TODLI_ CSC
C WRITE( OUTPUT,SqOI ) NODF CSC
NLINE - NLINE +
6500 CnNTINUE
NLINF - NLINE + I
C WRITE( OUTPUT,6_OE ) ND(NT), NT_ TYPEN9 NCAC, NGp TYPEC_ GNG_ HT_CSC
C 1 TINT) CSC
C_501 F_DMAT(IYIbj_ I'I6,*) *AStI6p* (*Ibp*) CA]OpG13,b_ CSC
C * 21?XpG13.6) ) CSC
WRITE{ OUTPUTj6501 ) NODF_ NDINT)_ HT CSC
W_ITF( NUSER2_501 ) NDDE_ ND(NT)_ _T CSC
6501 FORMATI]_I4,6X_I_6X_G13._) CSC
6600 C_NTIF'IJE
IF((INFO 'AND. IB) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 6100
C




IF( ITPAN .EO. 0 ) Gq TO bTO0
IF( NqDEO .GT. NN_ ) GO TO 6700
NPCIF • l
CIENP - CINgDEC) * (TIA - EXTRAIITNTH+NODEO-])) / TSTEPU
I_( TSTEOU ,_0° 0.0 ) CIFNP - 0.0
67DO CONTINUE
IPII_DT .AND. ZOO) .EO. 0 ) GD TO bRO0
C




ONETT • ODSL + QDSLI + ODSR + QDS - CIENP
CALL WRITSO (ONETF(1)pONETD(1),q)
6800 CONTINUE
• IF( PRINT ,EO, O ) GO TO 7000
C
C PRINT THE THIRD PART OF -OMAP- PRINT OUT
- C
C IF (NLINE,GE,36) CALL TOPLIN CSC
C WRITE{ nUTPUTtbgO0 ) NnDE,ODSLpODSL190DSR CSC
C6900 FOQMAT(*O*947X,$THE TOTALS ON NODE *JI6_* ARE,,,*_/_ CSC
C * 2]X_*LINEAR HEAT TRANSFE_ (CONDUCTIONICDNVECTION),,, *J CSC
C _ G]3.6,1j CSC
C _ 2]Xt*LINEAR I-WAY TRANSFER (FNTHALPY TRANSFER),,,,,, *t CSC
C _ G13.6JI9 CSC
C * ZlX*RADIJTIDN HEAT TQANSFER_24{t,e)plXG13,6) CSC
C IF( NnDEO.LE,NDAH ) WRITE( OUTPUTpbq01 } ODS CSC
C6q01 FORM_T(21_mHEAT S3UPCE/SIN_S _PPLIEr*22(e.$),lXG13.6) CSC
TETa • ODSL + ODSL1 + OOSR + ODS
C WRITE( O!ITPUTt6qo_ ) TETR CSC
C_q02 FnRMAT(68XtlS(m-$)_Ip6@XmG13.6jm ENERGY UNITS/TIME UNITe ) CSC
I_( NRCIE ,EO, 0 ] GO TO 700_
WQIT{( DUTPUTJ6qo_ ) CIENR
6q03 FOPMAT(21XeLESS T_E INTERNal FNERGY CHANGF* 16(*,e)plXG13,b)
TrTr - TETB - CIENP
¢ WDITE( DUTPUTp6QOZ ) TETB CSC
?OCO CnNTINUE
?leo CnNTINUE







St)_UT INF CNTPL (PLDCIN_XT_YT_XC_YC_ ]ST A_ IFIN)





TRA_'SX(THETA_Y_Y_X_) - COSLTHETA)eX - SINITHET_)*Y . XC









C CAICL!LATE NPDE POSITIONS
• D_ 30 J-l,a
XNnPFS(I+I_J) - O0.(I-])*DS
20 CPNTIF'UF



































SURROUT INF PNTE RP (olOCIN, XT, YT, ISTA, IFIN)
C
DIMFNSIDN YI(_O}J Y](50), PLnCI(50)
nI_FW!EInN x2(50), Y2(50)_ PLnC2(50)
DIMEF'SIDN TITLE{B), YP(50), TFMP(50)
























2FO F_PPAT{1H ,I _ RUN M_CH PHI O P"l" NUMPEP
] DE_o PSF PSIAo'IIH _I6_Fg._,FP.Z_FT.I,FQ.O)








C DETERMINE THE RANGE OVER _HICW THE DATA SETS ARE TO
C BE INTERPOLATED. OUTSIDE THE RANGE THE DATA IS
, C EYTRAPQLATED WITH STRAIGHT, FLAT LINES.
C
XSTAPl -}FIX|X1|}) + .5}
XSTA_2 - I_IX(X2(I! + .5!
IF(XSTARE ,LT. XI(I)) XSTARI • XSTARI + .5
IF(XSTAR2 .LT, X2{I}) XSTAg2 - XSTAP2 +.5
WPITE(6_Ek) XSTAPI,XSTAR2
24 FD_MATflH ,"XSTARI-",FIE.5J" XSTARZ-"pFI2.5}
WSTDPZ - I_IX(XI{HI) + .5)
XSTDP2 - I_IX(X2(N2) + .5)
IF(XSTOPl ,GT. X2(NI|| XSTDPI - XSTDPI - ,5
IF(XSTOP2 .GT. X2(N2)) XSTDP2 - XSTDR2 - ,5
WPITF(G,3]) XSTnPloXSTnD2







C I_'TFPPOLATE TH_ TW3 DATA SETS TQ A REGULAR GRID











50 _ 40 _-I_TAjIFIN
I-K-ISTA.I
XTII) • ,5*(k-l}
IF(XT(1) .LT. XSTA_I) PLDCIN(I,1}'CURV2(XI(I},NI,XI,RLDCI,YD9
I SIGMA}
IF(XT(I} .GE, XSTAR1 ,riP, XT{I} .LE. XSTDPl}
I PLDCIN(I,I)'CUPV2(WTfl),NIpXlpPLOC1,YR_SIGMA}






• CALL CUgV3(FI2,X2_P[OC2_SPLI_SPLNeISLPSW,YP,TEMP,SI_MA, IERR)
IF(IFP_-I) goe_oe 60
C
_O _P 1]¢ K-I_TA,IFIN
- I-_-ISTA+]
XT{I) • .5$(Y-I}
I_(XT{I} .iT. XST_q2} PLDCI_(I,E)-CURV2(X2(I},NE_X2,PLnC?tYP_
I SIGMA}
IF(XT(1) .GE. XSTA_2 .DR. XT(I) .LF. XSTDP2|
1 PL_CIN(I_2} - CUPV_(XT(I)_N2,XZ_PLDC2_YP,SIG_A}






IF(IERQ -I ,EO. O) PRINT IERP












C GO TD 500
C 200 WPITE[Ap?00)
C GD Tn 500
C 30C WPITF[@_800)
C _D Tn 500
C 40C W_ITE(b,go0)
r 600 FPQMAT(1H
C 700 F_DMAT(1H p
C BOO FDPMAT[IH p








TPANSY(THFTA,_YgXC) = COS(TH_TA)*x - SIN{THETA]*Y . Y_
TQANSY[THFTA_X_Y_YC| = SIN(TH_TA)_X + COS{THETA)*Y . YC
C
XNTL - FLnAT(NNDDES)/FLDAT(N)






DP ZO J = ]_NTL
nP I0 I-I_N













TPAF:SX(TH_TAt_tYpYC) • C_S[TH_Ta]_Y - SIN[THETA)*Y + XC







DD 10 I • 19N_gDES












XL_NC[_) • XREF - 1,5*nLENGTH
YLINC(2) = YPFF + 1,SeDLENGTH
_LINC(1) - XRF_ - 2.SeDLFNGTH
YLINC(I| - Y_E _ + ,5*DLENGTH
XLIHC|)) - XRFF
YLINC(3} = YRFF + _, *DLENGTH
XLINK(4) xp_r + 1.5*DLENGTH
YLINC(_) YPF_ + 2,5*DLENGTH
XLIP'Cf5) XLINC(1)
YLINC(5) YLINC(1)
XtI_'C(6) XLINC(1) + DLENGTH
YLIN_(b) YLINC(1) - DLENGTH
WLINC(?) XLINC(1) + 2.OeDLENGTH
YLINC ?) YLINC{I) - 2oD*DL_NGTH
XLI_'C(@) XLI_C[I| + 3.0*DLFNGTH
YLINC n) YLINC(1) - 3,0¢DLENGTH
XLINC.(Q) XLINC[?) + ,5*OLFN_TH
YLINC q) YLTHC[2) - ,5*DLENGTH
_LI_(IO) = XR_F
Y{.I_!C10) • Y_ffF
XLIt}C 11) - XLINC{_) + 2.5*DLFNGTH
YLIF,C 1]) • YLINK(2) - 2,5*DLCN_TH
_LINC{12] = XLINC{2) + 3.5*DL_NGTH
YLINC[12) • YLINC(2) - 3,5*DLFNGTH
XLINC(13) = XLINC(_) . .SeDLFNGTH
YLI_C{13) = YIINC(]) - ,5eDLENGTH
XLINC(I_] = _LINC[_) + 1.5*DLENGTH
YLINC(I_) - YLI_C(3) - 1,5*DL_NGTH
XLINC(15] = XLINC(]) + 2,f*DLFNGTH
YIINC(15) - YLINCI3] - 2,5*DLFNGTH
YLINC(16) - XLI_C()) . 3.5*DLFNGTH







DIMENSION XF'OnES(NN_OFS) t YND_FS (NNDDFS)
C















XNDDFS( I] = TDANSX[THETAgYpY,WC]





N1 - N? + 1
N2 = N1 + N -- 1
11- 1
Dr) 20 I-N]gN2
X = O0 . {II-1)*DS
Y = XLFNGTH
XNODES(I} - TRANSX[THFTAj, XJ,YgXC)
yNnP__S(I] = T_ANSY[THFTA,X_YpYC]





NI = F'? + I
N? = NI + N - I
I1 = 1
DO 30 1 - N19N2
X = XLENGTH
Y = XLENGTH- {DO.[I]-I)_'DS]
XNPDFS(1) = TDANSX(THETA_,X,YpXC]
yNr_PES[ I) - TRANFY[THFTApXpYjYC)





NI • t'? + I
N2 = NI + N- 1
11 = 1
DO 40 I = NZ_,N2









SUPRqUT IN_"C Air M(.'TpGJ,PSUQ _,R)
PEAL T(36]J, PSUP(hp6)I, PTBL[61,6), A(6J._]p F[24)p GM{24)_
A H(24), FX[24), FY(24]_ MX(24)_ MY(2_]9 B[2_),
P G(24)P MWXj, MyY, MZZ2 MXT.nTj,MYT_ITj,MZTDTj,KS
C
C SUnPnI_TIN_ It) CnMPUTF THE FDR("FS AND MI')MFINTS
(" uPr)H THE THERMAl PROCTECTION SYSTEM (TPS) TILES. ,.
C
N_MFL ISTI SH{IC_ILI,P-_{_,XMU, xsHr_CK,X_E_n,KS• DELT_x, DT ILEp FLqSIG_,'
C READ AND PPINT INPUT Cr]NSTANTS FprIp SHflCI__".AMELIST
_LOSIGN-I .0
;'F_D(?_SHnCK ]




• C EPS - ERROR CRITERIA FOR SKIN FRICTION COMPUTATION,
EPSII.E-04
C XLTILE - nISTANCE ALONG DIAGONAL OF THE TILE
. C WHICH IS THE X-AXIS. LFNGTH.
XLTILE=b.*SORT(2.}
C THE TILE IS DIVIDEr INTO 36 SMALLER DIVISIONS.
C A DIVISInN OF A 6 X 6 TILF HAS AN AREA OF 1.




C GRAV - ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY (FT/SECV*2}.
GRAV-32.2
C fPTBL f CqNTAINS TH_ TILE BOND LINE PRESSURES






























C CALCULATION O_ THE GAP MOMENTS ABOUT THE X AND Y
f AXI_ AND CALCULATION 0_ THE GAD FORCES IN







C RAW G#P FnRCF.
F{I)-I_[II-GII))I2**PTILE+GII)*DTILE
C R_W GAP M_MENT,
GMII)-IB(1)-GfI)}I3.*IDTIIF**2.).G(I)I2.*{DTILE.*2.)
H(1)-GM(1)IF{I)
C CALCULATE THE SIGN DF X AND Y,
SIGNX-I.





C GAP FORCE IN THE X DI_ECTIDN.
FX(1)-SIGNX_F{I)IS_RT(2.)
f GAP FORCE IN THE Y DIRECTION.
CY{I}-SIGNY*F(1)ISQRT(2.)
C GAP MOMENT ABOUT THE X-AXIS.
MX(1)--FY(1)*W(1)
C GAP MOMENT ABOUT T_E Y-AXIS.
MY(1)-FX(I)*H(1)
C















C CALCttLATIDN OF TH_ SKIN PPICTIONAL FORCE IN THE






























IF (EPQI.GT.EPS.OR.ERR2.GT.EPS) GO Tn 750
C
E_'_ DF COuPUT_TIDN O_ SKIN FRICTION FORCf AND M_MENT.
{ C_MP!_ING ALL FOPCES AND MOMENTS INTO TOTAL











C END OF FORCFS AND _OMENTS COMPUTATION.
C
WRITF(6,1000)
1000 FDRMAT[33Xp30HTOTAL FORCES AND TOTAL MnM_NTSJlII,
A6X,SHFXTnT,]lX, SHFYTDT,11X,SHFlTOT,11X_SHMXTOTpllX,
BSHMYTPT,1]X95HMZTDT#I/}
WRITF(6,2000) FXTOT• FYTOT, F?TOT, MXTDT, MYTDT, MZTOT,
2000 FnRMAT{1Xob[E16,8],IIl/)
WPITF(6,3000)
3000 FORMAT(lI_•IOHG_D FORCESp3OXp]IHG_P MOMENTS,III_
A?X,3HGCX,13X,3HGFY,13X,3HGMWpI3Xp
B3HGMYoI3Xp3HGMZj/I)
WPITE(bP_O00) GFX, GFY• GMXp GMY, GMZ
&O00 F_PMAT(1XoS[Elb,B)tI/II|
WRITE(_95000) SFX_ SMY
5000 FOPMAT[IXt32HSKI_ CRICTION FORCES ANn MOMENTSt
AIII,?Xp3W%FX•I3X,3HSMY,/I•IX•2({16.81,IIII)
WPITE(6,6000) FM
60_0 FOPMaT[1XP15HNOPMAL FORCE FPPF16,Bp#11/)
WPITE(6_?O00} MXX, MYY, _?Z






-1,0,-0,5, 0,0_ 0,5, 1°0_ 2,0_ 3,0, _,OJ _,0_





















































_F-( RF¢'Ir]_ (REm_ESF_4TA7I[N 4}













?_,.0 -1 'v. 0 5 • 5_'
75,0 -17,0 5°F57?






















• 26,0 "_7,0 5 .'t2,60
?P,0 _17,0 = •(_(.
















100-1.0\1 STILE THICKNESS eIN)
101-6.0 ITILE SIDE LENGTH llH) -t) 0
102-0.16-10. 151' THICKNESS 'IHI
0 c
-s M-
101-.0b ITER"IHATO. CAP 'INI "0




108-0.0000 'DENS tty Of GAS (la/FT'.1. ::T' r
109-1.0/26.7-.1b ISIP/GAP DP fACTOR IIH/PSI) s= ~M- t/)
-0
110-1.21/26.7-.16 'SIP/SURFACE 0' FACTOR 11N/PSII M- M- -0
111-0.1 'INITIAL EDGE CLEARANCE CIA) ....... ....... m
IU-O.l lEDGE CLEA~AHCE elH) ro ::l z<.C 0
113-.' 'SIP/TILE DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT --i -110\- .1 'SIP/FILLER BAR CLEAPANCE liN) "'U ;0 ><(/) ro
11'-11'. 'TE~PEa'TURE eF, t/) ):::>
116-0.0 I'VERAGE PRESSURE --i s=
117-' ., 'LBF TO "aVE .0' IN LATERALLY
....... .......
....... M- n
118-0.0 SClOSU~E OF GAP 1 CD t/) 0
119-0.0 SCLOSURE OF GAP l Z....... 0
--l
120-.001 '"IMI"U" GAP CLEARANCE llNJ :::s -t)




1,.2,,3•• 4,,',,6,,1.,8,,9,.10,,11,,12,,13,,1~,.1'-O. <.C CD 0
ITEST-O,JTEST-O,KTeST- EDGAP,LTESr-O,"TfST-O ......0 3:
HTE ST-O , 0- 3 TILE ~VEJ 1- 1 TILE "OVES ::l 0
END 0.















IIF-6 REGION (REPRESENTATION AI
PUN 'UCH PH I 0 PNUllAI'll IIEG. PSF PSU
•••• 1.B120 4Q.51 6560.0 285 •
PUN X Y P-LOC
!'lIIlAEIl PSlA
"F6 0.00000 -17.00000 3.7400011Ft- 10.00000 -17.000(10 3.HOOO
IlF6 12.00000 -17.00000 3.74000
14F6 14.00000 -17.00000 3.74000
"~6 16.00000 -17.00000 1·B3O(lO
"Ff'I 1B.00000 -17.00000 .Q2000
"F6 11:1.00000 -17.0:>000 3.1:111000
"Ft> 11:1.50000 -17.00000 4.02500I'F,. 20.00000 -17.00000 4·l0000
IIF6 20.50000 -17.0\1000 4. 2000 ::x:-IlF6 22.0000(1 -17.00000 4.!lAOOO
14Ft> 23.00000 -17.00000 5.30000 -C
"~,, 24.00000 -17.00000 5.54000 -C14F6 25.('0000 -17.0'J000 '1."5000 l'Tl
IlF t> 26.00000 -17.00000 5.72000 z
10Ft> 2El.00000 -17.00000 5.110000 0......
I'F6 30.00000 -17.0'J00C 5.qt>000 X
"F6 n.ooooo -17.000(10 6.07000
"F6 3't.OOOOO -17.00000 6.1QOOO ::x:-
"F6 36.00000
-i7.00000 6.3000014Ft> 38.00000 - 7.00000 l-.42000
HF" 40.00000 - 7.00000 6.52000 n!'IF 6 0.00000 17.00000 3.74000 0
!'IF6 10.00000 17.0'J000 3. HOOO Z
"F6 12.00000 17.00000 3.74000 -i
"F6 14.00000 17.0)000 3.74000 ......HF6 16.00000 17.00000 3.113000 Z
"F6 lEl.OOOOO 17.00000 3.Q2000 c
HF" 1Q.00000 17.00000 3.QAOOO l'Tl/11Ft> lQ.50000 17.0!l000 4.02500 0
"F6 i'o.~oooo 17·8°000 4.10000
"F6 20. 0000 17. 0000 4.22000
HF6 22.00000 17.00000 4.88000
"F6 23.0000(\ 17.0\1000 5.3000010Ft> 24.00000 17.00000 5.54000
!'Iff> 25.00000 17.00000 5.65000
10Ft- 26.00000 17.0!lOOO 5.72000
!'IF6 2B.00000 17.0'J000 5.80000
"F6 30.00000 17.00000 5.Q6000
14F6 32.00000 17.00000 b.07000
"Ft> 34.00000 17.00000 6.1QOOO
"Ft> 36.00000 17.00000 6.30000
HFt> 3£1.0000(\ 17.00000 6.42000
I1F6 40.00000 17.00000 6.52000
XSHlll- 0.00000 XSTAR2- 0.00000
llSTOP1- 40.00000 XSTOP2- 40.00000
DATE 84/03/Z3.TIME 1Q.00.11. HARTIN ~ARIETTA THE~MAl ANALYZEP SYSTEM (MITAS II-FD3bJ_ CDC~OOO SCO~E3.4 VERSION PAGE
SHUTTLE TllF INTERNAL FLOW




































EXCEEDED BEFORE RELAX"'TInN CRITERIA ~ET •••
3028). .362q75E-O~ YS. DRLXC ... • .100000£-08
300~t. .382931£-04 VS 1 ARLXC1· .100000E-06
• O. v~. EBAlS .... O.
0)- O. YS. E8AlNA· O.
EXCEEDED BEFORE RELAXATION CRITERIA HET •••
7030). -.267802E-04 VS. ORLXCA- .100000E-08
7102). -.26703ZE-O~ vs. APLKCl- .100000E-OB
• o. VS. ERALSA- O.
0). O. YS. feALNA- O.
EXCEEOED 8EFnRE RELAXATION CRITERIA ~ET •••
57)- .lB7135E-O~ YS. ORlXCl- .100000E-06
129)- .lBbq53E-O~ vs. ARlXCA- .100000E-O~
- o. VS. EBAlSA- o.
0). o. VS. E8AlHA- O.
EXCEEDED BEFORE ~ELAXATION CPITERIA MET •••
3D'. .56l~eQE-04 vs. nRLxCA- .100000E-OB
102)- 1560~Q4E-O~ YS. A~lXCA•• 100000E-OB
- o. VS. EBAlSA- o.
0)- O. YS. EBALHA. O.
EXCEEDED BEFORE RELAXATION CRITERIA ~F.T •••
B055)- -.~87~7~E-04 Ys. DPl~CA- .100000E-O~
8127.- -.48~7QlE-O~ vs. ARLXCA- .100000E-oe
• O. VS. EBllSA- O.
0). o. YS. fBAlNA- O.
EXCEEDED BEFORE RELAXATION CRITERIA ~ET •••
20561. .Z313bZE-04 YS. DRlXCA- .100000E-OR
2128 •• 231159E-O~ YS. "'RLXCA· .100000E-06











DATE 84/03/23. TIME 19.33.21. "ARTI~ MARIETTA THERHAl ANALYZEP SYSTEH IPHTAS II-F03b31 COC~OOO SCOPE3.ft YERSION PAGE l.
SHUTTLE TILE INTERNAL FLOW
++CAUTION++ ITEIlMXl MOl EXCEfOEO BEFORE RFlAX~TIO~ CIlITERIA "'El •••
ORDeCl 10251- -.111780E-03 YS. OlllXe~- .1000l)0E-08
Alllxeel 10971- -.111041E-03 YS. APlxeA- .100000E-08
EeAlSC
-
O. VS. EBAlSA- O.
FrUlHCI 01- O. YS. EBAlHA- O.
++CAUTIrlH++ ITERHXl MOl ExeEfOED I\EFI)RE REUXATlflll CRITERIA HET •••
nRucecf 70551- -.14,189E-03 YS. ORlXC'- .100000E-08AptXec 7127 - -.14 175E-03 YS. ARlxeA- .100000E-08
EBAlSe









4.00000 ERAtHe ( 01
- O. eSG"Ul 01 - O. AlUxeel 71271
-
-.1 H1 75£-0 3
ITERCT 1 OHXTce I 01




T Z5- 4.102Zb7 T 2b- 1o.487ft3 T Z7- 4.559H T 2B- It.b35b3 T 29- Io.7131~ T 30' It. 7d 54 t!T 31- 10.48889 T n- 4.570bB T 33- ft.64131 T 31ft- ft. 71058 T 35- ft.7786 T 3b- 4.845b..
T 37- 10.55712 T 38- lo.b3b75 T 39- 1o.70b91 T 100- 1t.77537 T ft1- 4.8103'05 T 'ol- 4.91ft77T '03- 4.b15~b T 44- 4.b9538 T 45- 'o.7b713 T lob- 'o.838b2 T '07- Io.911bO T '08- 4.~925b
T '09- 4. b71b1 T 50- 10.74951 T 51- I, .82514 T 52- 10.90341 T 53- Io.9845b T ,,,. ).07)90 :l:>
T 55- 4.73053 T 5b- 4.799bb T 57- 4.881092 T 5A- '0.97720 T 59- ~.07172 T bO- 5.1b449 \J
T ~1- 4.512119 T 6Z- 1o.55H7 T 63- lo.b1395 T b4- 'o.b7829 T b5- 4.738b1 T bb- 4.781)t! \J
T b7- 4.55335 T 68- 4.59856 T b9- 'o.b5791 T 70- It.720b1 T 71- '0.77875 T 72- 'o.d20bO tTl
T 73- 4.b0715 T "'- 10. b5281 T 75- 4.71257 T 7b- 4.17551
T 77- 1o.8H23 T 7a- 4.8775b z
T 19- 4.bb050 T 80- 'o.70b58 T e1- 'o.7b787 T 8Z- ft.Fl3331 T fl3- Io.P9535 T a'o- 10.94232 0
T 85- 1,.10812 T 8b- 10. 751t35 T 81- 'o.B1821 T 88- 'o.BIl811 T B9- '0.95511 T 90- 5.00b25 ......
T 91- 1o.142bO T 92- 4.1A790 T 93- 10.85507 T 9'0- 4.930110 T 95- 5.00219 T "b- 5.(,55107 X
T 10l5- 3.9Z~108 T lllZb- 3. 93ltlt1 T 1021- 3.~10100 T IOl8- 3.9410b T 10 Z9- 3.95058 T 1030- 3.9lttl92T 1031- 3.94305 T on- 3.9b012 T 033 3. 71't7 T 0]4- 3.9A033 T 1035- 3.9Fl511l T 1030- 3.91dB2 :l:>
T 1037- 3.9blt58 T 1038- 3.geftl5 T 1039- 3.99892 T 10100- 1o.012Z1 T 10101- Io.02102b T 10lol- ".030B8 ..T 1043 - 3.9901' T i° lo "- 4.0090~ T 1045- 4.0l580 T iolob- 4.041ol2 T 10ft1- ".ObB~b T 1010 8- It .111.153 nT O"Q- 4.01b I, T 050 4_033" T 1051- 10.05092 T 05l- 4.0723b T 1053- 4.100 0 T 10510- 4.14348
T 10')5- 4.04918 T 105b- It.0582b T 1057- It.011t'lb T 1058- It.09B09 T 1059- 10.13018 T lObO- 4.17320 0
T 10b1- 3.91t739 T 10b2- 3.9'1l66 T 1063- 3.95962 T 10M- 3.96616 T 1:>65- 3.970510 T 1066- 3.97175 Z
T 1067- 3.95958 T 10b8- 3_9t-719 T 10b9- 3.9172l T 1070- 3.98590 T 107~- 3.9921"2 ~ T 101l- 3.91396 -f......
T 1073- 3.97"71 T 1014- 3.gee7~ T 1075- 10.00078 T 10 7b- 4.01310 T 107 - 4.02433 T 1078- 4.0lF7 ZT 1079- 1o.0010Z T 080 4.011' T 081 4.0Z565 T 10 8Z- 4.0ltZOZ T 1083- 10.06010 T 10810- 10.07 39 c
tTl
0
DATE II",03/23.TIME 1'1.36.22. MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MIUS Il-F03631 COC/,OOO .SCOPE3.~ VERSION H(,E 3
SHUTTlE TILE INTEPNlL FLnll
T 1085- 1t.02Z67 T 10~6- 1t.03285 T 1087- 4.047'17 T 10 P8- ~.0t.6'15 T l()e'l- 4.0BIleo T 109O- ~.lC911
T 10'11- ~.04010 T 10'12- 4.04852 T 10'13- ~.0635~ T 10 'l~- ~.08381 T 1095- ~.10757 T 109/,- ~.1~tl'l7
T 2025- 1t.18~1')4 T ZOZ6- It. 21')007 T ZOZ7- ... 31715 T Z0211- 4.35656 T ZOZ9- ".3'lZ5Z T Z030- ~.392!l7
T Z031- ~.20815 T Z032- ~. 2868'1 T 2033- 4. 3H~9 T ZO 3~- 1t.3ElB75 T Z1)35- ~.~ZOOl T 2036- 4 ... 30ft5
T 2037- 4.23647 T ZO 38- 40317Z5 T Z03'l- ~. 37e09 T Z040- 4.~2'l5~ T 20~1- ..... 7350 T 20~2- ~.'C'tl5
T ZO~3- ~.Z73'17 T Z04~- ~.35Z56 T ZO~ 5- ~.41658 T Z04b- ~.~7707 T ZO .. 7- 1t.54121 T zo~e- ".b3\l73
T Z04'l- 4.3171')2 T 2050- 1t.39000 T Z051- ~.~5b3'l T 205Z - ~.52~07 T Z053- ~.5'l733 T Z..l5~- ~.6tltl45
T Z055- 1t.36297 T 2056- 1t.1t2600 T 2057- ~.49735 T 205/1- ~.57467 T ZO 5'1- ... 65759 T ZObO- ... 7H32
T 2061- 4.24803 T Z062- ~.2flbb7 T 20b3- ~.33162 T 20 6~- ~.3b'lB7 T 20/,5- ~.39713 T ZOb6- ~.~1()70
T 2067- ".26376 T 2068- 1t.30HB T ZO~'l- It.3512B T Z070- 1t.3928~ T 207,- ~.~2"15 T l.07Z- ".~"063
T 2073- 1t.28963 T 2071t- 1t.33188 T 20 5- ~. 3B186 T 2076- ~.42'133 T 2:)7 - ~.~b'l"Z T Z078- ". 4155'1
T 207'1- ~. 3~175 T 208O- 1t.3b441 T ~oe 1- ~.~1767 T 20112- ~.HZ22 T 2083- 1,.52401 T zoel,- ~.5/'b27
T ZOB 5- 4.3 ~7~ T ZOB6- ~.3'l654 T OB7- It.~522'l T 20 flB- ~.5123B T 20B9- ".57110 T 2()9u- ".61dllo
T ZO'll- It. 37'177 T 2092- 1t.42008 T 20'13- 1t.~7781 T ZO'lIt- 1t.54Z(\3 T 2095- ~.b0461 T Z096- ~.65061
T 3025- 1t.7766b T 3026- It.'lOO16 T 3027- 4.9473B T 302B- ~.'l'lOZ2 T 30Z9- 5.01~20 T 303O- ~.02Z'l2
T 303,- ".B0100 T 303Z- 4.90392 T 3033- 4.96621 T 303~- 5.010B" T 3035- 5.0HOI T 303/,- 5.u50~3
T 303 - ".B3It0~ T 303 B- 4.9312" T 303'1- ".99710 T 3040- 5.01,5"6 T 30 .. 1- 5.07820 T 30"Z- 5.09263T 3n~3- It. El7'lU T 30"~- 1t.97272 T 3045- 5.04093 T 30"6- 5.09~75 T 3047- 5.13555 T 30~B- 5.1/,11<,/
T 304'1- 4.93621 T 3050- 5.02'113 T 3051- 5.09729 T 3052- 5.15955 T 31) 53- 5.Z1319 T 305"- 5.26319
T 3055- 5.00320 T 3056- 5.0B839 T 3057- 5.1705'1 T 3058- 5.2"63'1 T 3059- 5.31't95 T 3060- '.37097
T 3061- ".B53Bl T 3062- 1t.'l0787 T 3063- 4.'15575 T 306~- ".9'1519 T 30b5- 5.02113 T 3066- 5.03327
T J067- 4.117007 T 3068- ".'12065 T 3069- ".97151 T 3070- 5.01301 T 3071- 5.04F4 T 307Z- 5.05~91
T ~073- ".B9 G B7 T 3074- 4.'14800 T 3075- 5.000'19 T 3076- 5.0lt57~ T 3077- 5.07 72 T 307t1- 5.11'l415
T 307'1- ".'1376B T 30BO- 4.9'1625 T 3081- 5.04157 T 30B2- 5.090'lO T 30B3- 5.12B79 T 30114- 5.1507"
T 3(\B 5- ".'18109 T 30B6- 5.02937 T 30B7- 5.0B7B4 T 30 Bll- 5.1't308 T 30B9- 5.1BII73 T 30'10- 5.21BBO
T 30 'l l- 5.01701 T 3092- 5.06535 T 3093- 5.12757 T 30'1"- 5.1BII6" T 3095- 5.Z~069 T 3096- 5.274B4 >
T "025- 5.0B48'l T "026- 5017530 T 1t027- 5.26035 T "02B- 5.34661 T "029- 5.43~7" T ~030- 5.551Z3 ""U
T 4031- 5.17311'1 T ~032- 5.27625 T "033- 5.35'll7 T ItO 3~- 5."3B'lB T "035- 5.52352 r ~036- ~.6j011 ""U
T 4037- 5.2611.10 T ,,03B- 5.3615B T 1t03'l- 5.4J9A5 T "040- 5.51309 T ~O 41- 5.590Z3 T 40~Z- 5.b~729 IT1
T ~01t3- 5.3561t0 T ~O~~- 5.~~676 T "O~ 5- 5.51722 T "0~6- 5.5B158 T ~0~7- 5.b4759 T .. 01t8- 5.7287b Z
T "0"'1- 5.4bD89 T 4050- 5.53B5,. T 1t051- 5.5"Ql" T "052- 5.~5Z33 T ~CJ53- 5.70J56 T "05~- 5.76065 ClT "0~5- 5.5B5M T 1t056- 5.61t935 T "057- 5.699b5 T 1t058- 5. 3'136 T ~059- 5.77366 T ~O/'O- 5.906~9 ......
T 4061- 5.20215 T "Ob2- 5.25522 T 40b3- 5.32539 T ~OM- 5."UO"3 T ~:>65- 5."7337 T ~06/'- 5.5337"
X
T "067- 5.255B~ T ~068- 5.310~8 T "Ob9- 5.37'l11 T ~070- 5 ... 50B6 T ~071- 5.52054 T 4072- 5.5773" >T 40?:!- 5.32909 T .. 074- 5.3B183 T "075- 5. ",,651 T "076- 5.512P2 T 4077- 5.57b5F1 T It078- 5.6~BI6
T 407Q- 5.1t1063 T "OBO- 5.1t5B2B T 40Bl- 5.51677 T 4082- 5.57561 T ~08 3- 5.b30'l9 T "081t- 5.b ~B3T .. O!!5- 5."'l1 6 T ItOA6- 5.53H6 T 40B7- 5.5B476 T 40 BB- 5.6350'1 T ~J8'l- 5.680bO T ItO'lO- 5.7I~b'l n
T "0'11- 5. 556Z'l T 1t092- 5.5937B T 1t093- 5.63928 T "09"- 5.bR24'1 T 4095- 5.71972 T ~O'l6- 5. H560 a
T 5025- 5.63696 T 5026- 5. 69381t T 5027- 5. 7436~ T 502A- 5.76918 T 5029- 5.B3287 T 50JO- 5. B9 ~ 5~ Z
T 5031- 5.69363 T 5032- 5.75113 T 5033- 5.79b~7 T 503"- 5.8383B T 5035- 5.BB050~ T 5036- 5.92991 -i







DATE 8~/03/23.TI~E 19.36.23. "APTIN ~ARIETTA THER~AL ANALYZER SYSTEM (~ITAS II-FD363t CDCbOOO SCOPE3.~ YERSION PAGE ~
SHUTTlE THE INTERNAL FLOII
T 50~3- 5.82536 T 5044- '5.95301 T 50'05- 5.!l8572 T 5046- 5.92080 T 51) 47- ~.95897 T 504!:!- 6.0u745
T 5049- 5.87409 T 5050- 5.99568 T 5051- 5.92705 T 5052- 5.96055 T 5053- 5.9l503 T 50''0- 6.0J7u9
T 5055- 5.90167 T 5056- 5.93095 T 5057- 5.97207 T 5056- b.00793 T 5:l59- 6.03721 T 5060- b.05000
T 50bl- 5.70Ml T 501'-2- 5.73769 T 50f.3- 5.77704 T 5064- 5.IH670 T 5065- 5.8533!1 T 506b- 5.89111t!
T 50f>7- 5. H008 T 5068- 5.77002 T 5069- 5.60701 T 5070- 5.64478 T 5071- 5.!\8025 T 5072- 5.9078u
T 5013- 5.76576 T 5074- 5.61210 'T 5075- 5.64553 T 5076- 5.6A005 T 51377- 5.91449 T 507tl- 5.'H140
T 5079- 5.63563 T 5060- 5.65564 T 5061- 5.66497 T 5062- 5.91722 T 50q3- 5.94S61 T 5')8"- S.91 .... 3
T 5065- 5.fl7516 T 5086- 5.89210 T 5067- 5.920l1 T 50fl6- 5.95070 T S069- 5.97966 T 5090- o.OullO
T 5091- 5.89773 T 5092- 5.91658 T 5093- 5.94S65 T 5094- 5.97624 T 5095- b.00259 T 5090- 0.ll1958
T 6025- 4.79623 T 6026- 4.6500~ T 6027- 4.96724 T 6026- 5.06664 T 6029- 5.166H 1 6030- 5.l0090
T 6031- ".1'19'.575 T 603l- 4.99395 T 6033- 5.0P763 T 603/0- 5.17606 T 61)B- 5.26161 T 6036- 5.3blS0
T 6037- 4.99095 T 6038- '.5.09653 T 6039- 5·l6576 T 6040- 5.271l6 T 60 U- 5.3b05 .. T b042- 5.'06631
T 6043- 5.13346 T 604"- 5. 19f187 T bOloS- 5. 1527 T 6046- 5.35789 T 6047- 5.4 .. 734 T 60"~- 5.56193
T 60'09- 5.22578 T 6050- 5.27606 T 6051- 5.35b67 T 6052- 5.44231 T b053- 5.52746 T 60S'o- S.b334U
T 6055- 5.27651 T 605b- 5.32997 T 6057- 5.'03942 T b0511- S.5 .... 11 T 6')59- 5.61567 T bObO- 5.bd583
T 6061- '0.91767 T 60bl- 4.96503 T b063- 5.04571 T 606'0- 5.13055 T b065- 5.208bo T bObb- 5.26'098
T 6067- ".9B070 T 606S- 5.03552 T 6069- 5.11162 T 6070- 5.19257 T 11071- 5.268111 T 11072- 5.32 .... 0
T h073- 5.065'06 T 607~- 5.17.078 T 6075- 5.19336 T 6076- 5.l7103 T 6077- 5.34577 T IIOB- 5.40'o3b
T 6079- 5.16143 T 6080- 5.20706 T 60!n- 5.27450 T 60112- 5.349qz T 6083- 5.'o231.\b T b064- 5.49375
T 60S5- 5.2359'0 T 60R6- 5.27739 T 60S7- 5.34"87 T 60 es- 5.'02083 T 60B9- 5.'o9l'ol T b090- 5.54dBt>
T 6091- 5.27755 T 609l- 5.31980 T 6093- 5.39417 T 609'0- 5.47"4" T 6095- 5.51tZlb T 6096- 5.5902b
T 70l5- ".33P96 T 7026- 1t.35620 T 7027- '0.38710 T 702A- '0.43214 T 7029- ".49037 T 7030- 4.5'ob92
T 7031- 4.311662 T 7032- ~.~1751 T 7033- 4.45232 T 7034- 4.49530 T 7035- ~.54572 T 70:130- 'o.b0029
T 7037- '.42261 T 7038- ..... 5904 T 7039- 4.49660 T 7040- ~.54156 T 7041- ".59545 T 7042- ... 602l:l6 )::>
T 70'03- ..... 5l97 T 7044- ~.~9068 T 7045- 4.5l911 T 70~~- ~.5776b T 7047- 4.6386b T 704e- ... 71224
T 7049- 4."9552 T 7050- ~. 51587 T 7051- 1,.546b2 T 7052- 4.60336 T 7~53- t,.b79tH T 7054- 4.7ib3tl
-0
T 7055- 4.5~760 T 7056- ~.5l337 T 7057- '0.54199 T 7058- 'o.60B49 T 7059- 4.70770 T 70bO- 4.83'023
-0
T 7061- '0.38661 T 706l- ".40332 T 7063- 'o.~32BO T 7064- ... 471 76 T 7065- ... 51429 T 7ubb- ".54b70
rr1
T 7067- 4.41368 T 706S- ~. 43372 T 70b9- 4.46503 T 7070- '0.50'025 T 7071- 4.5460'0 T 7072- 4.57985
Z
Cl
T 7073- 4 ..... 5~~ T 7074- 4.46745 T 7075- '0.50059 T 7076- 'o.541B3 T 7a77- 4.58b47 T 7078- ".623'0'0 .....
T 7079- ~."7565 T 7060- ~.49H7 T 7081- '0.53120 T 70A2- ~.57556 T 7)83- 4.62557 T 706"- 4.6077'1 X
T 70B5- ... !105S1 T 706b- ".52115 T 7087- 10.55265 T 70 Be- ".600119 T 70B9- ~. 65958 T 7090- 4.11241
T 7091- ... 5za54 T 709l- 4.53365 T 7093- 4.5bon T 709'0- 4.111275 T 7095- 4.b79BO T 709b- ".7402.0 )::>
T 11025- 'o.100ll T 8026- 4.10354 T 8027- ".1190B T 11028- ".14 2 54 T 60l9- 4.1744l T 8030- 4.21S7t!
T 8031- 4.1;645 T 8032- 4.15976 T 8033- 4.18139 T 8034- 4.20609 T R035- 4.23454 T B036- 4.2b6B"
T 8037- 'o.~ 56~ T 8038- ~. ~0377 T 8039- ... 22889 T e040- ~.2558" T e041- 4.28500 T 60"2- '0.31590 nT AO~3- ~. 170 T 801t4- ~. 1t384 T 8045- 4.27079 T B04b- ~.30143 T 80~7- 4.33539 T BU~ 8- ".37159 0
T 8049- It.Z5736 T 8050- ~.28002 T 8051- 4.30839 T R052- 4.34538 T 1I1l53- 4.3B96A T 6051t- 4."3bI4 Z
T fl055- 4.Z9469 T 8056- It. 31077 T 8057- ... 34033 T 805A- ".311870 T 8059- ... '0 580 ~ T B060- 4.5087b -I





llATF el,/03/Z3.TII1E 19.3b.Z3. I1APTIN MARIETTA THERI1AL ANALYZER SYSTP4 ('4ITAS II-FD3b31 CDCbOc,O SCOPE3.I, VERSION PAGE 5
SHUTTLE TILE INTERNAL flOW
T /l073- ".19~0l, T B07"- I,.Z10b7 T A075- I,.23ZZ9 T BO 7b- I,.Z5717 T RO 77- It. 2~Z27 T 6076- ".301'"
T A079- ". Z3111 T AOBO- I,.Z'o7Z9 T AOB1- I,.Z7067 T BO BZ- I,.Z966B T 6063- "03275Z T 60d"- "03""3,T BOB5- ".2b3b7 T 60B6- I,.2793Z T A087- ".30l,M T BOBB- 4.33704 T 6') 6 9- 4.37170 T B090- ".3~711J
T 8091- ".Z86Z0 T 809Z- ".30079 T B093- 1,. 3214b T BO QI,- 4.3b472 T 8095- "."Ob9Z T 601b- ".43b31APITHI1ETIC NODES
T 97- 1,."2269 T 9B- 1,.1,671,5 T 9Q- 4.55948 T 10O- 4.b35bl, T 101- ".71313 T 10Z- 4.7d,,,'1
T 103- ".1,6891 T 10"- It. 5~9t,l T 105- I,.b3lB8 T lOb- ".705tl3 T 107- 1,.77858 T lOll- ".61, ,bb
T 1°9 - ".5~713 T 110- 1,. 6~7Z2 T pI- ".70060 T 11Z- 1,.17505 T 113- 4.61,774 T 111,- ".91" 7bT 15- 4. bpB6 T 116- I,.69H T 17- 4.7bb14 T 118- 4.61,3Q3 T 119- I,.9205Z T 1 ZO- I,.99Z51T 121- 1,.6 1 b1 T 1Z2- ".7'0778 T 1 Z3- ".82619 T 121,- I,.9116Z T 1Z5- 4.'t95bl T lZb- 5.07591
T 1Z7- ".7305" T 1ZB- ".799 btl T 1Z9- 4.B81,9" T 130- I,.977Z1 T 131- 5.07173 T 13Z- 5.1b4"~
T 1 °lit - 3.73973 T 10Z3- 3.7~970 T 10Z2- 3.739M T 1021- 3.7396Z T 10Z0- 3.73958 T 1019- 3.7H5bT BOZ4- 3.7395B T 8023- 3.7 961t T 80ZZ- 3.73979 T BO Zl- 3.7400b T 80Z0- 3. HOl,b T 8019- 3. HOB1
T 7021,- 3.7"113 T 7023- 3.741<\" T 70Z2- 3.7t,3B5 T 7021- 3.75063 T 70Z0- 3.7b307 T 7019- 3.7750Z
T 1007- 3.73953 T 1008- 3.73956 T 1009- 3.73971 T 1010- 3.73993 T 1011- 3.7400b T 101 Z- 3.7399,
T ZOZl- 3.739A9 T Z020- 3.738"" T 2019- 3.737b9 T Z,,- 3.75b"7 T Z3- 3.77759 T ZZ- 3.8i.li.l68
T Zl- 3. 831t0b T ZO- 3.R91b1 T 19- 3.95582 T 6024- ".OZ5b7 T bOZ3- I,.07Z16 T bOZZ- ".lbZ9b
T bOn- 4.30936 T 60Z0- 1,.50177 T 6019- 1,.72815 T Z007- 3.75"37 T Z008- 3.7b700 T Z009- 3.nOb8
T 2010- ".OZ547 T Z011- 4.03305 T ZOl Z- 4.04Z17 T 7- 4.0537b T 8- ".121A8 T 9- I,.Z5b57
T 10- ".39505 T Il- l,. 49b9 Z T 12- ".b20bB T I,OZl- ".9bZ7b T "OZO- 5.Z384Z T "019- 5."5ZZ0
T ~02"- 5.56Z00 T 5023- 5.63396 T 50ZZ- 5.b8592 T 5021- 5.73"73 T 50Z0- 5.77505 T 5019- 5.tllJ91
T 3007- ".8510b T 300e- 1,.91152 T 3009- 5.01275 T 3010- 5.13389 T 3011- 5.263Z3 T 31l1Z- 503"531
T 4007- 5. 55l1t6 T "ooe- 5.b30Z8 T "009- 5.6871,3 T "010- 5.72889 T 4J11- 5.7bOb9 T "01 z- 5.7B;4Z
T 5007- 5.B8"61, T 500B- 5.9Z897 T 5009- 5.97109 T 5010- b.00752 T 5~11- t..0371b T 501Z- 6.05691
T 1001- 3.73973 T 100Z- 3.71970 T 1003- 3.73965 T 1° 01,- 3.739b1 T 1005- 3.7395b T 1006- 3.73~5" :t:>T 1011h 3.73958 T 1017- 3.739b3 T ~01 b- 3.73975 T 015- 3.73996 T 101"- 3. Hall T 1013- 3. H031 -0
T 7001- 3.71,109 T 700Z- 3.7t,lt,3 T 003- 3.7"3B5 T 7001,- 3.H07B T 7005- 3.7bZ91 T 700b- 3.77"6" -0
T 7016- 3.8"010 T 7017- 3. B7374 T 7016- 3.90951 T 7015- 3.QI,9b9 T 7014- 3.991>57 T 7013- ... OHbb l'Tl
T ZOOl- 3.74019 T 2002- 3. 7t,0 I, 8 T Z003- 3.7t,07t, T 200"- 3.74071, T Z005- 3. HOB3 T 2006- 3. HZ67 z
T 1- 3.76281 T Z- 3.78"91 T 3- 3.8HZ5 T 4- 3.B"A35 T 5- 3.86652 T b- 3.Q31b" Cl
T 16- 4.0Z126 T 17- ".06116 T 16- I, .13961 T 15- I,.25QO" T 14- ". "097Fl T 13- ".,,, ZOb .....
T 6018- 5.109"Z T 6017- 5.29281 T 6016- 5."3952 T 6015- 5.54"27 T 601"- 5.61577 T 6013- 5.65907 x
T 3001- 3.89672 T 3002- 3.91056 T 3003- 3.9"098 T 300"- 3.96Q66 T 3005- ".06Z95 T 300b- " .11"6't
T 3018- 1,."3905 T 3017- ".59329 T 3016- 4.80912 T 3015- 5.03271 T 3011,- 5.Z17b7 T 3013- 5.33't17 :t:>
T 1,016- 5.58~7Q T 1,017- 5. blt946 T ..016- 5.69973 T 4015- 5.73941 T "~1"- 5.77368 T 4013- 5.80b51
T 501B- 5.6BR12 T 5017- 5.Q3098 T 5016- 5.97213 T 5015- 6.007QQ T 501 .. - b.03727 T 501 J- 6.0;671
T 1097- 3.9ZA"9 T 1098- 3.931tl,Z T 1099- 3.9t,l01 T 1100- 3.91,707 T 1101- 3.95059 T 110Z- 3.9" ilQ .. n
T 1103- 3.QI,30b T 110"- 3.95661 T 1105- 3.Q660l, T 110b- 3.Q7737 T 1107- 3.Q8Z67 T 1106- 3.97d83 0
T 110Q- 3.9M5B T 111O- 3.9A157 T 1111- 3.99b77 T 111Z- ".Ol1Zb T 1113- ".OZlt33 T 111"- ".03089 z
T 1115- 3.99016 T 1116- ".00792 T 1117- 1,.0259" T 1118- I,.0"62b T 1119- I,.071BO T 11Z0- 1,.11053 -l







•DATE 6~'03'23.Tt"E 19.36.23. HARTIN HARtETTA THERHAL ANALYZER SYSTEH linus II-F03b31 CDCbOOO SCOPE3.~ VcRSIO~ PAGE b
SHUTTLE TILE INTERNAL FLOW
T 1127- ~.0"Q7Q T 1126- 4.05AZ6 T 112Q- 4.07't57 T 1130- It.09810 T 1131- It • BOZO T 113Z- 4ol73n
T Z097- ".16Pb5 T Z01l8- 4.Z~007 T 2099- ".31715 T Z100- ".35b57 T ZlOI- 4.38Z53 T ZlOZ- 4.39'Btl
T Z103- 4.20815 T 210~- ".2796" T Z105- 10.33955 T Z10b- It.38652 T 2107- 4.H9Z7 T 2108- ".43066
T l109- ".Z3647 T 211O- 4.30965 T ZP~- 4.37"OZ T Zl1Z- "."3003 T Zl13- 4.107652 T 211 4- 4.50j6hT 2115- ".Z7398 T 2116- ".34711 T 21- 4.41570 T Z118- 10.48197 T Z11Q- 4.5496" T Zl20- ".63Ll13
T Z121- 4.31763 T 2122- ".38763 T 21Z3- 4.Io56Z9 T 2124- 10.53095 T 21 Z5- It.60115 T 2126- 4.66646
T 21Z7- 10.36299 T Zl2A- "."2603 T 21Z9- ".109137 T Z130- 4.57"66 T Z131- 4.65159 T Z13Z- 4.7343"
T 3097- 4.11686 T 30116- It.90011 T 3099- It.9"139 T 310O- 4.99022 T 3101- 5.01ltZO T 310Z- 5.0ZZ92
T 3103- It.80100 T 3iO"- ".B96B3 T 3105- 4.961~8 T 3106- 5.00696 T 3101- 5.oi631 T P08- 5.050"3T 3109- 4.8HOit T 3 10- It.92306 T 3111- ".99Z 9 T 311Z- 5.0"514 T 3113- 5.0 931t T 11"- 5. 0<., Zb'o
T 3115- It.879Z6 T 3116- ".96101 T Pl7- 5.0"OZZ T 3116- 5.09867 T 3119- 5.H061 T 31Z0- ,.16120T 312,- Io.936Z2 T 312Z- 5.0Z366 T F3- 5.1009" T 31Z"- 5.167"5 T 31Z5- 5.ZZZ03 T 31Z6- 5.Z6317T 312 - 5.003Z1 T 3128- 5.08fl·0 T 3 Z9 5.17059 T 313O- 5.Zlt639 T 3131- 5.311096 T 3132- 5.37097T "097- 5.06"90 T "01l8- 5.1B30 T It099- 5.26035 T 4100- 5.34661 T 4101- 5."H7" T Itl0Z- 5.5"~90
T Itl03- 5.1731'9 T HO"- 5.2b26R T H05- 5. H811 T Itl0b- 5.43369 T 4101- 5.52419 T 4108- 5.6Z96c::
T 4109- 5.26180 T Itll0- 5.35054 T Hll- 5."3291 T 411Z- 5.51313 T "113- 5.59580 T 411"- 5.6t:l69"
T H15- ~.35b1tO T 4116- 5.4"184 T ~117- 5.51754 T Itl18- 5.56779 T It119- 5.65678 T "lZ0- 5.7ZB51
T 41Z1- 5."6089 T 412Z- 5.51,00Z T H23- 5.60527 T It124- 5.66185 T Itl25- S.11H8 T "126- S.76061
T 1,127- 5.58517 T 10128- 5.64917 T "129- 5.699S4 T "130- 5.73933 T 4131- 5.77366 T 4132- 5. tl061,Q
T 5097- 5.63696 T 50116- 5.69381, T 5099- 5.7lt364 T 5100- 5.76916 T 5101- 5.83Z87 T 5102- 5.8b"30
T 5103- 5. 693t1) T 5101,- 5.7t,400 T 5105- 5.79016 T 5106- 5.83561 T 5107- 5.88063 T 510B- S.92682
T 5109- 5.75Z06 T 5110- 5.7968B T 5111- 5.B3901, T 5112- 5.B6116 T 5113- 5.92450 T 5114- 5.97093
T 5115- 5.BZ536 T 5116- 5.85160 T 5117- 5.88666 T 5118- 5.92lt83 T 5119- 5.96465 T S12J- b.OO736
T 51Z1- 5.87409 T 512Z- 5.89691 T !lIn- 5.93059 T 51 Zit- 5.96bZ9 T 51Z5- 6.00138 T 51Z6- 6.03702
T '5127- 5.90167 T 5128- 5.93093 T 51Z9- 5.91199 T 5130- 6.00785 T 5131- 6.03713 T 513Z- 6.05b611 )::>
T b097- It.796Z3 T 60116- ".85005 T 6099- ".967Z5 T 6100- 5.06861t T bIOI- 5.1b61tl T 610Z- S.26096 ""0
T 6103- 4.89575 T 610"- 4.99257 T 6105- 5.07963 T bl06- 5.11HZ T 6107- 5.Z68l3 T 6108- 5.361S1 ""0
T 610<!o ".Q9095 T 6110- 5. 091F T 6111- 5.18140 T 611Z- 5.l7342 T 61p- 5.368g0 T 61H- 5.4663, rr1T b 15- 5.13346 T 6116- 5.19b 5 T 6111- 5.Z1185 T tll18- 5.367't3 T 61 9- 5.460 5 T 61Z0- 5.55186 z
T 61l1- 5.2Z578 T 6122- 5.Z7930 T 61Z3- 5.3bH7 T 61Z"- 5.45lt8Z T 61Z5- 5.5H81 T 6126- 5.6338Z 0
T 6127- 5.Z7651 T 6128- 5.32997 T 61ZQ- 5."39Z5 T 6130- 5.5"3b8 T 6131- S.615S0 T 613l- 5.6~j74 >-<
T 7097- 1t.338tH T 7098- 1,.356Z1 r 709Q- ".38111 T 7100- It."3Z15 T 7101- ".,.9038 T 710Z- 4.5"69" X
T 7103- ".38663 T 7104- 1t."10,.2 T 7105- ".""524 T 7106- It.,.9111 T 7107- 4.S,.S43 T 7106- It.M030
T 7109- "."ZZ8Z T 7110- 1t.45Z89 T 7111- ".49137 T 711Z- 1t.54040 T 7113- ,..S9866 T 7111,- 4.66ZB8
)::>
T 7115- 4.1t5301 T 7116- 4. "1'6"1 T 7117- ".5Z617 T 71111- 4.579t,It T 7119- 10. bt,t,57 T 7120- 1,. 71221l
T nn: 4.4955" T 71F- 4·~PI0 T lp 3- 1o.546B5 T 71Z4- ".60563 T 71Z5- 1,.6B657 T 71lb- 4.7tl638T ".51t76B T 71 8- ,.. 339 T Z9- ,..5"Z04 T 7130- It.608S1 T 7131- ".70770 T 7132- 4.63423 n
T P097- It.l00Zl T B01l8- It.l0355 T 8099- ".11909 T 8100- 4.1ltZ55 T 8101- 4.17"'03 T 8102- 4.l1579 0
T PI03- 4.136"5 T BIOI,- It. 1536,. T 8105- ".17"85 T 8106- It.10115 T 8107- 4.Z3ZZ7 T 8108- I,.Z668" Z
T A109- 10.17562 T Bll0- ·".19910 T 8111- It.ZZlt73 T Il11Z- 1o.2HOO T 8113- ". Z8S6"b ~ T 811"- 40.31597 ---i






DATE 84103123.TIME 19,36.23. MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITAS II-FD363) CDCSO00 SCOPE3.4 VERSION PAGE 7
SHUTTLE TILF INTERNAL FLnW
T 812|= 4.25737 T 8122- 4.28017 T 8123- 4.31033 T 8124- 4.34993 T B125- 4.3262L T 8125- 4.43515




T 1224- 3,73977 T 1223- 3,73970 T 1222- 3,73963 T 1221- 3.73q57 T 1720- 3.73951 T 1Zig- 3.73245
T 8224- 3.73940 T 8223- 3.73934 T 8222- 3.73945 T 8221- 3.73q75 T 8220- 3.74045 T 8219- 3.74121
T 7224- 3.74043 T 7223- 3.73679 T 7222- 3.73391 T 7221- 3.73935 T 7220- 3.75358 T 7219- 3.7)182
T ]207- 3,73940 T 1208- 3.73939 T 1209, 3.73945 T 1210- 3.73975 T 1211- 3.7404b T 1212- 3.74121
T 2221" 3.74043 T 2220" 3.73679 T 2212" 3.73391 T 224- 3.73q35 T 223" 3.76358 T Z2Z" 3.7978Z
T 221, 3.83526 T 220" 3.86684 T 214" 3.89778 T 6224" 3.q3285 T 6223" 3.97628 T 6222- 4.047_b
T 6221" 4,19683 T 6220- 4,46015 T 6219- 4,79233 T 2207- 3.73963 T 2208- 3.76464 T 220_- 3.70899
T 2210- 3,83421 T 2211- 3,86584 T 2212- 3.89669 T 207- 3,93412 T 208- 3.97779 T 209- 4.05L01
T 210- 4,19132 T 211- 4,44958 T 212" 4.78128 T 4221- fi,12506 T 4220- 5,37207 T 4219- 5,6325U
T 5224- 5.61971 T 5223" 5.67905 T 5222- 5,72362 T 5221- 5,75306 T 5220- 5.77816 T 5219- 5.81771
T 3207" 4,1q683 T 3208" 4.46017 T 3209" 4.79234 T 3210" 5.11617 T 3211" 5.35557 T 3212" 5°52707
T 4207" 5.62181 T 4208" 5,68083 T 4204" 5.72462 T 4210" 5,75228 T 4211" 5.77705 T 4212" b.81604
T 5207- 5._7570 T 5208" 5,93534 T 5209" 5,9850_ T 5210" 6,02379 T 5211" 6,06003 T 5212" 6.09982
T 1201" 3,73977 T 1202" 3.739?0 T 1203" 3.73963 T 1204- 3,73957 T 1205- 3.73951 T 1206- 3.73945
T 12_8" 3,73940 T _: 3.'3934 T 1216" 3.73945 T _215" 3.73975 T 1214" 3.7'046 T 1213" 3.74121T 7201- 3.7&043 T 3,73679 T 7203" 3.73391 T 7204- 3,73935 T 7205" 3.76350 T 7ZOb" 3.70783
T 7218- 3.83526 T 7217- 3,86684 T 7216- 3.89778 T 7215- 3.93285 T 7214- 3,97628 T 7213- 4.0_755
T 2201" 3.73975 T 2202" 3,74049 T 2203" 3.74121 T 2204" 3.74049 T 2205- 3.73603 T 2206- 3.73392
T 201- 3.73963 T 202- 3.76464 T 203- 3.7989q T 204" 3.83421 T 205- 3.86584 r 206- 3.89569
T 218- 3,93412 T 217- 3,97779 T 216- 4,05101 T 215- 4,19132 T 214- 4,44958 T 213- 4,7812_ -o
T 6218- 5,12506 T 6217- 5,37207 T 6216- 5.53250 T 6215- 5.61971 T 6214- 5,67905 T 6213- 5.72362
T 3201" 3.83526 T 3202- 3.86684 T 3203" 3,89778 T 3204" 3°93286 T 3205" 3.97628 T 32U6" 4,04756 rrl
T 3218" 4,19683 T 3217- 4,46017 T 3216- 4,79234 T 3215- 5,11617 T 3214" 5.36557 T 3213" 5,52797 Z








DATE A~'03'Z3.TtME 19.36.l3. MARTIN HARIETTA THER~AL ANALYZER SYSTEM (HIT AS Il-FD3631 CDCbOCO SCOPE3.4 VERSION PAGE 1$
SHUTTLE TILE INTERNAL FLOW
FOGAP ( 11 1.00000E-03 f nCAP ( II 1.00000E-03 [DGAP ( 31 1.00000E-03 EnGAP ( Itl 1.00000E-03 EDGA~ I 51 1.uOOOOf-li3
fDGAP ( 61 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( 71 1.00000E-03 EOGlP ( BI 1.00000E-03 EOGAP ( 91 1.OO000E-03 EDCAP I 10) 1.LJOLJlJOl-0~
EDGlP ( 111 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( lZI 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 131 1.00000E-03 E[lCAP ( 1 4) 1.00000E-03 EDClP ( 15) 1.00(,00E-03
EDGAP ( 16) 1.00000E-01 EDCAP ( 171 1.00000E-03 EOCAP ( 1 BI 1.00000E-03 EOCAP ( 19' 1.00000E-03 EDCH I 20' 1.0000Ill-03
FOGAP ( ZlI 1.00000E-03 EOCAP ( Z2) 1.00000E-03 EO GAP I 23' 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( ZIo' 1.00000E-03 EOCAP ( l51 1.000uul:-li3
EOGAP ( 26) 1.00000f-03 EOCAP ( 71) 1."0000E-03 EOGAP ( lAI 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 19' 1.000001:-03 EOClP ( 301 1.0000(,E-u3
EOGAP ( 311 1.00000E-03 EnGAP I 32) t·00000E-03 EDGAP I 331 1.0coooe-03 EDGAP ( 3't I 1.00000E-03 EOGAP ( 351 1.1l0uOC.t-03fDGAII ( 36) 1.00000E-03 FOGAP 37) .00000E-03 EnGAP 36 1.00000E-03 EOGAP ( 3Q' 1.00000E-03 EOGAP ( loa' 1.000uOE-03
EnGA~ ( Itt I 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( ~Z , 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 431 1.00000E-03 EnGAP ( 44' 1.00000E-03 EDGAP I 451 1.0000(,10-03
fDGAP ( 461 l·000ooF-03 EnGAP ( ~71 1.00000E-03 EOCAP ( IoAI 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 491 1.00000E-03 EOCAP I 50. 1.00000E-03EDCAP ( ~ll .00000 -03 EDCAP ( 5Z) 1.0000CE-03 EDGAP I 531 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( 54' 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 551 1.00000E-03EOCAP ( bl 1.00000E-03 EnCAP ( 57) 1.00000E-03 EDGlP ( 581 1.00000E-03 EOGAP ( 591 9.QIt!361E-OZ EDGAP I bOI 1.000bItE-ul
EOGAP ( 611 1.00000E-03 HGAP ( 611 1.00DOOE-03 EOCAP I 631 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( hit I 1.00000E-03 EDGlP I 651 1.00uOOIo-03
~OGAP ( btl I 1.00000E-03 EDCAP I 671 t·00000E-03 EDGAP ( bfll 9.963Z6E-OZ EDGAp ( 691 9.99536E-OZ EOGAP ( 70' 1.00000t-03FDGAP ( 711 1.00000E-03 EDCAP 7Z1 .OOOOO~-03 E[lGAP ( 731 1.00000E-03 EDCAP I 7ft I 1.000g0E-03 EDGlP I 751 1.00UOOI:-03fDGAP I 76' 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( 771 9.97Z96 -OZ EDGAP ( 761 9.9698'eE-OZ EDGAP ( HI 1.000 OE-03 EDCAP ( 601 1.00000E-03
FDGA~ ( 811 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( Ill) 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 831 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( 81t1 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 651 1.0000C.E-03
FOCAP ( 8bl 9.9~300E-OZ EDCAP ( 871 9.98816E-OZ EDGAP ( 861 9.95614~-OZ EDGAP ( 691 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( 901 1.00000E-OJFOGAl' ( 911 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( Q2) 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( 931 1.00000 -03 EDCAP ( 91t' 9. 9Z 579E-02 EDGAP ( 951 Q.96blZE-0"
Et'GAP ( 9bl 9.96340f-02 EDr,AP ( IHI 9.96730E-02 EDCAP ( 9BI 1.00000E-03 EOGAP I 9Q' 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 1001 1.0000(,t-U3
Fnr.lp f 1011 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( 10Z I 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( 1031 1.00DOOE-03 EDGlP ( 101t1 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( IJ5. 1.0000uE-03"'DGAP 106 9.97Z6H-OZ EDCAP ( 1071 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 106' 1.00000E-03 EDCAP I 109' 1.00000E-03 EDClP ( 1101 1.0(IlJOOt-03fllGAP ( 1111 1.00000E-03 E[lCAP ( 1121 1.00000E-03 EDCAP t 113) 9.99305E-OZ ~DGAP \ 1141 9.9!l673E-02 EOGAP i Ii. 5' 1.1l00IluE-u3 ):00EDGAP ( 1161 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 1171 1.00000E-03 EDGAP 1181 1.00000E-03 DClP 1191 1.00000E-03 EDClP 1201 1.000001:-03 -0
fnGAP ( 1211 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( 12Z' 9.99754E-OZ EDGAP ( 1 Z31 9.96348E-OZ fDGAP ( lZitI 9. 951t06 E-Ol EDCAP ( 1251 1.00000E-03 -0FOGAl' ( F61 1.00000E-03 EnCAP ( 1271 1.00000E-03 EDGAP I lZ61 1.00000E-03 EnGAP ( 129' 1.00000E-03 EDC' P ( 1 JO I 1.00(,001:-113 rr1EDGAP ( 311 9.99065E-0~ EDClI' f BZI 9.98653E-OZ EDGAP ( 1331 Q.94523E-OZ EDGAP ( 13ft' 1.00000E-03 EDGAP I 1351 1.00000E-1I3 zEDGAp ( 1361 1.00000E-03 fDGAP 1371 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 13A 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 13C/ , 1.00000E-03 EDGAP 1'00' 9.96193t-02 0
BGAP ( lit11 9.99060E-02 EDCA II ( H2 I 9.93255E-Ol EDCAP ( lit3 I 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 1Hl 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 1.. 51 1.00000E-03
......
EDGAP ( 1461 1.00000E-03 EOGAP ( H71 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( HAl 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 1"9' 9.97722E-02 EDCAP ( 1501 9.99b831:-0' x
EDGAP f 1511 I. ogooo E-O 3 EDCAP I IHI l:8888g~:g~ [DClP I H~I 1.00000E-0~ EDGlP I Hal 1·00000~-03 ~8GAP ( 155' 1.00000E-03 ):00EDGAP 156 .0 000E-03 EDGAP EDGAP 9.97360E-0 EDGAP .00000 -03 GAP I 160. 1.00000E-03
EDGAP I 1b11 1.00000E-03 EDGAP I 1bZI 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( lb31 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( Ibltl 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 165' 1·OCOutlE-03~DgAP t H~\ i·00gOO~-03 ~DgAP I HH l·g088o~-03 F. D2AP f ~61 1·08°8OE-03 EDCAP I lb91 l·OOOOOE-O~ ~OGlP I pUI .00000[-u3 n[l AI' .00 00 -03 o AP . ° 0 -03 ED AP 31 .0 0 OE-03 EDGAP 174 .OOOOOE-O DGAP 751 1.001l0ut-03 0FDCAII ( 1761 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( 1771 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 17A I 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( 119' 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 11$0' 1.uOOOOI:-03 Z
EDCAP ( 11111 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 16l I 1.00000E-03 [DGAP ( 1 A31 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 1641 1.00000E-03 EOGAP ( 1951 1.01.0001:-03 -l
fOGAP ( 1661 1.00000E-03 EDGAP C IB7I 1.00000E-03 EOGAP ( lAB I 1.00000E-03 EOGAP ( It191 1.00000E-03'o EDGAP ( 1901 1.0000lit-tl) ......
FDGAP ( l'nl 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( 19Z) 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 1931 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 1941 1.00000E-03 EDCAP ( 195. 1.00000"-03 zfDGAP ( 1961 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 1971 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 1961 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 199' 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( ZOul 1.00000l-03 c
fDGAP ( lOll 1.00000E-01 EDGAP ( ZOll 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( l031 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( ZOItI 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( Z051 1.00000E-u3 rr1
FOGAl' ( ~Y~l I. ooooo~-o~ EDCAP I ~~~l 1:88888£:8~ [DGAP ( lY8J 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( l09' 1.00000~-03 EDGAP I Z101 1.00000E-03 0EDGAP ( .00000 -0 DGAP EDGAP ( l 3 1.00000E-03 EDGAP ( 2141 1.0000D -03 EDGAP ( l151 1.00000t-03
EDGAP ( l16) 1.00000E-03
OA TE 114103123. TI~E 19.39.15. ~ARTIN HARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (041 US Il-F03b31 COC~OOO SCOPE3.~ VERSION PAGE 9
SHUTTLE TILE INTERNAL FLOW
..CAUTION++ ITERHX ( bO:l1 EXCEEOEn PEFOPE RELAXATION CRITERIA ~ET •••!1RLXCC( 80251- -.~9~8l1E-0~ VS. I'Pl XCA- .IonOOOE-08
ARlXCC( 80971- -.~9l0Z~E-04 VS. APlXCA- .100000E-08
F8AlSC
- O. VS. E8AlSA- (I.EBAlNC( 01- O. VS. EBAlIU- O.
TI"EN 32.0000 EflAlSC - O. CSGHIH( 01
-




- O. CSGHAX( 01
-
O. ARlXCC ( 80971
-
-.4QlOZH-04






T 25- 4.49376 T 26- ~.57054 T 27- 4.63778 T Zfl- ~. 1>9731> T 29- 4.753H T 30- 4.tlI~31
T 31- 4.54650 T 3Z- ~.63Z47 T 33- ~.70063 T 34 - 4.7620R T 35- 4.8lIOZ T 36- 4.8H3Zb
T 37- 4.60153 T 38- 4.be7Zl T 39- 4.75625 T ~O- 4.8Z001 T 41' 4.88262 T '02- 4.95080
T 43- 4.66070 T 44- 4.7H38 T 45- 4.81084 T 41>- ".B7771 T ~ 7· 4.94516 T ~B- 5.0<.!U2
T 49- 4.72037 T 50- 4.79422 T 51- 4.86574 T 52- ~.93785 T 53' 5.011H T 54- 5.09'o5G
T 55- 4.78157 T 56- 4.B4357 T 57- 4.92473 T 58- 5.007B8 T 59- 5.09109 T 60- 5.17567
T 61- ".57815 T 62- It.62210 T 63- 4.67768 T to4- 4.73302 T 65- 4.7B307 T 66- 4.8l082
T 67- 4.61126 T 61l- It.fo5725 T 69- ~.713fl9 T 70- 4.77045 T 71- 4.112177 T 7l- 4.g596d
T 73- 4.65731 T 7~- 4.70369 T 75- ~.7b138 T 76- 4.81988 T 77- 4.87371 T 76- 4.~1397
T 79- 4.70757 T 80- It.75298 T 81- 4.81160 T 8l- 4.8726B T 1l3- 4.92993 T tl,,- ".973~" )::>
T R5- 4.75481l T 86- 4.79R73 T 117- 4.85885 T PB- 4.92338 T 69- ".96461 T 90' 5.031 30 -0
T 91- 4.78961 T 92- 4.63{47 T 93- 4.'19416 T 9"- ... 96278 T 95- 5.02760 T 96- 5.07623 -0
T 1025- 3.96713 T 1026- 3.9/l 06 T 1027- 4.00067 T 1028- ... OZ451 T 1029- 4.05174 T 1030- 4.07b5b IT1
T lon- :".9"1635 T 1032- It.01315 T 1033- 4.03~61 T 10 31t- It.05499 T 1035- 4.07260 T 103b- It.07~6t- Z
T 1037- 4.01?55 T 1038- It.04051t T 1039- It.06293 T 1040- 4.0B331 T 1041- 4.10044 T 10"Z- 4.10752 0
T 1043- 4.04050 T 1041t- It.06757 T 1045- 4.09076 T 10lt6- ".11374 T 10~7- '0. 137fl7 T l(j'o 8- 'o.1~d59 ......
T 10'09- 4. 07070 T 1050- It.09463 T 1051- 4.11839 T 10!'l- 4.14~51 T 1053- ~.173d7 T IJ5"- 4.21017 ><
T 1055- 4.110Z9 T 1056- It.lZl3~ T 1057- ~.14653 T 1058- ~.177b3 T 1059- ~. a 387 T 1060- ".Z,051
T 1061- 3.99508 T 1062- ~.00625 T 1063- ~.023Z3 T 10M- ~.0'oZ66 T 101>5- 'o.Cl>l'ol T 1066- " .07'036 )::>
T 1067- 4.00967 T 1068- ~.02363 T 1069- It.OU50 T 1070- ·~.06000 T 1071- ~.07tJll6 T 107l- 4.ug52d
T 1073- 4.03175 T 107 .. - ~. 046M, T 1075- ~.06533 T 1076- ~.OP426 T 1077- ".10062 T 107g- ~.11033
T 1079- ~.05b50 T lOBO- 4.071~0 T 10Pl- ~.0901l9 T 1082- ~.11171> T 10'13- ~.1317P T 106 ~- ~.1'o7'o" n
T 1(11!5- ~. 08100 T 1086- It.09lt90 T 1087- It.ll~96 T 10 BR- ~.13801 T 1089- ~.16138 T 1090- 4ol!30Z1 0
T 1091- 4.10100 T 1092- ~.11233 T 1093- ~ .1321>6 T 109~- ~.1576Q T 1095- 4.18368 T 1J96- ~.l0376 Z
T 2025- ... 23 R"~ T Z02b- It.30072 T 2027- It.35089 T 20ze- ~. 3Q07Z T 2029- ~.418e4 T 2030- 'e. ~3H~ -l
T 2031- ".26'03 T 2032- It.33568 T 2033- It.38743 T Z03~- It.lt2B32 T 2035- ~.~57lt2 T 2036- ... '06753 ......
T 2037- 4.3005, T 2038- It. 37197 T 2039- It .lt2651 T 2040- 4.~7229 T 2C1~ l- It.5l005 T 20~2- ~.53't.b zT 20~3- 1,.3385 T 2041,- 4.1t1158 T ZOlt5- I,.It/l997 T 20lt6- It.52320 T Z:llt - It.57b36 T zolta- ".b .. qO~ cIT1
0
DATI' 84/03/23.TIHE 19.39.15. HARTIN HARIETTA THER~AL ANALYZER SYSTE'1 ( .. IUS II-FD3b31 COCbOOO SCOPE3.4 VERSION PAGE 10
SHUTTLE TILF INTERNAL FLOW
T 2049- 4.38143 T 2050- II.454!!3 T 2051- 11.51713 T 2C 52- 4.57744 T Z053- 4.b3475 T 2054- 4.HUb
T 2055- 4.113087 T 205b- 4.50413 T 2057- 4.57124 T 2056- 4.b4b28 T ZOS9- 4.b94~1 T 20bJ- 4.761bl
T <'ObI- 4.29732 T 20f>2- 4.33155 T 20b3- 4.37Z03 T 20M- 4.40614 T 20bS- 4.434bll T 2Jbb- 4.446Z1
T 20b7- 4.31flAb T ~O t>8- 4.3533b T 2069- 4.39554 T 2070- 4.43350 T 2071- 4.4bZ16 T 2072- 4.477CJ~T 2073- 4.34730 T 0711- 4.36530 T Z075- 4.430Z4 T 207b- 4.47246 T 2077- 4.50730 T 2076- 4.52934
T <'079- 4.311<'41 T 201lO- II.4219b T 2061- 11.47033 T 2062- 4.51F133 T 2363- II.5blH T 201l4- 4.590Ql
T 2085- 4.417Ql T 2086- 4.4511b7 T 20117- 4.51024 T 201lA- 4.56313 T Z069- 4. MI0b T Z090- 4.b4997
T 2091- 4.44587 T 2092- 4.4117Col T 2093- 4.5415b T 2094- ".59669 T 2095- 4.b4b36 T Z09b- ".66"30
T 3025- 4.79221 T 3026- 4.Ql643 T 3027- ".95950 T 3028- ".9Q771 T 3029- 5.023H T 3030- 5.0327"
T 3031- 4.IIH97 T 3032- 4.92022 T 3033- 4.96006 T 3034- 5.02111Z T 3035- 5.011627 T 303b- 5.05~30
T 3037- 4.65fl17 T 3036- 4.95033 T 3039- 5.01Z91 T 30"0- 5.05611 T 30 Col- 5.013636 T 304Z- 5.1013:"
T 3043- 4.90769 T 304"- 1t.99533 T 3045- 5.056bb T 301ob- 5.106Z1 T 30"7- 5.145't1 T 3046- 5.1bi:l7b
T 3049- 4.9b920 T 3050- 5.05137 T 3051- 5.11bb6 T 3052- 5.17311 T 3053- 5.Z2107 T 3054- 5.2b3Z1
T "05~- 5.03,.lb T 305b- 5.12060 T 3057- 5.19119 T 30511- 5.2597b T 3359- 5.32160 T 30bO- 5. 3730~
T 30bl- 4.8b9f13 T 3062- 4.92328 T 30b3- ".96662 T 30b4- 5.00571 T 30b5- 5.03097 T 30bb- 5.04Zbtl
T 30b7- It.fl6734 T 3066- 4.93700 T 3069- 1t.965bb T 3070- 5.0247'3 T 3071- 5.05123 T 3072- 5.0b353
T 3073- II.9194b T 3074- 1t.9bbb3 T 3075- 5.01b7b T 3076- 5.05657 T 3077- 5.06816 T 3':>76- 5.1J.H5
T 307Q- 4.9b<'10 T 3080- 5.007b4 T 3061- 5.05903 T 30£12- 5.10447 T 3063- 5.13906 T 30d4- 5.156"14
T 3085- 5.001151 T 308b- 5.05333 T 3067- 5.10b72 T 30 £16- 5.15b9b T 3069- 5.19614 T 309O- 5.22473
T 3091- 5.04576 T 3092- 5.09142 T 3093- 5.147'01 T 3094- 5.20264 T 3095- 5.24971 T 3096- 5.Z~059
T 4025- 5. 11010Z T 402b- 5.19593 T 1t027- 5.27602 T 4026- 5.35391 T 40Z9- 5.43953 T 4030- 5.55133
T 4031- 5.18fl27 T 4032- 5.2PA90 T 1t033- 5.3b937 T 4034- 5.4"S4Z T 403S- 5.52707 T 403b- 5.6JOZu
T 4037- 5.Z7019 T 10036- 5.37015 T 4039- 5.Hbn T 1t0llO- S.5179b T 1,041- 5.S~ZB9 T 404Z- S.b~73b
T 4043- 5.3611210 T 401111- 5.105316 T 110"5- 5.52209 T 1t01t~- 5.56109b T Io'H7- 5.b"9"3 T "0"6- 5.7Zd63 ::t:oT 110"9- 5.IIb654 T ItOSO- 5.5"226 T 4051- 5.601R4 T 4052- 5.65Col9 T 4053- 5.701,59 T 1,054- 5.7606e
T 10055- 5. 5R~67 T Io0Sb- 5. blo951 T 4057- 5.b997~ T 4056- 5.73943 T 4059- 5.71371 T 40bO- 5.6C1052
-c
T 40bl- 5.219b9 T 4062- 5.27 0106 T 40b3- 5.33721, T 4064- 5.40795 T Io0b5- 5.107797 T 'tObb- 5.53b(,1 -c
T 1t067- 5.2b850 T 10066- 5.32212 T Io0b9- 5.38647 T 10070- 5.1,5727 T 't071- 5. 52it4b T 407Z- 5.57936
J'Tl
T 4073- 5.33'12b T 4074- 5.39030 T 1t075- 5.105343 T 407b- 5.5177b T 't077- 5.579b3 T "076- 5.b2975
Z
T 10079- 5.41730 T 40BO- 5.4b"411 T 10061- 5.52166 T 4062- 5.57913 T 40B3- 5.b3316 T 4064- 5.b7001
0
T 4065- 5.lt9581 T 40B6- 5. 5371t0 T 4067- 5.5£1763 T 1t0&6- 5.b3730 T 10069- 5.b620Z T 4090- 5.71550
......
T 11091- 5.55Rb6 T 4092- 5.5956" T "093- 5.64090 T 4094- 5.bR3b9 T 4095- 5.72051, T 409b- 5.7"b1b
x
T 5025- 5.b3744 T 502b- 5.6911bb T 5027- 5.74397 T 502'1- 5.7119"5 T 5029- 5.633)1 T 5030- 5.a'l4~' ::t:o
T 0;031- 5.b91010 T 5032- 5.75165 T 5033- 5.79b83 T 503"- 5.636b5 T 5035- 5.66071 T 503b- 5.9ltl92
T 5037- 5.75278 T 5038- 5.60Z59 T 5039- 5.64252 T 5040- 5.8£'l02 T 50"1- 5.92152 T 5042- 5.97103
T '5043- 5.8~b~R T ~044- '5.65341 T 5045- 5.86~97 T 50 lob- 5.92097 T 5347- 5.959ub T 58 46 - b.03745 nT 5049- 5.6 10 3 T 050- 5.69588 T 5051- 5.92 19 T 5052- 5.9bOb5 T 5:>53- 5.995J9 T 5 54- b.C13710 a
T '1055- 5.90171 T 505b- 5.93095 T 5057- 5.97207 T 505Q- 6.00793 T 5059- ~.03721 T 50bO- b.05bbb Z
T 50bl- 5.707101 T 5062- 5.73842 T 50b3- 5.777lt2 T 50t:It- 5.111700 T 5065- 5.65364 T 5.:l6b- 5.66201 --i
T 50b7- 5.74057 T 5066- 5. 770lt6 T 5069- 5.80737 T 5070- 5.8"501t T 5071- 5.66045 ~ T 5072- 5.90790 ......
T 5073- 5.78630 T 5074- 5.81253 T 5075- 5.845610 T 5076- 5.86087 T 5077- 5.9l1t64 T 5076- S.q"15, Zc
J'Tl
0
OATF A4'03'23.TI~E 1'1.3'1.15. HARTIH P4AIlIETTA THERMAL ANALYZEP SYSTEM IMIUS II-F03b31 COCbOOO SCOPE3.4 VERSIO~ PAGE 11
SHUTTLE TtLF INTERNAL flail
T 5079- 5.A362'l T 5080- 5.85619 T 5081- 5.88522 T 5082- 5.91740 T 50 A3· 5.9"89!l r 508"· 5.'I7't,,'l
T 5085- 5.A75,,2 T 5086- 5.892'lZ T 5087- 5.92038 T 508a- 5.95081 T 508'l- ~.97975 T 5090· ~.0"21"
T 5091- 5.897A7 T 5092- 5.Ql"70 T 5093- 5.945Ql, T 509"- 5.97~31 T 509~· 6.00263 r 509b· 0.019bl
T 60Z5- 4.1\3930 T 6026- 1,.A9248 T 6027- 5.001H T 60Z8- 5.09520 T b02'l- ~.18559 T 6030· 5.27B2
T 6031- 4.9252'1 T 6032- 5.02211 T 6033- 5.11Z31 T 6034- 5.1'1816 T bCl35- 5.28352 T 6v 36- 5.31419
T 6037- 5.00988 T 6038- 5.11766 T 6039- 5.20304 T 6040- 5.2£1586 T ~::l41- ~. 3725b T 6')"2- 5.47762
T 60103- 5.lfo60Z T 6044- 5.21173 T 6045- 5.28614 T 6046- 5.36121 T 60 "7- 5."5373 T bO"8· 5.5b214
T 6049- 5.23450 T 6050- 5.Z81,Z5 T 6051- 5.36304 T 6052- 5.41,121, T b053- 5.5305'l T 60;"· 5.bJltu2
T 6055- 5.Z80136 T 6056- 5.334ZZ T 6057- 5.43Q55 T 605B- 5.5H22 T 6J5Q- 5.61575 T 0060· 5.6ll590
T 6061- 10.95142 T 6062- 4.9'1718 T 6063- 5.01360 T 60 6t,- 5.153'l6 T 6065- 5.2211B r 60b6· 5.2812tl
T 6067- 5.00774 T 606B- 5.061Z3 T 6069- 5.13459 T 6070- 5.Z1174 T 6071- 5.2840" T bO 12· 5. Hil26
T b073- 5.08504 T 6074- 5.13964 T 6075- 5.21034 T 607b- 5.lA5H T ~077- 5.35186 T 6018· 5.t,1109d
T 607'1- 5.17510 T 60BO- 5.zze'" T 60fl1- 5.l8623 T 60Bl- 5.3591l T 6083- 5.1,3141 T 6081,· 5.loll915
T 6085- 5. Z4541 T "086- 5.28623 T 6087- 5.35Z28 T 6088- 5.42677 T b089- 5.49683 T 60'lO· 5.55181,
T 6091- 5.281021 T 6092- 5.32581 T 60'13- 5.396 t,l T 6091,- 5.47166 T 6J 'l5- 5.54458 T b096· 5.5921,"
T 7025- 4.1,27Q8 T 70Zb- 4. fo4 'I 70 T 70Z7- 4.H312 T 70 28- 4.500bb T 7J29- 4.51,0n T 7030· ".59252
T 7031- 4.46596 T 7032- 4.49492 T 7033- 4.52478 T 7034- 4.55'l35 T 7035- 4.60l14 T 703b· ... 65"9l
T 7037- 4.4'1"'10 T 7036- 4.527BO T 7039- 1,.5b129 T 70'00- ''.bOl100 T 70 H. '0.65137 r 10"2· ".719"0
T 70103- 4.51 0 55 T 7041,- 4.55166 T 70'05- '0.56789 T 7046- 4.6330l T 70"7- 4.b9001 r 10"6· ".7~"50
T 7049- 4.535'i5 T 7050- 4. 56fllo9 T 7051- 4.b0401 T 7052- 1,.65"47 T 1053- '0. 7~l21 T 705"· " .1l151 ..
T 7055- 4.51,371 T 7056- 4.56'165 T 7057- 4.601,93 T 7058- 4.66051, T 10 59· 4.7437A T 70bO· ".B6074
T 7061- 1,.46Bl6 T 7062- Io.l,B397 T 7063- 4.50623 T 7061,· 4.53760 T 7065- 4.57085 T 7Ubb· 4.5991b
T 7067- 1,.48Q61 T 706A- 4.50775 T 7069- 4.53472 T 7070- 4.5b745 T 71) 71- 1,.603l8 T 7072· 1,.63340
T 7073- 4.511,49 T 7074- 4.53433 T 7075- 4.5b426 T 7076- 4.60120 T 7077- 4.64197 T 7078· 4.b113"
T 7079- Io.5B61 T 7080- 4.556bO T 70Bl- 4.58913 T tOB2 - 4.630'01 T 70R 3. 4.61617 T 708"· ".1110" ::t:>T 7065- '0.550'08 T 70B6- 4.51168 T 7087- ... 6059B T OP8- ... 65156 T 7089- 4.70"'6 T 7090- ... 1j 2 39 -c
T 709~- 4.55785 T 7092- 4.571325 T 70'l3- 1,.61300 T 70'14- 1,.66183 T 7095- ".7l11,Q T 7 )96· lo.l1b41 -c
T 802_- 4.1""B49 T B026- 1,.16985 T 8027- 4.1881oB T PO 28- lo.l18l5 T 8029- 4.l5094 T 8030- l,. l868" n1
T P031- 1,.20262 T B032- 1,.22675 T 8033- 4.ll,B'l6 T fl034- ".21430 T 8035- 1,.30133 T 8036· 4.32690 Z
T R037- 4.21,376 T B03 B- 1,.27089 T 8039- 4.l'l,.81 T 801,0- 4.31982 T 80'01- ... 34651 T 801,2- 4.31555 Cl
T P043- 4.28374 T BOl,l,- 4.311l7 T B045- 4.33597 T ROlo6· 4.362('6 T BOl,l- ... 3913" T 801,8· ..... Z71od ......
T P049- '0.32652 T 8050- 4.35092 T 8051- 4.31551 T R0 52- 4.1,02Q3 T BO 53- 1,.43559 T 805'" ".",l3l3 x
T 8055- 4.312'18 T B056- 4.30209 T 8051- 4. fol69 5 T 8058- 4 ..... 551, T 8'J 5'1· 1o."B248 T 8060- ... 53u3Q ::t:>T 8061- 4.20776 T 8062- 4. Z1313 T 8063- 4.22955 T 8064- 4.l5263 T ~065- ".21680 T 8066" 1,.2951b
T 110"'- 4.22935 T B068- 4.24181 T 8069- 4.26053 T R070- Io.ZR302 T BOll- 4.30561 T 8012· ... 32266
T R073- 1,.26296 T 8074- 4.211B5 T 8075- 4.2QB09 T BO 76- 4.32093 T 8011- 1,.31,3!)9 T 6018- 4.3blZ9 nT B01Q- 1,.2'lQ11 T 8080- ".31461 T 8081- 4.33561 T ROB2- 4.35950 T 8:)83- 1,.J133d5 • T BOdlo· 4 ...0370 0T P085- 4.33367 T 8086- 1,.34853 T (1081- 1o.3fo'l84 T 80 (Ill- 4.39415 T 81)89- 1,.4l114 T B()90· 4.4"3,., Z
T 1I0'll- 4.35976 T 8092- 4.37351 T 8093- 1o.391,81 T 8094- 4.42059 T 8095- 4.41,87.5 T 809b- ..... ,l'l5 --;ARITH~ETIC NODES ......
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SHUTTLE TILE INTEPNAL FLOW
T 103- 4.5~"50 T 104- ~. 61237 T 105- 4.69Zfl4 T lOb· 4.75615 T 107- 4.fl2095 T lOti- 4.o:lo:l3~7
T 109- 4.60154 T 110· 4.b7604 T 111- 4.75060 T lIZ- 4.IIZOOZ T 113· 4.66679 T 114. 4.95067
T li5- 4.66071 T lIb- 4.73577 T 117- 4.80992
T 1l'3- ~.611Z78 T 119- 4.95355 T 120- 5.0H03
T 1 1- 4.7Z0311 T lZZ- ~.79Z55 T 123- 4.6t>871 T 1 ZIo· 10.94577 T 125· 5.021 74 T 126· 5.0~451
T 127- 4.711157 T 1 Z8- ".84357 T 129- 10.92"710 T 130· 5.0Q7P9 T In· 5.u911'" T 132· 5.17569
T 10Z4- 3.73973 T 1023· 3.73971 T 10ZZ- 3.739b7 T 1021- 3.7Hf,Z T IJZO· 3.73959 T 1019. 3.73<157
T A02"· 3.73959 T 8023· 3.73965 T P02Z- 3.73960 T 60 Zl- 3.7400Fl T FlOZO· 3.740 ..7 T ~019- 3.1't08~
T 70Z"- 3.710115 T 70Z3· 3.741"5 T 70ZZ- 3.7"367 T 70 n- 3.75064 T 70Z0- 3.7630'3 T 7019- 3.77503
T 1007- 3.73955 T 1008- 3.73960 T 1009. 3.7397l T 1010- 3.73995 T 11)11- 3.74006 T 101 z. 3.739Y6
T ZOZI- 3.739Q1 T 2020- 3.738107 T ZOI9- 3.7377Z T ZIo· 3.75660 T 23- 3.77797 T 22- 3.!liJ119
T ZI- 3.1l3"39 T 20- 3.89199 T 19- 3.95b09 T 60Z"· 4.0Z567 T 6I)Z3· 4.07219 T 602Z· ".11:>297
T b021- 4.30936 T 60Z0- ~.50777 T 6019- ".7Z816 T Z007- 3.75438 T 2008- 3.7b70Z T 2009- 3.113071
T 2010- ".OZ530 i- 2011- ".0329Z T ZOIZ- 4.0"208 T 7· ".05372 T 8- 4.1Z186 T 9- 4.2'651
T 10- 10.39505 T 11- 4.~9b91o T 1Z- ~.bZ073 T ~OZl- 1t.9bZ1l0 T 1t020- 5.Z'8"8 T 1t019· 5."'232
T 50210- 5.56Z19 T 5023- 5.6HI0 T 5022- 5.61'59F1 T 5021- 5.73476 T 5020- 5.77506 T 5019- 5.61393
T 3007- 10.85064 T 3eOA- 10.911310 T 3009- 5.01263 T 3010- 5.133PIt T 3011- 5.Z6323 T 301Z- 5034531
T 4007- 5.55157 T "006- 5.63036 T "009- 5.687~0 T 4010- 5.72A91t T 4011- 5.76073 T Itlll Z- 5.1'354~
T «'007- 5.884"b T 500P- 5.92898 T 5009- 5.Q7110 T 5010- 6.00752 T 5011· 6.03716 T 501 Z- 6.05691
T 1001- 3.73973 T 1002- 3.73971 T 1003- 3.73966 T 1004· 3.7396Z T 1005- 3.73958 T 1006- 3.73955
T 1018- 3.73959 T 1017- 3.73965 T 1016- 3.73977 T 1015- 3.73998 T 101 ..- 3.74024 T 1013· 3.74033
T 7001- 3.74111 T 7002- 3.7"lIt5 T 7003- 3.7"387 T 700"- 3.75080 T 7005- 3.76293 T 7U1l6· 3.77'067
T 7018- 3.A401b T 7017- 3.87385 T 701b- 3.909b6 T 7015- 3.91t9t14 T 7vl"- 3.9966? T 7013- 'o.0~171t
T 2001- 3.7"OZO T Z002- 3.740"9 T 2003- 3.74075 T Z004- 3.14075 T Z005· 3.74083 T 200b- J.742b6
T 1- 3.76315 T Z- 3.76534 T 3- 3.8l1t69 T It· 3.84875 T 5- 3.86b6'o T b- 3.9316q )::a
T 18- ".02127 T 17- 4.06116 T 16- 10.13961 T 15- 4.Z5901t T 1'0- 4.40979 T 13· ".54 ZIU \J
T 6016- 5.10946 T 6017- 5.29288 T 6016- 5."396'0 T 6015- 5.5"'037 T 6,)1"- 5.b1565 T 6013- ,.65913 \J
T 3001- 3.89679 T 3002- 3.91062 T 3003- 3.94102 T 300'0· 3.9A970 T :J005- Io.0629b T 3006- ... 17 .. 67 rrI
T 301"- ".'0390'0 T 3017- ".593Z9 T 3016- ".80913 T 3015- 5.03272 T 3014- 5.~17b1l T 3013· 5.331t1~ z
T I,OIA- 5.511600 T '0017- 5.64961 T 4016- 5.69984 T 4015- 5.73948 T 4014· 5. 7372 T '0013- 5.80653 0
T 501"- 5.ABA13 T 5017- 5.93098 T 5016- 5.972110 T 5015· 6.00800 T 501'0- 6.03727 T 5013- 6.05672 ......
T 1097- 3.96715 T 10116- 3.9AI08 T 1099- ".00069 T 1100- '0.02452 T 1101- 4.0517, T llJl· 4.071>56 x
T 1103- 3.98636 T 1104- 4.0087~ T 1105- 4.030'06 T 110h- 4.05211 T 1107- 4.07109 T 1I0Fl- 4.07986
T 1109- 4.01256 T 1110- 4.03681 T 1111- 4.059q9 T 1112- ".08l07 T 1113- 4.10046 T 111"- 4.1075J )::a
T 1115- 4.04051 T 1116- 4.06561 T 1117· 4.09031 T 1116- ... 11536 T 1119- It.H062 T 112.)- 4.16dbO
T 1121- ".07071 T 1122- 4.09"47 T 1123- 4.11990 T 1124- 4.14792 T 1125- 1t.17833 T 1126- It.21"lB
T 1127- It. B03~ T P~6- 4'lol~6 T ~O29- 4.14S~I, T PAo- Io·i 776J T HAl: 4.2H 87 T H~~: ".25051 nT 2097- It. A6 T o 6- 4. 0 3 T 9q- 10.35 0 T 1 0 4. 907 T 10.4 65 T 4.43150 0
T 2103- 4.Z650lo T 2104- 10.328 .. 7 T 2105- 4.38209 T 2106- Io.IoZ553 T 2UJ7- I,."56l1 T 2108- 1t.41;75'o
Z
T 2109- 4.30051 T Z110- 1o.3f1,98 T 2111- 4.102262 T 2112- 4.47241 T 2113- '0. 51231 T 211'0- 4.53567 -i
T 2115- 't.33858 T 2116- 4. "0714 T 2117- 4.~6991 T 211fl- 4.52816 T 2119- 1t.5836 T 2120- 1t.61t906
......
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~ HU TT lET IlE INTERNAl Flnw
T 2127- Io."~OQO T 2128- 4.50413 T 2129- ".57125 T 7130- 4.Mbp T 2131- It. b'HU T Z13Z- 4.7bH:4
T 30Q7- 4.7 221 T 30Q/l- 4.91b45 T 3099- ".95951 T 3100- ".9Q7 1 T 3101- 5.0Z353 T .HuZ- 5.0111:>
T 3103- 4.Blb97 T 3104- 4.91317 T 3105- 4.9754Z T 310b- 5.014bll T 3107- 5.047Z5 T 3108- 5.05b30
T '3109- 4. f\5bF T 3110- 4.94Zlo" T 3t ll - 5.00BM T 3112- 5.05757 T 3113- 5.08924 T 31r'- ,.101J5T 3115- 4.'107 9 T 311 b- 4.99025 T 3 17- 5.058Z4 T 3UIl- 5.11Z01 T 3119- 5. 1 5015 T 31 0- 5.10il70
T nZl- 4.9b920 T 31ZZ- 5.050bB T 31Z3- 5.1Z0b7 T 31Z4- 5.1R088 T 3125- 5.Z2945 T 312b- 5.21: Hu
T 31Z7- 5.03"3b T 312B- 5.120bO T 31Z9- 5.1'll19 T 3130- 5.2597b T 3131- 5.3Z181 T 313Z- :>.J7JlO
T 4097- 5.110"2 T 409B- 5.19593 T 4099- 5.Z7b02 T "100- 5.35391 T "101- ~. 43953 T 41UZ- 5.55008
T 4103- 5.1BbZ7 T 410"- 5.27570 T 4105- 5.358M T Io10b- 5.4401b T "107- 5.527bZ T 4108- 5.b2973
T 4109- 5.27019 T "110- 5.35927 T 4111- 5.H015 T Io11Z- 5.51793 T "113- 5.59B2b T 41I1t- 5. b37<.)
T '0115- 5.3f,"iZ4 T 411b- 5.""B32 T 4117- 5.52237 T 4llA- 5.59100 T 4119- 5.b58ltl T "120- 5.7ZdtJ
T 4121- 5.41>b54 T Io1Z Z- 5.543b9 T 4123- 5.b071l1 T 41Z4- 5. M350 T "125- 5.7143Z T H2 ~- 5.7:'Ob5
T 4127- 5.58551 T Iol28- 5.6/t935 T Iol29- 5.b99bb T H30- 5.739loO T 4131- 5.77371 T .. 13Z- 5.FlOb5Z
T 5097- 5. b3743 T 5098- 5."94bb T 5099- 5.H391 T 5100- 5.11l9lo5 T 5101- 5.83331 T 510Z- 5.8".32
T '>103- 5.b9410 T 5104- 5.14454 T 5105- 5.H113 T 510b- 5. Fl35BB T 5107- 5. B801"" T 510Fl- 5.9ZB&3
T 5109- 5.7527£1 T 5110- 5.1913B T 5111- 5.8393B T 511Z- 5.BA138 T 5113- 5.9Z4b3 T 5114- 5.9709"
T 5115- 5.BZ"OB T 511 b- 5.85Z02 T 5117- 5.88b93 T '>118- 5.9Z500 T 5119- 5.9b471t T 5120- b."0737
T ~lZ1- 5.B74'13 T 512Z- 5.8'H11 T 5123- 5.93013 T 5124- 5.9bb31 T 5125- b OOHZ T 51Zb- b.0370Z
T 5127- 5.90171 T 51Z/I- 5.93093 T 5129- 5.97200 T 5130- b.007B5 T 5131- b.03714 T 5132- b.05bt-0
T b097- 4.B3930 T b09B- ".B92loB T b099- 5.00178 T blCO- 5.09520 T biOI- 5.18559 T bl0Z- 5.Z775Z
T bl03- 4.9Z529 T bl0 .. - 5.01390 T 6105- 5.102H T h10b- 5.19299 T bl07- 5.28391 T 6101\- 5.31 .. 19
T f,109- 5.00989 T b110- 5.10813 T t-l11- 5.19125 T bI1Z- 5.28717 T b113- 5.37952 T bl1'o- 5.477b2
T t-115- 5. H603 T b11b- 5.20792 T b117- 5.26815 T 6118- 5037519 T b11 9- 5.4bblZ T 5120- 5.5blll
T 6121- 5.23450 T blU- 5.28681 T t123- 5.3bB92 T 6124- 5.45887 T 6125- 5.54>4>23 T b12b- ;.b3395
T b121- 5.2/108b T 61Z8- 5.334Z2 T 61Z9- 5."391tl T "130- 5.543BZ T b131- 5.b15bO T b132- 5.b'l581 ::t:>T 7097- ".4279B T 7098- ".lo4870 T 7099- ... 47372 T 7100- lo.500hb T 7101- 4.54070 T 710Z- ".5'1253
T 7103- ".lot-597 T 7104- 4.4!l'l"" T 7105- 4.51939 T 7l Ob- ".55bOb T 7107- 4.b0199 T 710e- 4.b5lt93 -a
T 710Q- ~."9t>90 T 7110- ~.5?3Z2 T 7pl- lo.55771 T 711Z- lo.b0121 T 71P- 4.b55111 T 1114- 4.71939
-a
T 7115- lo.5195b T 7116- ~. 548" 5 T 7 11- ".56b3b T 111A- ".b35"~ T 7 9- ".b9bllt T 7120- lo.7t>"50 lT1
T 7121- ".53556 T 7122- ".5blo32 T 7123- ".b0332 T 71Zlo- lo.b571b T 7125- 4.72842 T 11Zb- ".b1515
:z
T 71Z7- lo.5~31Z T 7126- ~.5b965 T 71 29- 4.Mlo9lo T 1130- lo.bt>055 T 7l31- 1,.1"379 T 713Z- 4.db07lo 0......
T 8097- ~.11P"5 T 6096- 4.1MBb T 8099- lo.1118"9 T B100- ".ZIB25 T 6101- lo.25095 T 810Z- ".ZFlbB4 ><
T R103- 4.20Zb4 T 6104- ".2Z053 T 11105- ".Z42b4 T e1 Ob- 4.2b984 T 8107- ... 29943 T 8108- 4.3!891
T 81(19- lo.24377 T 6110- ".26b35 T 8111- ".Z9095 T 8112- 4.3162B T A113- 4.3'0730 T 811"- 4.37557 ::t:>
T 6115- 1,.28375 T 6111>- 1,.30957 T 6111- 1,.33590 T 811'1- lo 03b436 T A119- ... 39F2 T 8110 - lo.lo2750
T R 121- ~.32b53 T 8122- ".3517Z T 11123- lo.37813 T A124- 4.407lol T 9125- 4.44 02 T 812b- lo.47<125
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3. 76~63"75 3.79A99422 3.83"20721
3.97779004 4.05100748 4.1Q1317~~
".44958204 ".191319'- 3 ~. 0'100651












4.57053951 4.63 77S 1'~6 ".6'H36158
".632"7456 4.70062859 It.7bZOBOH






















































































































Free Stream Velocity U:
U
oo
= XMACH IkgRT (ft/sec)
XMACH = mach number
Cp _k = C
v
- 1.4
g = gravitational constant, 32.2~
sec2
R = gas constant, 53.3 ft-lbf
1bm-oR
T = temperature, oR




P = free-stream pressure, lbf
ft2
R = gas constant, 53.3 ft-lbf
1bm-oR
T = temperature, oR
Viscosity Coefficients XMU:




Boundary Layer Thickness of Turbulent Flow over a Flat Plate:
(PmUmXo)-l.S
00 = .37Xo\ 12~m (ft)
Xo = distance of subject tile to edge of Shuttle, ft
P = free stream density, lbm/ft3
m
U = free stream velocity, ft/sec
m
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